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Bolass.

The initial inspiration for this researoh has ooas out of ths

jaractical aids of life, that is ths teaching of English languags to Afghan

students in Kabul, Afghanistan between the years 1954 and 1962. This

experience was gained over the whole range of teaching and administration from

beginning students in the seventh olass to university students preparing for

advanced study abroad. From these experiences it became apparent to the writer

that a dimension of language teaching in the classroom was not being dealt with

adequately, indeed had not been dealt with adequately by linguists, and as a

consequence left teaching and learning materials to a large extent inadequate

for the task at hand. Reference is here being made to the larger picture of

language as a part of culture, language sue a social process with its locus in

the individual, language in its socio-cultural context. Early leading

linguists and anthropologists such as Sapir, Firth, Malinowski, Boas end others

8aw language as a part of culture, a special part, that of a mediating element

serving all cultural institutions as a system for comnunication. Culture from

this point of view was dependent on language for its transmittal and without it

much of its system and content would perish. Thus language occupies a unique

and exalted plaoe in the hierarchy of human institutions. Language also depends

on the content of culture for its meaning sines ths linguistic form has its

meaning lodged in extra-llngiiatic experience. Ve see a two-way system here —

linguistic fcrm serving to transmit the Institutions of human society and these

same institutions giving meaning to linguiatio form. In the thesis we have

referred to this relationship at the language teaching level as linguistieo-

oultural oonbaot and along with Firth we have sought to consider language events

both in a cultural eontext and as shaped by "the creative acts of speaking

persons."



As the above suggests several disciplines must contribute to the

advancement of understanding of the nature of meaning and its transmittal.

Since the goal of descriptive linguistics and the aim of all language teaching

must be to make statements about meaning and to teach students to use language

in a meaningful social situation, we see tfcese disciplines as logically combining

farces in the solving of problems in the general area of applied linguistics.

The thesis deals with the socio-oultural, psychological and linguistic

aspects of language learning and teaching in the context of language teaching

in Afghanistan. From the Afghan learner's point of view the first language (1^)
is Persian and the second language (Lg) is English. The corpus under investi¬
gation oomes from the texts in use in the schools of Afghanistan entitled

Afghans Learn English frost which over 1000 lexical and grammatical items were

extracted nd their ins tantial, potential) and cultural mewiinga studied.

I would here like to acknowledge the assistance of Robert L. Canfield,

Director of Materials Preparation* Institute of Education, Kabul University for

his coopsratlon in keeping me up to date on the evolution of materials being

prepared and used in Afghanistan and making available to me current copies of

the complete set of texts Afghans Learn English Books 1-8.

During the early stages of the researoh while still a novice in the

field of sooiolinguisties, the friendly cooperation and assistance of the

following scholars was greatly appreolated and is hereby acknowledged!

Dr. Karl Bock of the University of Hew Mexico, Professor Bobbins Burling of

the University of Pennsylvania, Dr. Charles A. Ferguson of the Center of

Applied Linguistics $ Professor Joshua Fiahman of Yeehiva University}

Professor R. N. Frys of Harvard University} Dr. John Gumperx of the University
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of California; Harvard University, Center of International Studies}

Professor H. L. Nostrand of the University of Washington; Professor Kenneth L.

Pike of the University of Michigan} Professor George L, Trager of the

University of Buffalo and others. This is not to ignore the very valuable

association and friendship of felloe students and staff of the University of

Edinburgh who have their share in my general intellectual evolution over the

past three years.

I also count it my privilege to have had as supervisor in Persian

language for the 3-year period of study Mr. L. P. Elwell-Sutton of the W». Muir

Institute of Islamio Studies who has in a most unselfish manner made available

to ms his considerable knowledge in the area of Persian language end the ways

and customs of the Persian peoples. I have benefited both from his te&ohing

end his personal friendship. In my first ye*r at the Sohool of Applied

Linguistics ay supervisor was Mr. Ronald Maokin and although at the end of that

year he was foroed to resign his position at the university due to illness I

have oontinued to benefit from his suggestions and value bis continued interest

in the thesis and my on-going researoh. For the seoond year Mr. Ian Catford,

Director of the School of Applied Linguistics, assumed the responsibilities of

principal supervisor and helped in the planning of the thesis. On the resignation

of Mr. Catford from the University to take up the position of Director of the

English Language Institute at the University of Michigan, his successor

Mr. S. Fit Corder became the principal supervisor and for the past year has

given invaluable assistanoe in his very able eritioism during the final stages

of writing.
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It is peculiarly important that linguists, vho axe

often accused, and accused justly, of failure to look

beyond the pretty patterns of their subject mat-tor,

should become aware of what their science may mean for

the interpretation of human oonduot in general. Whether

they like it or not, they must become increasingly

concerned with the many anthropological, sociological,

and psychological problems which invade toe field of

linguists.

(Sdward Saplr, 1929, "The Status of Linguistics as a

Science," Language 3*214*)
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1.0 The theme and, acope of the thesla.

1.1 Background information.*
The following information relating to Afghanistan and its people

is felt pertinent to the general scope of the thesis especially since the

burden of the thesis goes beyond what has until reoently been traditionally

olaimed as legitimate territory for a scientific study of language, i.e. in
2

the definition of scientific linguistics. There have, however, been

scholars such as Firth, Halliday, Ulis, Pike, Trager, Iyons, eto. who have

extended the study of linguistics to include meaning in the contextual

sense end henoe to make contact with the study of culture and social

institutions. As will be seen later the role of language in the development

and perpetuation of all of these Booial institutions is both the carrier and

the symbolic embodiment. Language is the means of transmitting culture as

well as creating it* It is itself a part of culture and yet distinct from

it. Culture on the other hand gives meaning via context and situation

(technical terms to be defined later) to linguistic items. These

*Much of the following information oomes from my paper, Afghan Values.
Attitudes, and Characteristics (mimeo, unpublished) given at the monthly
staff meeting of the Institute of Education, University of Kabul, May 1962
and from my paper, The Afghan Student (mirneo, unpublished) given at the
monthly meeting of teachers and staff of the English Language Program,
Institute of Education, University of Kabul, April 1962.

*"Most notably by Leonard Bloomfield, 1933» Language. Mew Torki Heray Holt
and Co., and followers although Bloostfield did not rule out meaning. His
was largely a reaction to philosophical mentaliam in the description of
language. For a defense of Bloomfield in this see C. C. Fries, 1954»
"Meaning and linguistic analysis," Language 30.57-68j . 1962, Linguistics
and Reading. Mew Yorki Holt, Binehaxt end Winston, Inc., pp. 94-71 and
Jerrold J. Kats, 1964* "Mentalism in linguistics," Language 40.124-37*
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relationships will be dealt with in 6.0. Here we will only make a brief

statement of the culture and languages used in Afghanistan.

1.11 Languages and ethnlo groups in Afghanistan.

From the linguistic and ethnic point of view Afghanistan has con¬

siderable variety. The spoken languages can be grouped into three sub¬

divisions of Indo-Iranian as followsi l) Iranian languages which include

Persian, Fashtu, Baluchi and Pamir) 2) Bardie languages which consist of

Pashai, Gawar-Bati, Tirahi, and Kaflrlf and 3) Turkio languages which

oonsist of Usbek, Turkoman and Kirghis. Besides these there ate also

several others such as Mongolian, Kurdish, Arabic, Lahnda as well as Hindi,

3
Urdu, etc. spoken by minority groups without full political or social

integration. Of the above mentioned languages two are predominant, Persian

and Pashtu* Although Persian is the most universally known and used (it

is the language of business and government as well as the unifying medium

of education), Pashtu has been in recent years named thB official language

^Donald H. Wilber (ed), 1956a, Afghanistan. Hew Haven* Human Halations
Area Piles Studies, Inc., p. 62.
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by the government and is being used as a criterion for advancement in

political and civil offices.^

Neither does Afghanistan have one homogeneous ethnic group making up

its populace but is composed, of many and varied groups of peoples in most

eases in a one to one relation to tha languages previously mentioned. Known

history gives a satisfactory explanation for the presence of most of the

^See Georg Uorgenstierne, 1926, Report on A Linguistic Mission to
Afghanistan. Osloi Instltuttet For Sammenlignende Kulturforskning, where
he outlines the position of Persian end other languages to it. (This,
of course, considerably prior to the decision of the government in the
forties to make Pashtu the national language)« "Persian is spoken by
Parsivan and Tajik peasants in most parts of the oountzy, and by the
majority of the population of all towns, perhaps with the exception of
Kandahar. Even so far east as Jallalabad the population in the
immediate surroundings of the town speak Persian, not_Pashtu, and Kabul is
almost entirely Persian-speaking... These _languagas__ other thai Persian
have also bean considered socially inferior ~ln AfghanietanT, and they are
all, even including Paahtu, receding before Persian," p. 7* 8*

With the rise of nationalism and Afghanistan beooming for the first time
in its long history a "nation-state", we see its leaders seeking a unifying
element which they have conoeived to be Pashtu.

For a definition of "nation-state" and further reasons tor the choice
of Pashtn as a national language see Louis Xhipree, i960, A Mote on
Afghanistan. New forks American Univarsities Field Staff.""Inc.. South Asia
Series. 4»8 and . 1961, 1Pashtunistan*s The Problem and Its Larger
Implioations. New forks American Universities Field Staff, lno«,
South Asia Series. 5*2, 5* 4*
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ethnic groups in Afghanistan. Due to its particular topography and

geographical location Afghanistan becane the crossroads of the Middle Bast

at a very early tine in history consequently migrant and warring groups, to

say nothing of the traffic of trade, commerce, and religion, to a large

extent account for the diverse ethnic nature of the geographic area now

5
The following groups with their populations have been listed in Dupree,
I960, p. 17,

1]) Puehtun ...........

2 1 Tajik (Persian)
3 1 Aimak
4 1 Uzbek .....................
5 1 Hasara ....................
6 1 Turkoman
7 I Huristani
8 J1 Hindu end Sikh

Total 11,268,000
It should be added that the present boundaries of Afghanistan are the

result of political power-plays between and among Iran, Great Britain, and
Russia in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Consequently these
boundaries are artificial from an ethnic point of view aid cut across major
ethnic groups. For example, the Uzbek, Turkoman, and Kirghiz peoples can
be found on both aides of the border with Russia as can large groups of
Pushimns be found on both sides of the border with Pakistan,

°Bo really adequate historical explanation for the Nuristani people is
available. Some historians suggest thqjr are (due to their fair oomplexion,
blond hair and blue eyes) the remanent of a contingent of Greek Alexandrian
soldiers. This oannot he substantiated.
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•?

called Afghanistan. Historical records do not identify known places in

Afghanistan farther back than around 2000 BC. When a full account of

archeological material in Afghanistan is brou^it to light, however, this will

no doubt be pushed back considerably*

7
'Dupree, I960, p. 5* The ten major periods listed hy Dupree ares

1 1 Prehistory ? 1500 BC
2 1 "Aryan" Invasions 1500 m 329 BC
?]I Graaco-Baotrian dynasties 329 - 100 BC
4 1 Central Asian invasions 100 BC - 800 AD

5 ! Early Islamic dynasties 300 • 1186 AD
6 I Turks and Mongols 1186 - 1500 AD
7J1 Moghuls and Persians 1500 m 1747 AD
8 1 Tribal Kingdoms and European expansion 1747 - 1880 AD

9 1 Period of consolidation 1880 - 1919 AD

10)1 Period of independence 1919 • Present

It will be noted that all of the periods are characterized by an
outside group and the effeot that this particular group had on the area now
known as Afghanistan* Hot until the time of the Tribal Kingdoms do we see
any attempt of indigenous peoples to exert an influenoe on their own destinies.
"At the time of this Persian and Hoghul rivalry, the Pushtun tribes of the
eastern part of the country began to awake and stir. They steadily grew
in numbers and began to move out of their mountain crags and valleys..• until
they were in the ascendance in the 18th and 19th centuries. Comparatively
much is known about this period due to its being more recent With more records
extant. Thus, the 18th century begins the rise of the indigenous people
ruling the general area of Afghanistan and its environs. It was the Abdalis
and Ghilzais who grew to ruling power and the Ghilzais even extended their
control into Persia. But by tticTmiddle of the century their power had waxed
and waned and Ahmad Shah (an Abdalis) had had himself elected ruler of
Kandahar (his tomb still stands in Kandahar city today) and forthwith began
to extend and strengthen bis kingdom. Shah Ahmad created for himself the title
of Durr-i-Durran (Pearl of Pearls) and thus originated the Durrani royal line
still found in Afghanistan today although not the ruling family. By the
beginning of the 19th oentuxy, the Durrani dynasty had lost its lands and its
influenoe and we see growing out of this the Hohammedzai olan assuming more and
more control until in 1818 a Hohammedzai chief, by the name of Dost Mohammed
Khan, defeated the last of the Durranis in Kabul and began the reign of the
Mohammedxais, which continues to this day. It was under the grandson of Dost
Mohammed, Abdur Rahman Khan, that the country was finally made safe for travel
and most of the tribes were brought into allegiance to the court of Kabul. His
son, Habibullah Khan, and grandson, Amonullah Khan, continued in this vein until
the revolution in 1929* when King Amonullah was deposed. After a short war, which
brought to power the late Nadir Shah, peace and order were restored and Afghanistan
entered a more stable period both politically and economically." (Goodell, May,
1962, pp. 4-5.
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Mindful of its deep roots In history and of its illustrious periods of

artistic, literary and religious achievements, Afghanistan is today making a

serious effort to enter the 20th century. One of the means of doing this is

seen to be via the use of another language — which is seen as English. Those

in authority have demonstrated their belief that throu^i English their country

will be able to industrialise, exploit natural resourcea, advance technologically

and play a part in the world politioal seem in spite of faotors which suggest

with some logio that the Russian language should be this avenue to the modern

world of technology and progress. The outworking of the present commitment

to English as the foreign language has taken place over the past half century.

The first secondary sohool as we define it today (there were schools in

the mosques of long standing) in Afghanistan was Habibia College which was

inaugurated just over fifty years ago by King Habibullah Khan. It was

patterned on an English speaking school he had visited in Delhi a year or so

earlier. Thus the introduction of English to the sohool system in Afghanistan

comes through India with some of the first teachers being Indian. After this

initial launching of a modern educational system there came an overlay of Fxenoh

influence and German until in the early forties we have in the oapital one

8
French speaking secondary school, one German speaking and three English. At

this time the government decided to strengthen the teaching of EngLish in

Habibia and staffed it with young American teachers. This decision was later

amplified in the other EngLish speaking schools and by the introduction of

®Their dates of inauguration are as follows' Habibia College, 1903} Nejat,
Ietaqlal, Ghazi, and Ebn-i-sina o. 1930 during the reign of King Aaonullah.
The last two and first teach English from the seventh olasa to the twelfth
whioh is terminal. Originally, when staff permitted, English was begun in
the fourth class and from then on all subjects were in English. As the
demand for education grew in the late forties and sarly fifties this oould
not be maintained and English was taught only from the seventh olass and as
a language not as a medium of instruction.
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English at the seventh class to all newly established schools. By the aid-

fifties English was, by accomplished fact if not publio announcement, the

unchallenged foreign language in the school system of the entire country.

Sooially French had been the language of greatest strength but its position

began to weaken when the present King, Zaher Shah, decided to have two of his

sons tutored in English althou^i they were being educated in French at Istaqlal

Iyoee, the French speaking school, and to send the two younger sons to Habibia
9

where they would learn English. Thus the foreigi language of the royal

family began its change to English and English became the only foreign language

taught in the middle and secondary schools, through the entire country. By

the early sixties English had been made the one foreign language of the

university and the Ministry of Education had begun to fully recognise the

The Afghan constitution (the revision of this in the fall of 1964 was not
available, but I am led to believe that it is substantially unchanged on this
point) under Article XX makes primary education compulsory for all children of
school age, "The doors of the sohools are open to all, regardless of their
religion, wealth, and lineage." Under Article XXII it makes dear that all
matters relating to education are under the supervision of the government.
"The aim of education, in general, is to bring enlightenment to the masses, to
impart literacy, to raise standards of living, and to train capable persons to
handle national affairs." ( . 1936, Education in Afghanistan. Kabul1 The
Boyal Afghan Ministry of Education, pp. 10-11.) "...Although slow progress is
being made to provide faoilities for all children of school age, money»
buildings, and teachers are the limiting factors, not the constitution. As yet
the eduoational system has not developed or been allowed to develop a separate
and privileged ayatem for the elite and the affluent. There are no private
sohools and the King's sons can be found attending sohool with the other
students of Habibia. This is rather remarkable in view of the struggling
position of the eduoational system but nevertheless a point of strength and a
unifying factor for the country. It shows that those administering the affairs
of the country have faith in the present aystem and expect to see it improve.
In this way the idea of equality of education is upheld and if the present
system progresses steadily in improvement, will continue to hold all members of
the sooiety in the one system." (Goodell, May 1962, pp. 2-3*)
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staggering responsibilities it now had in the area of teaching English as a

foreign language.10
▲ useful distinction should here be made between the two terns, foreign

language and aeoond language. The former implies use of the learned language

in oontaots with foreign nationals either in or outside of one's own land, the

latter refers to the use of the learned language as a unifying language between

linguistic groups within a country. In Afghanistan this unifying language or

aeoond language is Persian whereas English would be called the foreign language.

Marokwardt in an address to the 1962 General Meeting of the Modern

Language Association points up this distinction which, as he observed,

originated among British English language teachers. "By Em&iah as a Foreign

Language they mean English taught as a school subject or on an adult level

solely for the purpose of giving the student a foreign-language oompetenoe which

he may use in one of several ways — to read literature, to read technical works,

to listen to the radio, to understand dialogue in the movies, to use the

language for communication possibly with transient English or Americans. It is

a use of the language not too different from what we have in mind when we teaoh

foreign languages in the United States.

"When the term English as a Second Language is used, the reference is

usually to a situation where English becomes a language of instruction in the

schools, as in the Philippines, or a lingua franoa between speakers of widely

10Por further details of the history and proportions of this task see .

1956, Education in Afghanistan) Wilber, 1996) Gerald Dykstra, 1999, Terminal
Report with Reference to the English Language Program, (mimeo) Teachers
College Columbia University, Office of Overseas Projeots) and Goodell,
May 1962.
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diverse languages, as in India.The reference to unity here is not

necessarily political but sooio-cultural in areas such as commerce, las,

education, interpersonal relations, eto.

The Afghan eduoational policy for languages instituted by the Ministry
12

of Bduoation consists of the following hierarchyt

Bank Language

Mational language Fashtu

Mother tongue, L^ Pashtu or

Persian car

Uzbelci or

Turki or

Other (See footnote 3 for languages
and number of speakers.)

Second language, Lg Persian * (for Pashtu, Uzbekl, eto.)
and/or

Pashtu - (for L^ Persian)
Foreign language Snglish (except in two secondary

schools, one German, one French.)

^Albert H. Marokwardt, 1963» "Snglish as a second language, and English as a
foreign language," Publications of the Modern Language Society of America
68(2.23*28, p. 23.

12In the hierarchy the terms second language and foreign language are used in
the British sense as defined by Harokwardt, 1963, and I have added two further
designations, that of L-, the language learned first or the one of constant or
habitual use and Ig, the language learned after the first for whatever purpose,
as used hy J. C. Catford at the School of Applied Linguistics, University of
Edinburgh.



As already mentioned, as yet Pashtu is not actually operating in the

fullest sense as a national language or as a genuine second language. For the

native speaker of Pashtu and the well taught second language speaker of Pashtu

this is the oase but the latter group is small. As the ohart indicates some¬

thing less than the stated policy of Pashtu as the national language is in

reality taking place. Until the decision to make Pashtu the national language

which ideally was intended to serve as the second language as we have defined

it was taken, Persian was in fact filling this position for all practical

purposes. It should be noted that for substantial groups within Afghanistan

Turki, Uzbeki, Nuriatani, etc. operate as mother tongues (X^) with Pashtu and
Persian as second languages depending on the area. In the past it has usually

been the ease for instruction to begin in Persian for these areas with Pashtu

as the other learned language beginning in the third class. How, however,

with the greater effort of the government to aotually make Pashtu the national

language, this state of affairs may well reverse with Pasbtu as the language

of instruction where the mother tongue is other than Persian or Pashtu.

1*12 The kind of Persian under description.

Modern Persian today oovers a large geographical area (althou^i not as

large as it did in the Middle Ages when it became the language of government

and commerce as far east as India and as far west as the Mediterranean and was

still serving as a viable instrument of government In India when the British
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were extending their influence over the sub-continent more than a century

ago)*' which aan be divided according to national governments into three

parts< Iranian, Tajik, and Afghan Persian,*^ Althou^i these three

divisions are made on geo-political considerations one can make dear and

valid differentiations between the three by appealing to the ir standard forma

as spoken in the three capital cities, Teheran, Doshambe, and Kabul,
15

respectively. At the same time along the contiguous borders of Iran,

Afghanistan and Tajikistan SSR we find closer dialectal affinity than exists

between these border oities and their respective capitals of the standard

dialect, e,g, the Persian of Herat in western Afghanistan is more closely allied

15See Mountstuart Slphinstone, 19151 An Account of the Kingdom of Caubul, and
Its Dependencies in Persia, Tartary and India; Canprisinga View of the Afgfaaun
Nation, and a History of the Dooraunee Monarchy# London! Longaan, Hurst, and
John Murrayj and Alexander Buznes, 1842, Cabooli A Personal Narrative of a
Journey to, and Besidenoe in# that City, in the Years 1856, 7, and 8, London!
John Murray, Of Blphinstone. Donald H. Wilbur. 1956b, Annotated Bibliography
of Afghanistan, New Haveni Human Halations Area Piles, Inc., makes the
following evaluation! "The first detailed account of Afghanistan from a
Western observer, compiled by an envoy from the East India Company to the
court at Kabul in 1809* A number of members of the envoy's mission collected
information on such subjects as geography, government, languages, manners and
customs, education, religion, and tribes. Its popularity resulted in French
editions in 1817 and 1842 and an expanded English edition in 1842,* P. 6,
In both of these works the Influence of Persian as a lingua franca for the entice
middle east area is very evident,

*^Por a linguistic description of the three dialects of Persian see the
bibliography in Jacqueline Wei, 1962, Dialectal Differences Between Three
Standard Varieties of Persian! Teheran, Kabul, and Tajik. Washington, D.C.i
Center for Applied Idnguistios of the Modern Language Association of America,
(mlmso and stamped NOT POH GENERAL CIRCULATION), pp. 48-9* Unfortunately (as
it is the only work of its kind) it has not been revised and formally published|
therefore it will not be quoted in this thesis, I am indebted to Dr. Charles
Ferguson, Director of the Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington, D.C. far
circulating this paper privately,
15'The boundaries of this geographio area are as follows! On the West! Iraq and
Turkey; On the North! Soviet Azerbaijan, the Caspian Sea, Turkman and
Uabek SSRs as well as the Kazakh and Kirghiz Republics; On the East1 Sinklang,
Kashmir and Pakistan; On the Southi Baluchistan and the Persian Gulf,
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to the Persian of Mashed, in eastern Iran than either is to the standard of

Kabul or Teheran* The differences between the three are largely of a

phonological (and here more heavily in the vowel systems than in the consonants)

and morphological nature (allomorphs, principally as to minor changes of a

vocalic nature in verbal affixes)* In the lexical area we see differences that

are explained on the grounds of cultural contact with other nearby groups

(different cultures or sub-cultures of the aaae culture). For example

Morgenstierne well pictures the resultant differences of even present day

Afghan Persian when he says, "The vocabulary of Afghan Persian has to a vezy

small extent borrowed from the old Iranian and Indian tongues, which it has super¬

seded, and the number of Pashtu words is also negligible* ***Not a few Turki

words are in common usej but the great majority of loan-words, peculiar to the

Persian of Afghanistan, are of Hindostani origin*. A suffix like -vala [[/valj^
in the transcription of this thesis]] is freely used, and compounded with

Persian words) one constantly hears words like belvala 'spademan1, or even

xud-extjyarvala 'an independent man*•

"In some oases ancient words are still in use, which have disappeared

in ordinary Persian* Thus 'daughter-in-law* is called aunu f/sunu/1 (Vullers

sunah, aunhar. Koran Comm.-, sumih. Browne, JRAS*, 1894* P* 472)* and 'husband's

brother' is (h)evar (not in Fullers)* This last word must be connected with

Pashtu levev» Sanskrit dsvara- etc*, even if the disappearance of the d- cannot

be explained. The word nanu 'husband's sister' is also ourioua, reminding one

of Paahtu nandror, Lahrnda nlnar and other modem Indian derivatives of Sanskrit

nanandr-*

*^A common remark from a Teherani is that Afghans speak "Shakespearean" Persian
due to the retention of these anoient words.
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"Generally speaking the Persian* at least of Eastern Afghanistan* is

related to the Tajik! of Turkestan* aid seeas to have been introduced from

there* rather than from Persia itself. The Badakhshi end Madaglashti dialects

described in the LSI [^Linguistic Survey of India]] and by Col. LorLmer (HAS.
Prise Publ. Fund* VI) are also very closely related to the Persian spoken in

17
and about Kabul."

For the purposes of this thesis we will oall the Persian spoken in

Iran* Iranian Persian) in Tajikistan, Tajik Persian) and in Afghanistan*

Afghan Persian. More specifically the dialect of Afghm Persian described

will be Kabul! Persian and of that what I shall oall educated colloquial* that

spoken by teachers* government officials* radio and press participants in the

normal affairs of their respective professions. Kabuli Persian is looked upon

as the prestige dialect of Persian in Afghanistan because of the fact that Kabul

Morgenatierne* 1926* pp. 8-9* These examples given by Morganatierne are
still in current use as seen in J. Christy Vilson* I960, Kabul Persian.
Washington, D.C.s Foreign Service Institute* Department of State, pp. 7*45-6)
/sono/ 'dau^ter-in-law* (note* this becomes /sunt/ in the transcription of
this thesis)) /eiwa&r/ 'husband's brother (/eiwar/); and/na&m/ *tausband*s
sister* (/naaui/). The curious use of /v/ in Morgenstierne in place of /w/
can only be explained as the use of the formal pronunciation pattern for ibis
one phoneme by the informant out of deference to Morgenstierne*s great
scholarship.

Corroborating this observation in L. Bogdanov* 193®» "Stray notes on
Kabuli Persian," Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatio Society of Bengal
26.1-123* pp. 43-51 in the following terms* "More than that, I maintain that
these two languages [jCabull and Tajik! Persian] are essentially and originally
identical and that any differentiation of these two languages must have
occurred at a quite recent epoch. We may take it that* rou^ily speaking, up
to the rise of the Baraksay dynasty (1826) there has never been any aotual
isolation of Afghanistan from the rest of the vast tract of land between
Saaarqand and Bukhara* on one side, and Kashmir and the Punjab* on the other
(including* beaides Afghanistan* Khiva* Khoqand, Kashghar, Kboraaan and Selstan),
and that the Persian language used through the whole expanse of that area must
have been more or less unifoxm." P. 49*
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is the capital, and center of coamerce, and learning. It is so-to-apeak

the mother city for all Afghanistan.

Beferenoes made to English will mean American English and that spoken

in the Eastern United States, for the most part a simple reference to Persian

and English will be made but must be understood to refer to the above mentioned

varieties*

A word about the transcription of Persian and English is neoessary. A

consistent phonemic notation has been devised and, for oonvenienoe, one that is

easily typed. This, of course, was a prerequisite of linguistic description

but it did not solve the question as to the use of the Arabic script. The

Arabic sorlpt has not been used in chapter 3 on phonology nor in chapter 3 on

grammar due to its limitations to adequately represent all sounds oor word and

morpheme boundaries. Where these considerations were not paramount the

Arable soript has been employed, i.e. chapter 6, although supplemented by a

phonemic transcription in line with that used in chapters 4 end 3*

1*2 The problem stated and defined.

Communication in the broadest sense, defined by some psychologists as

any stimuli received by any organism, does little to adequately set boundaries

for those concerned with communication between humans or verbal communication.

It does, however, suggest that there is an aspect even of human communication

that is not precisely covered by the term verbal. By this I mean the type of

eeranunication carried on by means of paralanguage and that aspect of linguistio

meaning carried by cultural institutions.

1*21 Communioationi form and meaning.

This vastly complex aspect of communication has until recently been

considered to be the legitimate work of the psychologist, sociologist, and

anthropologist. Although the reason for this on the part of linguists
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is not the harden of this thesis it might be well to allude to the fact that

many Aaerioan linguists of the Bloorafieldian persuasion until recently made a

very sharp out between what they called form and meaning or mechanism and

msntalism, concerning themselves solely with the physical properties of the

utterance* Of late there have been those who have come forward, e.g. Fries,
18

Kate and others, in defence of both Bloomfield and mental!am making a very

convincing case for the fact that Bloomfield did not exclude meaning and that

he di^not castigate mentalism as the term le contemporari ly used by some
linguists tods^. It is unfortunate in light of this that Katz in his article

"Mentalism in linguistics" has not ohosen another term for this concept since

the current use of the term is not that whioh Bloomfield was criticizing.

Bloomfield was against bringing into a science any term as highly theologized as

spirit or mind because these terms were often considered as having independent

being but lay outside what Bloomfield wished to include in an empirical study.

"Typical of Bloomfield*s orltioism of mental ism is this* 'The mentalistio

theory ... supposes that the variability of human conduct is due to the inter¬

ference of some non-phyaical factor, a spirit or will or mind ... that is present

in every human being. This spirit, aooording to the mentalistio view, is

entirely different from material things and accordingly follows some other kind of

oaus&tion or perhaps none at all.' ... Bloomfield is oriticizlng mentalism

because it renders prediction and explanation of linguist!o behavior in terms of
19

causal laws completely impossible." ' Katz goes on to explain tbat taxonomio

18
Fries, 19541 anil. Katz, 1964. See footnote 2. The juxtaposition of these

names should not be oonstrued to imply any kind of identity other than their wish
to see linguistic study freed from a rigid mechanistic approach.

19Katz, 1964. p. 125.



linguistic theory and mantalistio linguistic theory deal with differing data

precisely because of the differenoe in the conoeptual machinery they contain.
I

There is nothing in the data that is untouchable (as one is lead to

believe by the taxonomio theories) it is the theory that decides which data

shall be considered. As Katz aaya, "The step of hypothesizing such a

mechanism in the prooeas of theory construction in Unguistios is no different

from hypothetical postulation in theory construction in any other branch of

science where some component of the qystem about which we wish to gain under¬

standing is inacoesaible to observation. The lingiist can no more look into

the head of a fluent speaker than a physicist can direotly observe photons or

a biologist directly inspect the evolutionary events that produce the human
20

species." The conclusion is a valid one from the point of view of

psychology and neurology for it allows for the extension of linguistic inquiry

within a theoretical framework to these areas without appeal, as Bloomfield

would sayy to audi "mental entities as Spirit' and 'soul* "•

Sinoe thia very reoent injection of Eats'a into the general question of

the boundaries of linguistics and verbal communication is but illustrative of
21

the same thrust bayond form to meaning and situation made by Halllday and

others a concluding remark by Katz will suffice! "The actual differenoe between

the taxonomic and tha aentalistic conceptions of linguistics lies in what

2°Katz, 1964, p. 128,

21M. A. K, Halliday, 1961, "Categories of the theory of greomar," Word
17.241-92. In thia connection see also recent work of J. 0. Ellis, 1964#
"On contextual meaning," (mimeo) Prepublication copy. Department of General
Linguistics, University of Edinburgh.
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linguistic theories built on each of these conceptions oan accomplish by way

of answering questions (l), (2), and (3). QThe three fundamental quest! one

with which a synchronic description of a particular language deals are theses

(1) What is known by a speaker who is fluent in a natural language?

That is, what facts about bis language underlie his ability to communicate with

others in that language?

(2) How is suoh linguistio knowledge put into operation to achieve

communication? That is, how does a speaker use suob linguistic knowledge to

convey his thoughts, opinions, wishes, demands, questions, emotions, and so on to

other speakers?

(3) How do speakers come to acquire this ability? That is, what

innate dispositions and developmental processes are responsible for transforming

a nonverbal infant into a fluent speaker?' (Katz, 1964* p* 130)]]]
We have found that the taxonomio linguist confines linguistio investigation to

stating those facts about the structure of a natural language which can be

formulated within the framework of a classifications! system, while the mentalist

goes far beyond this in seeking a full answer to all three questions. This

difference is important! it justifies us in rejecting the taxonomic conception

in favor of the msntalistio one. Taxonomic linguistics oan only describe the

utterances of a language; mentalist linguistics not only oan do this but can

also explain how speakers communicate by using the utterances, and how the
22

ability to communicate is acquired."

This is but one instance of the break with a totally formaL stance in

linguistic theoxy and an indication of the change which will be needed to form tha

setting and background for the study of linguistic and cultural differences in the

teaching situation.

"Katz, 1964, pp. 136-7.
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1.22 In communication cross-culturally at tbe language
teaching level.

The usefulness of a the coy in any solentiflo discipline proves or dis¬

proves its adequacy and any adequate linguistic theoxy is usually based on insist

into and an intimate understanding of the practioal business of language use

(acquisition and production)•

Applied linguistics, therefore, encompasses not only the application of

linguistic theory in description and comparison end the use of these findings in

the presentation of language material in the classroom but also tbe use of

psychological theories and principles, as well as knowledge of sociological aid

cultural principles that will allow the fullest implementation of linguistic

material in serving to adequately interpret, cause growth in or identify with a

new linguiatioo-cultural milieu. We see meaning as the pivotal link between
23

language and culture; context, between form and situation.

In keeping with the strict adherence to form and formal patternmant in

linguistic study in the first half of this oentuxy American linguist-language

teachers applying linguistic principlesto teaching materials prepared teaching

texts geared to teach item sequence, but not semantic placement. That is. they

did not see the pivotal place of meaning in linguistic theory nor of situation

in meaning theoxy hence the great lack of semantic placement for lexical items.

Meaning and use in a Unguistioo-cultural milieu were not provided toy these

materials. Hence situation was never a focal aspect of teaching materials end

the result often seen was either lexical items with no meaning (but used

correctly in tbe pattern practice sentences) or lexical items which had become

23
Halliday, 1961, p. 244 ff for the relation of form to situation; Hills.

1964. PP* 1-4 and note p. 23 with diagram of this relationship.
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extensions of the native language of the learner, i.e. the student added

* table' as an alternate linguistio symbol to the glossed equivalent in the text.

English was merely an extension of his own linguistic system for communication

in a fariliar cultural setting. For the Afghan student this meant he merely

assigned all the various meanings and uses of /aetz/ onto 'table* with consequent
OA

misunderstanding. (See 3.6 where coordinate and merging linguistic systems

are discussed.)

The semantic similarity between two physical items, e.g. house, each in

its own culture may not exist beyond the elementary faot that they are both used

to live in by people. The function of "the house" semantieally (including

cultural meaning, see 6.) may be entirely different between the two languages*

It is apparent that it will be as we come to see the total culture behind each

language and the part houses play in it.

Fries makes the following consent on this pointi "As a matter of faot

practically no words of one language, except highly technical words, ever cover

exactly the same areas of meaning and use as those of another language. For the

English word table there is the Spanish word mesai but this word mesa is not used

in many of the situations in which the English table is used. Mesa is not used

for a 'table of figures' or a 'table of contents', or for a 'time table'• On

the other hand mesa is used in many connections for which we do not use the word
25

table, as for 'landing of a staircase,* or for an 'exeoutive board.* "

"This, of course, must be taken to include at the formal level the collocational
range for these two items which differ between the two languages.

25
C. C. Fries, 1945» Teaching and Learning English as a Foreign Language. Ann

Arbori University of Michigan Press, pp. 39-40.
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Croes-oultural oontaot of this sort in the classroom (and this is

where it must be dealt with) demands more thought as to the 'meaning' one can

build into a situation by its relevant features that will adequately and truly

support the English language meaning of the lexical items being taught. It is

folly to imagine that a beginning student of English or any language can be

expected to jump mentally fyy sentence to sentence in a substitution drill each
with a different situation and keep his "meaning" bearings situationally. The

mind boggles at this absurdity and the lexical items being mouthed become

meaningless sounds.

Coming together at the point of contact of either a lexical item such

as 'table* or a phrase such as 'give me the book.' are two vastly complex

linguistieo-cultural systems. Carried by the item 'table' are many and varied

aspects of the culture in which the language that employs it is a part. To

ignore this faot on either side of the languages in contact in language teaching

ia to ignore the living, systemic aspect of language at this level. Form and

system are only guidelines to the more effective description of language and

hence eventual learning. They should not be made an end in themselves. The

word or phrase or sentence must be seen in its total linguist!co-cultural

setting for one to come to a full knowledge of its meaning. This is ideal,

far even a native speaker of a language never knows the total aggregate of all

possible situations. One thing he does know and that is how to recognize

possible sentences from impossible and this knowledge the new learner of tbe

language should be expeoted to aoquire as hs acquires a larger and larger number

of the possible situations and uses of any lexical item to be learned.
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This author takes the view that sentenoe meaning, for example, is the

combined aggregate of its isolable parts. It is not as some theorists have

implied a unit of meaning with no smaller re ferenoes for this would mean that

users of language would have to learn separate combinations of linguistic symbols

for every event and no generalizations would be possible as to the meaning of a

lexical item from one context to another.

1.23 In Afghanistan and the teaching of English as a
foreign language.

26
In Afghanistan there axe teaching materials which have been developed

over the past dozen years and whiob show an evolution from the very strictly

pattern-practioe oriented variety to a theme-oriented one, to one which at

present is a combination of the two. The name of this set of eight volumes with

supplementary readers is Afghans Learn Ifou&ish and was edited by Robert L.

Canfield, Director of Materials, Institute of Education, Kabul University.

In no case was an adequate study mads nor knowledge used of linguistioo-

oultural meaning of Persian as it came in contact with English words used in the

texts mentioned. As will be pointed out later this contact between Persian and

English has its loous in the Afghan student.

The study, made in section 6.0 of the thesis, will, therefore, be the cap¬

stone of the previous four sections all of which add to fulling-out the picture

presented by language as it affects individual behavior, its psycliclogioal aspects

26
A n/sum^ of the English Language Program in Afghanistan in Sykstra (1939) gives

the essentials of this evolution. The texts referred to are (l) untitled
experimental versions, little more than pattern practice by Sohottin, Eyestone
and others} (2) English for Afghans by E. A.Hall, edited by M. M, Eyes tone,
with teachers editions, a series of seven books. These were theme-oriented,
i.e. they contained dialogues built around school and home life in Afghanistan.
In this sense they were culturally oriented but to the Afghan culture rather
than the American} and (3) Afghans Learn English (8 vols.) by Jane Williams
et al», edited by R. L. Canfield, in present use in Afghanistan. More will
be said about these volumes in 6.0.
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and some specifies of phonology and grammar to give llnguistio background for

the study of lexioal items and their cultural load in section 6.0.

1.3 Linguistic staaoe and definition of terms.

For the purposes of this thesis the material presented will he largely
:

/ /
within the context of the Heo-Pirthlan (as already mentioned and expanded on

hy Halliday (l96l) and Hills (1964)) framework of grammatical and situational

theory.

1.31 Whollsm

During the extensive reading and research for the thesis I have,

however, also heen rauoh influenced by the 'wholistic* approach to the description

of the world around ua and as this related to linguistic and non-linguistic

phenomena. This concept has made substantial contributions in various sciences

as attested by the well-known German-American philosopher, Smat Casslrer, who

writes' "The eleotro-aagnetic field — in the sense of Faraday and Maxwell —

is no aggregate of material points. Ve must, and must, indeed, speak of parts

of the field| but these parts have no separate existence* The electron is,

to use the term of Herman Viyl, no element of the field; it is, rather, an out¬

growth of the field ("eine Ausgeburt des Feldes"). It is embedded in the field

and exists only under the general structural conditions of the field. An

electron is nothing but a part in which the electro-magnetic energy is condensed

aid assumes a peculiar strength. In the development of psychology we meet with

the same tendency of thought. According to Hume or Maoh, there was no other way

to understand a complex psychic phenomenon than to disintegrate it into its first

elements; into simple sense-data. Bven our self, our personality, is nothing

but a 'bundle of perceptions'• In modern 'bestalt-psyohology' all this was

transposed into its very opposite. Psychical phenomena — it was declared —
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have a definite structure{ and it is impossible to understand this structure

27
by treating it aa a loose conglomerate — a mere aosaio of sense«data."

In the field of anthropology we see a similar vies being taken by sruoh
28

prominent scholars as the late Ruth Fulton Benedict in Patterns of Culture.

Margaret Mead in her description of south»sea island communities in Cooperation and

Competition Among Primitive Peoples« and L. Kroeber in Configuration of Culture

Growth,

Linguists, too, have been venturing out of their well established domain

of phonology and grammar to encompass the setting of linguistic utterances. Pike

in a recent article entitled "Language as particle, wave, and field," very ably

points out the field or total aspects of language and its relation to the human

soenes "The view of language aa made up of field sees language as runotional,

as a system of parts and classes of parts so interrelated that no parts occur

apart from their function in the total whole, which in turn occurs only as the
29

product of these parts in functional ralation to a meaningful social environment." '

Pike continues by pointing out the wholistic aspects of language in

oommunioation. "Communication requires understanding, and understanding

requires a memory reservoir, or pool of common experience, or field, against

which particular speech events at a particular moment stand out as figure on ground,

2h. Cassirer, 1945, "Structuralism in modern linguistics," Word 1,110, p. 101,

28Ruth Fulton Benedict, 1933* Patterns of Culture, London« Routledge and
Keegan Paul Ltd. (paperback, 1961); Margaret Mead, 1937* Cooperation and
Competition Among Primitive Peoples. Wow York* MoGraw Hill Book Co. Ltd.;
and A. L. Kroeber, 1944* Configuration of Culture Growth. Berkley and Los
Angeles.

2^K. L. Pike, 1939* "Language as partiole, wave, and field," The Texas
Quarterly 2i2.37-45* P* 38.
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and provide the structure whioh provides the potential for patterned events.
30

Without the total ground, the figure has no meaning and no perceptual impact."'

The field approach... "emphasises the 'wholistic' nature of phenomena. It

emphasises that in ooaounioation it is not the hits and pieoes whioh ocmmunioate,

hut the total speeoh event which carries communication impact only against &

behavioral background of structured experience, structured memory, and
31

struetured potential," It is at this point in ths study of language and extra-

linguistic phenomena that we find ourselves today * with considerable knowledge

of the figure but with very little comparative knowledge of the ground.

Professor Firth with characteristic insight to the problems of the

soienoe of language saw the field aspects of linguistic meaning in the total

human setting but in contrast to Pike and others felt this could best be handled

by an analysis at different levels. He saw meaning as primary in linguistic

study and since meaning must ultimately become a part of any comprehensive

linguistic theory, the end product of linguistic study must include the semantic

content of linguistic form.

1,32 Meaning.

Until recently (in the United States at least, less so in Great Britain)
32

mid in line with early Blocmfieldian doctrine laid down in his Language

meaning was to be excluded from soientifio linguistic theory because it could

not be subjected to empirloal formulation. This line of reasoning has been more

L. Pike, 1959, "Language as particle, wave, and field," The Texas
Quarterly 2i2.37"45» p* 51*

51Ibid.

^loomfield, 1933 • (See footnote 2 for full reference.)
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or loss followed until recently lay the followers of Bloomfield. (Sea state¬

ment on this above.) On the oontinant, however, a more generous point of view

emerged from the teaching of Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1915) and set forth in
35

a posthumous volume, Course in General Linguistics edited and published tor his

students* This volume, contemporary with both B1cornfield*s Language and Sapir's

volume of the same title, takes a slightly different tack stating that language

mint be studied in context as part of the whole man* Language being a whole, an

internally congruent entity, could not be out up into bits and pieces, at least,

not so and retain its meaning.

It is from these very fundamental premises that the late Professor J. R.

Firth of the University of London constructed his own point of view. Like
3d

de Saussure Firth held to the more inclusive view of linguistic study* "Since

the 1930*s I have firmly held to the view that descriptive linguistics fulfils its

function best if it regards language behavior as meaningful over the whole range

of its relations with life in society, and in order to deal with such a vast

subject prooeeds by the dispersal of the total complex at a series of levels of

analysis, probably constantly increasing in number and specialisation. Some

indication of this approach was sketched in 1935* and a further example is shown
35

in my 'Modes of Meaning*. In the following year Firth makes a similar

11

Ferdinand de Saussure, 1916, Course in General Linguistics (Translated from
the French by W. Backin), London (i960).

'^Sae D. T. Langendoen, 1964* ®v. Studies in Linguistics in Language 40.305-21,
p, 306-7 where a distinction is made between the de Saussure and Firth-Malenowski
conoept of language and its referent although they stand together as against
others who saw meaning outside the primary concern of linguistics.

R. Firth, 1956, "Linguistic analysis and translation," in M. Halle et al.
(eds) For Roman Jakobaon. The Hague* Mouton and Co., pp. 133-39» P* 138.
Emphasis supplied.
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atatenant, "I should like to suggest once nors that linguistics at all levels of

analysis is oonoerned with meaningful human behavior in society and that the

struotures and aystema and other sets of abstractions set up enable congruent

statements of meaning to be made in exclusively linguistic terms."

Looking in the same direction as Firth's 'series of levels' for the

analysis of meaning# Fries speaks of layers of meaning in Linguistics and Heading

whiob for reasons of space will not be dealt with here except to mention that bis

'layers of meaning' include lexical# grammatical# and socio-cultural.^ In a

more general statement Fries sees the problem of meaning much as the Neo-Firthians.

"The only true and correct meanings of words therefore are the situations in whioh

they are used* A 'word' consists of a sound# or a combination of sounds# that

has become conventionalised in a culture or a linguistic community# that is

oommonly used in certain situations and that stimulates certain responses in a

hearer belonging to the same community. The dictionary maker# or anyone who

wishes to determine the meaning of a word in a scientific way# will observe and

record as many instances of its use as he can. The record will necessarily

contain all the essential features of the contexts (the situations) in which the

word occurs*"'®
Firth also draw from anthropology and especially from the very able

scholar, B. Halinowaki# hla contemporary. It was from conversations with

'^J* R. Firth, 1957» "Fthnographio analysis and language#" in R. Firth (ed)
man Culture* LondonI Routledj* and Kegan Paul# p* 117*

'^Frles# 1962# pp* 104*12. (See footnote 2 for full reference•)

'®Fries# 1945. P« 45.
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39
Malinowski and through the letter's writinge that the term ' oontext of

situation' was obtained and widely used by Pirth. The tern oontext of

situation, however, is not used in this thesis because a distinction between

context and situation is made along the lines suggested by Ellis in "On

contextual meaning*"4®
In the following discussion a sketch is given of the place meaning has

in the Neo-Firthian. writings of Halliday, "Categories of the theoxy of grammar"

(1961) and Ellis "On contextual meaning" (1964)*
The term meaning in its broadest aspects is best defined as a relation¬

ship, that of the linguistic symbol to its situational surroundings* Ellis

states it this way» "Meaning is seen as a relation between items at the various
41

levels." Meaning is seen as ooourring at different levels* This is

necessary since language itself must be accounted for at different levels. The

following chart will make this clear*

Level
1.2,3

Inter*
level
4,5

59B, Malinowski, 1935, NAn ethnographic the cry of language," Coral Gardens and
Their Magio* London, vol. lit and . 1946, "The problem of meaning in primitive
languages," Supplement I in C. K. Ogden and A. I. Richards, The Meaning of
Meaning* London, 8th ed.

4°Sllis, 19^4, p*l* (See footnote 21 for full referenoe*)

^Ibid.

FHCH3TICS

L I N G U I S T I C S

SUBSTANCE
x FORM

2
SITUATION

3

Phonio
substance

Graphic
substance

Phonology

Orthography
4

Grammar

Lexis Context

5

Extra-Textual
features
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It is, therefore, within this scheme of levels that meaning is seen as a

relation. Ve oan then talk about phonological and graphological meaning of an

item suoh as a term in a phonological system and its relation to the total other

items in that same system. Thus, for example, the item /b/ in English is

related to all other items in the phonological system of English and by virtue

of this relationship oan be said to have phonological meaning. The item in

Persian written as /b/ will have a different phonological meaning due to the

different relationships whioh obtain in ths phonological system for Persian.

This is more obvious at the graphologioal level where the itema are clearly

different, i.e. Roman b and Arabio >•

Likewise formal meaning of an item can be apoken of as its relation

(at grammar or lexis) to other formal items. Within the kinship system of

Persian we have the term /kaikai/ 'father's brother' (uncle from the point of

view of ego) which is part of a four term system and in English 'unole' whioh

is part of a two term system) therefore, we oan say that the formal meaning of

/katkat/ is different from 'uncle'•

Persist

/katkat/ Jama/ /matmat/ /xails/
1 1 I

(/padar/) (/matdar/)
ego

English t

Unole Aunt

ego
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At the interlevel of context we apeak of contextual meaning or the

relationship between form and situation. Therefore , formal items have contextual

meaning. The exact nature of the difference of this contextual meaning as it

exists between grammatical and lexical items will not be discussed although

Ullis alludes to this by saying. "Whether we speak of grammatical contextual

meaning and lexical contextual meaning may depend on our conception of the inner

structure of the interlevel of context in its relation to form and to situation

(of. n. 9)» but in any case when we speak of grammatical meaning and lexical

meaning tout court the reference must be to formal meaning."

Contextual meaning includes what the layman thinks of when he uses the

term meaning but it does not include neoessarily the conceptual scheme he may

use to explain meaning. Ellis' formulation is helpful at this point.

"Contextual meaning relates form to situation. Unlike phonological and formal

meaning, then it is a relation not within a level (or. in the ease of phonology.

interlevel). but between levels (across the interlevel of context) - it oan. of

oourse. be formulated as a network of relations within context, systemio

(paradigmatic) end structural (syntagmatio) ones of the formal meaning type, but

what is important is that this network is determined, not within the level (or

interlevel) as formal meaning is, but by the joint action of formal distinctions

(independently established in the statement by formal analysis) and situational
43

differentiations to which they relate •" Contextual meaning, then, encompasses

the categorisation or segmentation of extra-linguistic phenomena and as this

applies to speolfio uses of language in apeoifio situations. This is not to say

that lingulstio items do not have individual meanings because Ellis allows

^Ellia, 1964, p. 3.

4?Ibid.. p. 2.
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for potential and inatantial contextual meaning* "The potential contextual

meaning of a formal item is the range of possible contextual meanings of that

item considered in abstraction from any text; its instantial contextual meaning

is the aotual meaning in a given instance of ooourrenoe in a given place in a

given text with a given situation."44
Situation is a level of abstraction where are recognised relevant

features,4^ features relevant to that situation and its linguistic component*

Situation is, therefore, extra-linguistic and, as a general category, the same

for all languages. Sameness resides in the features of the situation in which

any language potentially oan operate. What differs between languages is the

selection of situational features mads by the different systems of oontextual

meaning.4**
It is at this point that we should emphasize that cultural and linguistic

differences reside. The Unguistioo-cultural grid then is the term I shall at

times employ to designate this network obtaining between form and situation or

between linguistic form and culture.4^

44Ellis, 1964, p. 5.

45^ J. R. Firth, 1957» "Personality and language in society," Papers in
Linguistics 1954-1951. Iondom Oxford University Press, p. 182 where the
following statement is made, "Ity view was, and still is, that 'oontext of
situation' [a term borrowed from B. Malinowski, see Coral Gardens and Their
Magio "2 is beat used as a suitable schematic construct to apply to language
events, and that it is a group of related categories at a different level from
nature." See 2.42 for fuller details.

46Ellis, 1964, p. 5.
47
Implied here is the overlap in meaning of the two terms, language and culture

as commonly used. In using the term, language, we include meaning and meaning
also resides in culture. In using the term, culture, we are including language
for much of culture would have no meaning without language.
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1.33 Practical limits of the thesis.

Whila the general outline of the thesis mqy seem broad enough it is

limited by the primary nature of the research. The general area of language

learning in the cultural context has not had any great aaount of research and

thinking done in it, therefore, it became necessary to investigate the question

in its broadest setting -- i.e. the question of linguistic relativity (2.0) and

to some extent cultural relativity, of interferenoe phenomena and its

psychological reasons in foreign language learning (3*0). These studies are

comprehensive rather than detailed in order to show the part these aspects of

language play in the teaching situation. Linguistic differences of a

phonologioal (4*0) and grammatical (3*0) nature are meant to be suggestive of

differences in this area by illustrating some of the possible areas of difference

for an exhaustive study of either phonology- or grammar on a comparative basis is

a work of immense proportions in its own right.

Thus it is hoped that a groundwork sufficiently comprehensive has been

laid for the presentation of lexical material in a oultural setting as a means of

showing differences (6.0). The praetical outcome of this presentation will be

to show what, in fact, the Afghan student at the seventh class and on may

project from his own culture and language onto the English lexical items found

in Afghans Learn English Book 1 to Till. This study will consist of seleoted

items from these eight hocks.

1*4 Cultural point of view.

Thus far the term culture has been used in a manner that needs definition

far there are two current uses of the term of whioh only one will be used in

this thesis.
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1*41 The two uses of 'Culture*.

Culture as It has been used and will continue to be used in the thesis

sill be taken to include all those learned patterns of living (including

cognitive and peroeptual behavior) necessary fear the adjustment of people in a
iO

particular society to their environment. The other definition of culture

which will not be used but which is atill, unfortunately, in rather wide usa

among language teachers and is the lay definition of the termr includes any of

the refinements of artistic expression in the areas of music, art, dance, drama,

etc. or broadness of general learning.

The farmer definition is that used by anthropologists and indioates the

area of their interest which upon reflection will be seen to include language

for much of culture is revealed and transmitted via language. Indeed, it is

doubtful if any specific culture could exist at all without the medium of language.

The ohild acquires language and culture simultaneously. One is not possible

without the other. An interesting observation by Bloomfleld on the nature of

language, sooiety and the individual follows< "Let ma now state ay belief that

the peculiar factor in man whloh forbids our explaining his actions upon the

ordinary plan of biology, is a highly specialised and unstable biologloal

complex, and that this factor is none other than language.... By their ooamon

habits of speech the Individuals of a human speech-community influence each

other and work together with an accuracy of adjustment that makes of the speeoh-

community something like a single biological organism... It may be, now, the

social value, the tremendous impact of his speech forms when they are overtly

uttered, that makes it possible for a man, even in the absence of significant

L. Kroeber and Clyde Kluokhohn, 1932, "Culture, a critical review of oonoepts
and definitions," in Papers of the Peabody Museum of American Archeology and
Sthnolbgy. Harvard University, 47*1* There are several hundred definitions.
An excellent study of the entire subject, well documented.
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outer events, to live most intensely and sometimes to bring forth from suoh an

49
hour an enduring expression, which we oall a work of art." Bloomfield

olearly implies the pivotal nature of language in relation to culture and

cultural transmittal the means lay which group oooperation is made possible and

indeed the passing on of any learned activity other than the most elemental.

Fries states the case well for language when he says, "It has been not

only the means through whioh to procure the oooperation that puts at the service

of the group all the knowledge and wisdom of the most intelligent and most

courageous individuals. Language has also bean the store-house of all the

information and knowledge that man has been able to achieve throughout his many

years of existence and has put into reports that his fellows could understand

and remember. Language has furnished both the means of sharing meanings and
50

also the means of storing up meanings •"

Definitions of culture by anthropologists are many and muoh thought

has been expended on delimiting the area of study that anthropology rightly

covers. The late lasrloan anthropologist Ralph Linton has given the

following definitioni "A culture is the configuration of learned behavior and

results of behavior whose component elements are shared and transmitted by the

members of a particular society."^ ab with moat other definitions the learned

^Leonard Bloomfield, 1930, "^inguistioa as a science•" Studies in Philology
27.555, 557.

5°Fr±es, 1962, p. 98.

^Ralph Linton, 1945, The Cultural Background of Personality. Princeton!
Prinoeton University Press (l952 ed., Routledge and Kegan Paul), p. 121.
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aspect of culture is emphasised* Fries relates this to language by saying

in Linguistics and Reading» "It is the progressive passing on of various parts

of this stared body of meanings that 'domesticates* a child — that channels his

behavior into the patterns that have signifloanoe for eaoh of the various groups

of whioh he beoomss a member* Parents, with much 1 talk', develop for him the

meanings of 'toilet behavior,' of eating with a spoon (or with chopsticks, or

with the thumb and two fingers), of not eating 'dirt,' of 'obeying' oomaands,

of greetings and taking leave, of 'ownership' or his and theirs, of 'staying on

the sidewalk' and 'red and green lights,' of putting on and taking off of

clothes, of toy*, of birthdays, and Christmas and Sunday and sohooldeys, of

pictures and stories and games and songs. Through the 'talk* of school

companions and teachers he grasps tha 'meanings' that control the behavior of
"52

what ia usually his first group outside the home.

Osgood, a psychologist interested in the relation of language and other

psyohologioal phenomena gives yet another description of the indispensihle role

of language in culture transmittal, "Why is man the only talking animal?

We can only guess at the reasons« the development of language requires (a) a

sufficiently elaborate vooalizing mechanism, (b) sufficient complexity of cortioal

development (intelligence) to establish and maintain a multitude of fine discrimi¬

nations, and (o) cultural standardization, transmission and elaboration of

specifio, distinctive symbolic reactions. If the human organism had not

developed stable oultural organizations in whioh the products of one generation

could be adopted by another, it is doubtful whether human speeoh would have

developed muoh above the sympathetio oora&unioation of emotional states displayed

52Priss, 1962, p. 98.
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53
in other primates.

In the study of culture as in the study of language a gradual turning

away from a preoooupation with disconnected data to a position of seeing these

elements forming a pattern has taken place. It should be pointed out that no

> suoh progress has been made in structuring this data as has been made in

linguistics but this should be possible when an adequate theoretical framework

has been oonceived.

She fact that culture is structured is, however, clearly seen by cultural

anthropologists and it is evident from acculturation studies that the removal or

addition of a cultural element in a particular sooial group will affect the entire

system. Weinreich points this out in his study of language and culture contact.

"In present-day linguistics, the effectiveness of structural factors is taken

more or less for granted. But in oulture-contaet studies, too, the role of the

organisation of culture elements has been stressed time and again. The following

passages are typical. 'Obviously, the results of transmission ... oannot be

considered as mere additional acquisitions.* (Thurnwald). 'Culture change

normally involves not only the addition of a new element or elements to the

culture, but also the elimination of certain previously existing elements and

the modification and reorganisation of the others.' (Linton). 'That a

cultural practice is invested with emotion is an important thing about it, but is

not deelsive for its stability or lability. What decides between continuance or

change seems to be whether or not a practice has become involved in an organised

system of ideas and sentiments! how much it 1b interwoven with other items of

culture into a larger pattern. If it is thus connected ... it has good

sxpaotations of persisting, since large systems tend to endure. But a trait that

is only loosely connected and essentially free-floating oan be superseded very

"^Charles Osgood, 1953» Method and Theory in Experimental Psychology, Hew Yorks
Oxford University Press, p. 682.
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quickly.• (Kroeber). Such statements refleot an emphasis in acculturation
54

study which resembles the atruotur&liat approach to linguistic interferenoe• "

The structural aspects of culture are still in need of precise definition

and to be useful to linguistic study oust be dons with cognisance of the method

and approach of linguistics. Barry Hoijer, an anthropologiat-1inguist, makes

the following statement' "Cultural anthropologists, during the last twenty-five

years, have gradually moved from an atomistic definition of culture, describing

it as a more or less haphazard collection of traits, to one which emphasises

pattern and configuration. Kluokhohn and Kelly perhaps best express this modern

concept of culture when they define it as 'all those historically created designs

for living explicit and implioit, rational, irrational, and nonrational, which

exist at any given time as potential guides for the behavior of man.' Traits,

elements, or better patterns of culture in this definition are organized or

structured into a system or set of systems, which because it is historically
55

created, is therefore open and subject to constant change."

What does this mean for linguistico-cultural contact? First, as we have

indicated by reference to eminent scholars in anthropology and linguistics, that

language structure and culture structure may have sane areas of overlap, e.g.

color and kinship, but this is not extensive, at least in tha same sense) second,

54
Weinreioh, 1953* Languages in Contact, New York' The Linguistic Circle of

Mew Toxfc, pp. 5-6.

*^Harxy Hoijer, 1953» "The relation of language to culture," in A. L. Kromber (ed)
Anthropology Today. Chicagoi University of Chicago Frsss, p. 554. Also
relevant to this point is the following quote from A. L. Kroeber, I960, "Evolution,
history, and culture," in S. Tax (ed) Bvolution After Darwin 2.14 (Chicago),
n.,.Anthropologists tend to value personal expertise, technioal virtuosity*
cleverness in novelty, and do not yet clearly recognize the fundamental value of
the humble but indispensible task of classifying — that is structuring — our
body of knowledge, as biologists did begin to reoognize it two hundred years ago."
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that structural aspsets of culture are impregnated by the meaning aspects of

language| and third, that social anthropologists and sociologists make

reference to the structural aspects of their science but have made little progress

in delineation of this*

The most fruitful outcome of cultural and linguistic research, it seems to

this writer, must lie in either an independent theory of the structure of culture

(internally consistent in terms of the defined limits of cultural study) accoun¬

ting for all of its parts which would then be bridged into linguistic theory at

the various levels of meaning or an extension of a linguistic theory broad

enough to include semantics, whereby social institutions would all be

accounted far through their linguistic reference.

This thesis does not propose to make a theoretical contribution in

either direction but the analysis of lexical material in 6., it is hoped, will

oontribute to the research needed if the second alternative is attempted, i.e.

language as the mediator of experience.

1.42 The relation of language to culture in the broadest sense.

We shall now txy to suggest some of the questions which must be

answered if we are to see language and culture as two sides of the same coin.

One of th#Be is related to thought or what we are able to think in a particular

language. Does language represent only that part of the environment that

culture via Unguistio symbols permits? In other words is our thought

potential relative to our particular language? Ia reality presented to all

people in much the same form? Does the relationship between the linguistic symbol

and the situational features vary above or apart from the difference that may

exist between two formal language items? From a slightly different point, why

do we find translations from one language to another seemingly inaccurate,
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twisted, changed, or supposedly not possible? Thy do we think of another

language as different from our own apart from the fact that the linguistic

symbol is different? Thy does the value or load of a linguistic symbol vary

from language to language?

Unwittingly many have been led to assume from foreign language textbooks

that the real world does appear to all people exactly the same way and that a

lexical item in English has an exact equivalent in Persian, or German, etc*, or

to put it another way, that these formal items in different linguistic systems

and from different cultures represent the same thing*

"Many people naively assume that the 'words' of diverse languages are

simply different sets of symbols for the same things* Many people assume not

only that a language consists solely of the words that can be recorded and

defined in a dictionary but also that each word refers to some fact of reality

about which every individual has had essentially the same experience* From this

point of view all that is necessary for the mastery of a second language is to

learn a new name for each particular item* If one oould only memorize these new

names he would, they believe, have at once an ability of expression in the seoond
56

language equivalent to that which he has in his native language * * Learning a

foreign language is then learning a new segmentation of the world around us, the

aoceptanoe of a view of this world from a different stanoe* Relevant situation

and linguistic symbols combine in a nsw and different way in a foreign language*

This ocomon and naive assumption has been to a large extent extended into

the teaching of vocabulary by a laok of situation in the teaching of substitution

frames, drills, etc*, where the action, setting and situation rapidly change from

one frame to the next leaving the learner with a very hazy idea of what he is

56*rlss, 1945, P* 39.
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talking about* As will be shown in the following section this is perhaps not

the best way of viewing the question of meaning which we have already suggested

is a relationship between the linguistic symbol and the situation rather than a

naming process exclusively* If part of the question of meaning resides in use

then we shall more easily free ourselves from the misconception of a one to one

equivalence between the lexicons of two languages and will more easily accommodate

the phenomena of a symbol in one language containing noxe or less of a particular

situation than the symbol of another language where their convergence may come in

only one linguistico-oultural situation but diverge in all others*
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2.0 The problem of linguistic relativity.

2.1 General.

In reoent years a great deal of interest has been shown in the influence

of language on perception and cognition and the way in which this affects one's

view of the world. The primaiy cause of this interest must be looked for some

thirty years earlier in the person of Benjamin Lee Whorf (1897-1941) an

American linguist who did much to formulate and popularize the issue of

language and peroeption. But our search oannot stop with Vhorf for the basic

ideas he so ably and imaginatively put forth are without doubt as old as the

Greeks and perhaps older. The thread of intellectual thought that relates to

Whorf and our present-day interest, however, comes from an 18th century German

philosopher/theologian by the name of Johann von Herder (1744-1803) and his

student Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835)* It was through knowledge of Herder's

work* that 3dward Sapir (1884-1959) an American linguist/anthropologist became

Based on Sapir'8 review of Herder's flber den Ursprung der Spraohs (1769) found
in Hew Philology (1907, 5*109-42) it is assumed by this writer that Herder's
and Humboldt's writing influenced Sapir. In this review Sapir mentions
Herder's earlier work Fragments flber die neue*e deutsche Literatur (1767) which
contains his ideas on the conditioning influence of language on thought.
Although Herder's main aim in writing Bber den Prsprung der Spraohe was the
origin of language there are several indirect references to his views of the
influence of language on thought. Harold Basilius in his article, "Neo-
Humboldtian ethnolinguistics" (Word 8.97-105) says that Htmboldt's idea that
men create their conception, understanding, and values of objective reality
was "derived in turn from Hamana and Herder". (Italics mine, p. 99*) This,
however, appears on the part of Basilius to be a nod of academic deference to
Hamann whom Sapir pictures in his review as being hi^ily conservative and not
in the least interested in ideas that might state his theology in relativistic
terms. (See pp. 137-58 of "Herder's Ursprung der Spraohe".) As with many
ideas their earliest originators may not be willing to accept their later develop¬
ment. Sapir indicates this was the case with Hamann. "Though many ideas
developed in the essay QJber den Ursprung der Sprache 1 had been largely-
inspired ty suggestions of Hamann himself, nevertheless Herder's flat denial Of
the direct agenoy of God in the invention of language was by no means to the
other's taste." (New Philology 5*158) Herder later repudiated these ideas
himself.
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interested in this question end it was Sapir who became the teaoher and

colleague of Whorf.

2.2 Historical background to the theory.

It would be well to first determine the extent of Whorf's thinking, then

to trace the influences that bore upon it from the time of Herder and finally to

look at the paths it has taken since.

2.21 Whorf and Sapir.

2
Whorf, in contrast to Sapir who had a wide range of int rests as

reflected in his writings, wrote principally about the relation of language to

thought. His work has oorae to be known variously as the linguistic-relativity

hypothesis, the linguistic Weltanschauung hypothesis, the Sapir-Wborf hypothesis
3

and the linguistic determinism hypothesis. Of these the first will be used in

this thesis for it is the one Whorf himself used and is as well a very adequate

descriptive title.^ Of the other titles the linguistic Weltanschauung has

gained some currency because of Wharf's use of the term Wei tanschauung in his

writings to indioate that each langiage car linguistic stock had its own world

view built into its lexicon and grammar. The term linguistic determinism is

used by Gastil but this seers merely a variation which adds nothing to the

others in use. The term SapirJWhorf hypothesis has arisen among writers wishing

to give credit to Sapir as well as Wharf and has led in some oases to the

2
Sapir was a literary and music critic of some note as well as being an accomplished
pianist and poet. He aohieved prominence in two academic fields through his
writings and his presidencies of both the Hinguistio Society of America and the
American Anthropological Association. At the same time he maintained a lively
interest in such other fields as religion, psychology, and civic affairs.
3
Another name for the theory, the Karzybski-Sapir-^harf hypothesis is listed in
Joshua Fishman, I960, "A aystematization of the Whorf hypothesis," Behavioral
Science 5*523-39•

£■• Whorf,1950, Four Articles on Metalinguistios. Washington. B.C.i State
Department, p. 24.
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assumption that Sapir and Wharf originated these ideas* This* of course, is

not the ca3e as we see from Whorf's article, "Linguistic consideration of thinking
r

in primitive communities," where he mentions Boas' Handbook of American Indian

Languages (1911) and Sapir's Language (1921) as pivotal in contributing to the

advance of linguistio study and to that extent the antecedent of his own thinking*

Dell Hymes in his "Notes toward a history of linguistio anthropology," introduces

another link between Whorf and 18th century linguistic thought, "The record of

continuity is in fact much longer, going back, of oourse to W'ilhelm von Humboldt,

through Daniel G. Brinton in American anthropology, for Brinton translated von

Humboldt's essay on the character of the American verb, and posed the dual nature

of the prctolem exactly; Brinton included as a third part of linguistics, besides

phonology and grammar, 'the determination of the psychical character of the tribe

through the forms inatinotively adopted for the expression of its thoughts and

reciprocally the reaction exerted by those forms on the later intellectual growth

of those who are taught them as their only means of articulate expression.'

(Assays of an Amerieardst (I890), p.37)»"^
R

B. I>. Wharf, 1956, Language, Thought and Reality' Selected Writings of
B* D. Whorf (Bdited and with an introduction by J. B. Carroll), Hew forks John
Wiley and Sons, pp. 65-86. See also "Introduction", p. 23 ff. One may
speculate that Whorf's earliest nations on linguistic relativity sprung from
his early contact and fascination with the theories of the French mystic and
Hebrew scholar A. Fabre d*Olivet — "theories which proposed that certain Hebrew
letters and combinations of letters contained mysterious fundamental ideas."
This apparently led Whorf to speculate on the associative effect of words and
concepts (see Letter to Horace English, p. 35 and other early writing). These
ideas no doubt had their effect; nonetheless, the primary influence was Sapir*

^D. H. Hymes, 1963, "Notes toward a history of linguistio anthropology,"
Anthropological Linguistics 5'1» 59-3 03, p. 72.
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It cannot be denied, however, that the one single influence contributing

most directly to Whorf's ideas on linguistic relativity was his correspondence

with Sapir and, later, his studies with him at Tale University. After this brief

but fruitful encounter at Tale, Wharf's writings are almost exclusively on the

subject of linguistic relativity and tend to lean more heavily on grammatical

examples rather than lexical, a refinement over some of his earlier work. Whorf

does, however, give us an indication of the origin and sequence of his thinking

in "The relation of habitual thought and behavior to language" where he says, "I

came in touch with an aspect of this problem [linguistic relativityj before I
had studied under Dr. Sapir, and in a field Qfire prevent ionj usually can-

7
sidered remote from Unguis tics." We are led to assume that the incidents he

describes are the immediate antecedents to the first formulation of an hypothesis

of linguistic relativity and that Sapir added to and refined these ideas.

The Whorf-Sapir collaboration continued up to the death of Sapir in 1939»

Since it is reasonable to believe that Sapir added to Wharf's ideas on linguistic

relativity, we are justified in looking to Sapir's inspiration which was, as we

have mentioned, Herder.

2.22 The Whorf hypothesis.

What was the thrust of Whorf's argument and how did it relate to Sapir?

No one has mare eloquently and boldly stated the case for linguistic relativity

than Whorf himselfi "When linguists became able to examine aritioally and

scientifically a large number of languages of widely different patterns, their

^B. L. Whorf, 1950» P» 27. It should here be added that Whorf was by training
and employment a chemical engineer (BA, M.I.T.) working for the Hartfcrd Fire
Insurance Co. His research and writing in linguistics were done in his spare
time.



baas of reference was expanded; they experienced an interruption of phenomena

hitherto held universal, and a whole new order of significances oame into their

ken. It was found that the background linguistic system (in other words the

grammar) of each language is not merely a reproducing instrument far voicing ideas

but rather is itself the shaper of ideas, the program and guide for the

individual's mental activity, for his analysis of impressions, for his synthesis

of his mental stock in trade. Formulation of ideas is not an independent

process, strictly rational in the old sense, but is part of a particular grammar.

We disseot nature along lines laid down in our native languages. The

categories and types that we isolate from the world of phenomena we do not find

there beoause they stare every observer in the faoe; but on the contrary, the

world is presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of impressions which has to be

organised by our minds — and this means largely by the linguistic systems in our

minds. We out nature up, organize it into oonoepta, and ascribe significance

as we do, largely because we are parties to an agreement to organize it in this

way — an agreement that holds throughout our speech community and is codified

in the patterns of our language. The agreement is, of course, an implicit and

unstated one, but its terms are absolutely obligatory» we oannot talk at all

except by subscribing to the organization and classification of data which the

agreement decrees.

"This fact is very significant... for it means that no individual is free

to desaribe nature with absolute impartiality but is ooretrained to oertain modes

of interpretation even while he thinks himself most free. ... we are thus

introduced to a new principle of relativity, which holds that all observers are

not led by the same physical evidence to the same picture of the universe, unless
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their linguistic backgrounds are similar, or can in some way be calibrated*N

2.23 Sapir'a contribution,

Sid Sapir ever make any such bold and sweeping claim as this? He did

not perhaps go as far as the implications of Ihorf's statement but he shows a

clear conviction that language is the "raw material" out of which one's outlook

is formed, that "we see and hear and otherwise experience very largely as we do

because the language habits of our community predispose certain choices of

interpretation." Sapir goes on to amors explicit statement! "Language is a

guide to 'social reality'. Though language is not ordinarily thou^it of as

of essential Interest to the student of aooial science, it powerfully conditions

all our thinking about social problems and processes. Human beings do not live

in the objeetive world alone, nor alone in the world of social activity as

ordinarily understood, but are very much at the mercy of the particular language

which hem become the medium of expression for their society. It is quite an

illusion to imagine that one adjusts to reality essentially without the use of

language and that language is merely an incidental means of solving specific

problems of ooamunieation or reflection. The fact of the matter is that the

'real world' is to a large extent unconsciously built up on the language habits

of the group. No two languages are ever sufficiently similar to be considered

as representing the same sooial reality. The worlds in which different societies

live are distinct worlds, not merely the same world with different labels

attached.

8B. Ii. Whorf, 1950, p. 5.

^D. G. Mandelbaum (ed), 1951» "The status of linguistics as a science,"
Sale0ted Writings of Bdward Sapir in Language. Culture, and Personality. Berkeley
and Los Angeles! University of California Press, p. 162. This article
originally appeared in Language 5»(1929)206-14»
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Although Sapir's statement may not be as explicit as Whorf'a,

implicitly it says the same thing. The basic tenet is that language is an

active force rather than a passive vehicle, that the conceptualization of the

objective world is the business of language not the unchallenged realm of the

pbysioal mind. In other words the objeotlve 'out -there* is organized and

structured by the langiage rather than as was so universally assumed, by the

mind. Joshua Fishman in his article, "A systematization of the Whorf

hypothesis," puts it this way, "... language is not*merely* a vehicle of

communication by which man talks about some objective reality 'out there' that

exists previously to and independently of his language, but, rather, that

language itself represents an objective reality by means of which man structures

10
and organizes the 'out there' in certain characteristic ways."

There is some question at this point whether man makes use of language

in the way Fishman suggests when he uses the above phrase, "...by means of which

man structures and organizes..." or whether language as it stands presents to

man a system of conceptualizations of the objective world and man obediently

follows. Whorf and Sapir strongly suggest the latter.

Sapir brings out another side of the question when he says that language

"...does not as a matter of actual behavior stand apart from or run parallel to

direct experience but completely interpenetrates with it.As we shall see

later this fact as part of the language -aa-energy or language-as-force hypothesis

was first ariioulated by Humboldt and later expanded upon by the 20th century

*®J. Fishman, I960, "A systematization of the Whorf hypothesis," Behavioral
Science 5.323-59» P. 325.

**Mandelbaum, 1951, P» 11*
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philosophers Ernst Cassirer and Ludwig Wittgenstein as wall as by German

linguists of this century.

2.24 Boas and Relativity.

One cannot accurately assess Sapir's work without looking into the

writings of his teacher Franz Boas, the great American anthropologist and

linguist. Having been trained in Europe as a young man before emigrating to

America where be spent the remainder of his life, Boas no doubt was familiar

with the works of both Herder and Humboldt in his linguistic orientation. In

his Handbook of American Indian Languages Boas makes the point that language

because of its unconscious nature (or unselfoonsoious nature) has a great advan¬

tage over the oompletely selfoonaoious nature of ethnology. Because of this

he states as quoted by Jakobson in, "Franz Bogus* approach to language,*1 that

language oan be subjected to a "searching analysis" by which we may seize its

"inner form" and "attain the most objective, most literal and least distorting

translations of [its] unconscious categoriest ...each language is arbitrary

in its classifications, but this traditional (particularly Whitney*s and

de Saussure's) statement Is subject by Boas to an essential restriction!

...each language may be arbitrary, but solely 'from the point of view of another

language* in apaoe and time. In a mother-tongue whether 'primitive' or

'civilized' no classifications are arbitrary for its speakers. Such classifi¬

cations develop 'in each individual and in the whole people entirely sub¬

consciously* and build a kind of linguistic mythology which may dlreot the

attention of the speaker and some mental aotivities of the given speeoh community

in definite lines. So linguistic form exerts eui influence not only upon poetry

and beliefs, but even on speculative thought and 'scientific views, which are
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12
apparently based entirely on conscious reasoning.'" Thus Boas indicates

the arbitrary nature of linguistic oategories and their amenability to

scientific description. But Boas was not Saplr's principal souroe in linguistic

relativiatic thought. Let lis look at "Use 18th century thinker Herder.

To begin with it would be well to ask in what way S&pir was qualified

to be a oritic of Herder and 18th century German philosophical thought and why

his interest should lie in that direction. A look at his family and educational

background will provide the answers.

Sapir was horn in Germany and when ha was five years old his parents

emigrated to the United States where he was educated at the Horace Mann School

and Columbia University earning, in 1905, his MA degree in Germanics. Shortly

thereafter Sapir beoame acquainted with Franz Boas and soon became interested in

language in a broader sense, in fact as Morris Swadesh recalls, Sapir "...came

away from a conference with Boas impressed that he had everything to learn about

language. It was Boas' great knowledge of American Indian languages used

to counter Sapir*a naive and sweeping generalizations about language that

eventually caused Sapir to study American Indian languages and oulture and beoome

one of Boas' most astute pupils in anthropology and linguistics.

2.25 Herder's decisive role.

Thus with Sapir's thorough training in Germanics it is not unusual that

his interests in linguistics should range hack to the 18th century and single out

Jakobaon, 1944, "Franz Boas' approach to language," International Journal of
American Linguistics 10.188*95, P* 191* Italics mine.

^Mandelbaum, 1951, vii.



Herder who for his time was one of the more progressive thinkers promulgating

such radical ideas as the natural vs. divine origin of language and the

principle of linguistic relativity. In ffragnente fiber die neuEre deutsohe

Literatur (1767) we have the following statement that much of Herder's linguistic

relativity thinking is built tin, "Our servants {words] which form our tongue

manner of speeohj are our first teacher of logic,Herder's views on this

sttoject are also found in his flber den Ursprung der Spracbe (1769) end in Sapir's

review of this work we get the following comment, "The real historic significance,

then, of Herder's work would be shown to lie in the general service it rendered

by compelling a sounder study of the psychologic and historic elements involved

in the investigation of the problem language and its relation to man , and

...in the suggestion it gave Humboldt for his far deeper treatment of the same

15
and olosely allied themes." Sapir further confirms the influence of Herder

on Humboldt as followsi "He [Haym] ^ goes on to show how, as with Herder, so

also with Humboldt, man is 'ein singendes GeschBpf, aber Gedariken mit den

TOnen verbinden' 5 language is to Humboldt very much as to Herder, 'die

natttrliohe Entwickelung einer den Menschen als solchen bezeiohnenden Anlage.'

To Humboldt the chief task of genellil linguistics is the consideration from a

single point of view of the apparently infinite variety of languages, 'und durch

alle Hnwandlungen der Gesohichte hin duroh dem Gange der geistigen Entwiokelung

^The German is as follows t "Unsre Wdrterinnen, die unsre zunge bilden, sind
unare erste Lehrer der Logik." Frageente I Herder's lerke. Vol. 1, p. 147»
(Suphan Edition, 1767).
^3. Sapir, 1907, "Herder's Ursprung der Spraohe," New Philology 5.109-42,
p. 140.

aym was Herder's principal biographer.
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der Menschheit an der Hand der tief in dieselbe verschlungenen, sie von Stufe

ssu folgen. • This Is evidently little else than a more satis factory and

scientific formulation of Herder*s idea of the gradual growth of language in
17

concomitance with the growth of Besomienheit*"

In this same connection Mandelbaum writes in the introduction to

Sapir*s writingsi "As Sapir said of the [Herder*sj argument ...'This to us

is very axiomatic, but we should not forget that it was necessary for Herder

to demonstrate it.* The paper on Herder's Ursprung der Sprache. •••contains

yet another passage that is not inapplicable to Sapir himself, in which he makes

note of the 'great service Herder accomplished in merely shifting the point of

view. That was of inestimable service**

2.26 • von Humboldt and neo-huaboldtian.

Some scholars writing about the origin of linguistic relativistic thou^t

have neglected to look at Herder's work in favor of the writings of Humboldt.

This is understandable for it was left to Humboldt to expand and oogently state

the ideas of linguistic relativity as Herder first stated them. The most concise

statement of Humboldt's ideas is found in the following quotation from Humboldt's
19

Warke, "Man lives with the world about him principally, indeed... exclusively,

as language presents it.

17
'H. Sapir, 19©7, P, 141* Sapir cites the internal quotations from Hayra,

Herder nach aeinen Leben und seinen Warken dargeatellt, p. 4G8.

^Mandelbaum, 1951, p. 4*

1^Berlin, 1840, vol. 6, p. 60.
20
Cited by J. T. Waterman, 19571 "Benjamin Lee Whorf and the linguistic field

thecry," Southwestern Journal of Anthropology 15'5.201-11, p. 201. The German
text reads, "Der Mensoh lebt mit den Gegenstanden hauptsachlich, ja ...sogar
ausschleissllob so, wie die Sprache sie ihm zuftlhrt."
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In conjunction with the above statement JiunbolcLt proposed the idea that

language was something more than a passive instrument that it was itself a foroe.

Harold Basillus in summarizing Humboldt's view on the nature of language says,

"•..language is not an ergon, that is a mere means of exchange for purposes of

communication, but is instead an emergeia which reconstitutes human experience

21
ideally and makes this idealization overt."

Basilius concludes by pointing out that Hamann, Herder and Humboldt all

basically say the same thing, "...that language is the means by which men create

their conception, understanding and values of objective reality. Language is

the intermediary world (Zwischenwelt) between subject and object. As a con¬

sequence the vocabulary, grammar, and syntax of a given language are no mere

reflection of the culture of its users. They are that culture by virtue of
22

their function of making overt the concepts, beliefs, aid values of the culture."

Having taken a brief look at the 18th century roots of the linguistic-

relativity hypothesis it will be of interest to see how these 18th centuiy

thinkers (especially Humboldt) have influenced present-day German and European

linguistic thought. Basilius has given us an excellent review of this in his

article, "Neo-Hunboldtian ethnolinguistics," in which he states that there is

a small group of German linguists today, sometimes oalled Neo-Humboldtians, who

have taken Humboldt's dictum that language is not ergon but energeia and applied

it to the study of some of the European languages notably German. This small

group began to emerge in the 1920s lead by a linguist by the name of Jost Trier

who took up the conoept of the linguistic field which in turn had resulted from

2"4i. Basilius, 1952, "Heo-Humboldtian ethnolinguistics," Word 8.95-105» PP«97-8.

22Ibid., p. 99.
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Geatalt thinking and Gestalt psychology and developed it as a vehicle of

structural semantic research. Associated with him in this were lapen (the

person who actually first used the term linguistic field), Jolles, Porslg,

and Weisgsrber who today could he called the offioial spokesman for the

Heo-Humboldtians.

The Neo-Humboldtians attempted to find in the reconstituted human

experience which language idealizes manifestations of culture in one language

and manifestations of cultural differences in the variations between the

vocabulary and grammatical structure of two or more languages, "The stance

of the Heo-Humboldtiana is both mentalistic and psychologistic but their approaoh

and method are nonetheless empirical. They are in conscious opposition to

traditional linguistics inoluding the contemporary American variety on the

grounds that it has operated in a social vacuum by continuing to restrict itself
25

exclusively to the formalogioal analysis of language."

2.27 The Unguistio field theory.

In a more positive vein the Heo-Humboldtians asserted the concept of the

linguistic field as a descriptive device for a structural statement pertaining,

as emphasized above, to meaning or as language functions in the cultural milieu.

"The teohnique for investigating languages with a view to isolating their

cultural content is based on the structural concept of the field. It is

applicable to both vocabulary and grammar-syntax. Jost Trier defines the field

coneept as follows« " 'Every language is a system of selection over and against

objective reality. As a matter of fact every language creates a self-

sufficient and complete image of reality. Svery language structures reality in

25
II, Baailius, 1952, p. 97-8» ^or a defence of Humboldt's ideas from the point

of view of modern structuralism see Ernst Cassirer, "Structuralism in modern
linguistics," Word 1.(1945)116-7.
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its own manner and thereby establishes the components of reality which are

peculiar to this given language. The 1angiage-reality components of one

language never recur in quite the same form in another, nor are they simply a

straight-forward copy of reality. They are instead the linguistic-conceptual

realization of a view of reality proceeding from a unique but definite structuring

matrix whioh continuously compares and contrasts, relates and distinguishes the

data of reality. Implicit in the foregoing is, of course, the realization that

nothing in language exists independently. Inasmuch as structuring constitutes

the basic essence of language, all linguistic components are the result of

structuring. The ultimate meaning of each is determined precisely end only by

its relation to and funotion in the total linguistic structure.•

"The structural concept is derived from Humboldt's observation that

'structuring is the most common and profound essential characteristic of all

language,' a point of view subsequently maintained by Ferdinand de Saussure

(articulation). By means of a typically German wordplay on Glied ('member,

component*) Trier expresses the structural whole-to-part and paxt-to-whole

relationship between individual words and total vocabulary thus* 'The

individual word is crdered or related structurally (sich ergliedem) on ascending

levels to the whole of the structured and constructed vocabulary and conversely

the total vocabulary is structurally reducible (sioh ausgLiedem) to its

individual words. ' This is hardly more than an expansion of Humboldt's state¬

ment that 'in reality speeoh is not assembled from pre-existing words. On the

contrary, words result from the totality of speeoh.'

^Basilius, 1952, p. 100, internal quote from Jost Trier, "Das spraohliche Feld,"
Heue Jahrbuoher f. Wissensohaft u. Bildung, 10(1954) ,428-49-
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As aentioaed earlier Leo Weisgerber is considered the unofficial spokesman

today of the Neo-Humbol&tians and the linguistic field theory. He has formulated

"a more or less comprehensive plan of linguistic research the ultimate objective

of which is the discovery of the ethnic and national culture of the German-

speaking Europeans in contrast to that of other, mainly European, cultures.

This is to be done by studying 'the linguistic mid-way' (die sprachliche
25mittolwelt) between reality and its conceptualization."

Weisgerber's ideas have yet to be implemented as an entire plan although

he and many others have done individual investigations which contribute to this

end. At times i'eisgerber's proposals suggest a cultist attitude on his part

which if allowed to develop would distort Its linguistic content completely.

In conclusion, "The basic point of departure for the Neo-Humboldtians is

always Wilhelm von Humboldt's idea that language is simply 'the human approaching

the objective idea.* That language is, in other words, not an independent

reality but a relational one. That language is the midway between objective

reality and man's conceptualieation of it. As sueh it is the immediate overt

expression of reality* and its word classes, and sentence patterns are

structured meaning instead of being Just vehicles for meaning. If this be valid,

then Trier's insistence that linguistic fields are not mere formal devices but

rather linguistic realities is likewise tenable. ...Unquestionably the

hypothesis affords the most promising basis for relating the fruits of linguistic
26

soience to those of the other sooial sciences."

25Basilius, 1952, p. 99.
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2.J Philosophy and Language*

Language has always bean considered, by philosophy to be within its

province and consequently much has been written in philosophy about the nature

of language as it affeots our thinking, logio and view of -the world* Up until

the last two daoades there had been vary little contact between philosophy and

linguistics, indeed, scientific structural linguistics had arisen as a protest

against the approach taken by philosophers and philologists. Yet, as we have

seen the study of the relationship of language to non-linguistic data and

oognitioxv^perception is a result of 18th century philosophical thought. Of late

philosophical thought has swung away from speculation about meaning and has
27

become interested in the function of words and larger units of utterance.

This shift has placed the interest of Borne philosophers in an area adjacent to

but not identical with deseriptive linguistics. This convergence of interests

and insights between the two disciplines can be seen in the works of Ernst
28 29 5G

Gassirer , Ludwig Wittgenstein J. L.Austin. Perhaps the most conscious

effort to understand the two disciplines historically and make an accurate assess¬

ment of ourrent thought was done by the late Brnst Cassirer. He writes about

language as follows» "Language is neither a mechanism nor an organism, neither a

dead nor a living thing; It is no thing at all, if by this term we understand a

physical object. It is... language, a veiy specific human activity, not

27
J. iheatley, I965, "Linguistics and philosophy," Linguistic Reporter 5S4«1*

2Q
3. Cassirer, 1944, An Essay on Man. Hew Havens Yale University Press} 1946,
Language and gyth. New York« Harper Brothers} 1953» The Philosophy of
Symbolic form. New Havens Yale University Press.

2?L. Wittgenstein, 1953» Philosophical Investigations. Oxford.

^J. Austin, 1962, How to do Things with Words. Oxford.
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describable la term* of physios, chemistry, or biology, The boat end moat

laooaic expression of this fact was given by W. von Humboldt, when he declared

that language is not an ergon out an energsia,

"To put it shortly, we say that language is 'organic', but that it is

not an 'organism*, It is organic in the seme that it does not oonsist of

detached isolated segregated facts. It forms a coherent whole in which all

parts are interdependent upon each other. ....Everything hangs together:
31

nothing is accidental or superfluous.""^

Cassirer goos on to sqy, "It is impossible, he [von Humboldt] maintained,
to gain a true insight into the character and function of human speech so long as

we think of it as a mere collection of 'words'. The real difference between

languages is not a difference of sounds or signs but one of 'world perspectives*

(Weltansiohten). A language is not simply a mechanical aggregate of terms.

Splitting it up into words or terms means disorganizing and disintegrating it.

Such a conception is detrimental, if not disastrous, to any study of linguistic

phenomena. The words and rules which according to our ordinary notions make up

a language, Humboldt asserted, really exist only in the act of oonnected speech.

To treat them as separate entities is 'nothing but a dead product of our bungling
32

scientific analysis.' ...It is not a ready-made thing but a continuous process|

it is the ever-repeated labor of the hunan mind to utilize articulate sounds to

^E. Caasirer, 1945, "Structuralism in modern linguistics," Word 1.99-120, p. 110.
32
These ideas relate to the concept of the Gest&lt and a holistic view of larguage.

For a present-day statement by a linguist see K. L. Fike, 1954-60.Language in
Relation to a Unified Theory of Human Behavior Parts I, II. III. Glendalei
Summer Institute of linguistics,and K. L. Pike, 1959* "Language as particle,
wave, and field," The Texas Quarterly 2*2.37-45; also E. Sapir, 1921 .Language.
Hew York* Haroourt, Brace Co. For the holistic view of culture see
R. F. Benedict, 1955, Patterns of Culture, Routledge and Kegan Paul.
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33
express thought."

Wittgenstein, another 20th onetuiy philosopher, indioatea as well that

language is more thai} jjuat words. Although his writings are veiy difficult to

understand (it has been said that his Philosophical Investigations is presented

in auoh a way that it invites misinterpretation) he is olear, however, in several

instances about the nature of language. He says, "The meaning of words lies in

their use," and again "One cannot guess how a ward functions, one has to look at

its use, and learn from that."'^
2.4 The influence of linguistic relativity in the 20th century.

Thus we see in the mid*twentieth century two distinct branches resulting

from the eighteenth century philosopher/linguists, the European branch with their

attention being given to the concept of the linguistic field aid the American

branch investigating the effects of language on perception and cognition. One

might make the following generalisation as to ths basic difference between the

two branches — the European Neo-Humboldtians emphasise the reflecting nature of

language and the American Whor flans emphasize the determining nature of language.

Both of these branches are ultimately interested in the relation of language to

environment or Unguistie to non-linguistio data and can be considered the prime

movers in the present-day attempt at a rapprochement between Unguis tios and the

social sciences. This coming together, pooling of resources between the various

fields of psyohology, anthropology, sociology and linguistics, can be seen as a

direot result of eighteenth century thinking which changed the point of view from

one of atomism and the study of parts, to one of the whole and the study of the

33
"Cassirer, 1944, pp. 120-1. Cassirer oltss theas ideas from the following work,
Humboldt, Oesanmelte Sohriften (Berlin Aeademy) vol. VII, Pt. 1, pp. 46f.

'^Wittgenstein, 19531 PP. 80, 109.
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field. It can be seen that this phenomenon spread from physios to

psychology and has influenced language, biology, anthropology, etc. in what

is called the Gestalt or holistic conceptual approach. This has allowed,

indeed, forced linguists to look beyond the sound, the word, and the sentence

to the context in which language ooours and consider this the unit that is to

be studied; for language has meaning as well as form, it functions in a

cultural matrix, not a vacuum. This realization that language is more than

words and sounds, that it is an active foroe relating things and ideas is only

one side of the coin. Anthropologists have come to see that cultural traits,

and social customs are not the whole pioture either but that language is the key

and mediating force for them and that together language and culture traits can

be seen as contributing to a cultural configuration, an integrated whole, eaoh

part a meaningful element in the total struoture.

2*41 The unified theory of Pike.

In linguistic thought the above point of view has meant that the

division set up bgr Bloomfield between fcarm and meaning^ has had to be re¬

examined, that mechanists and mentaliats have become less sharp in their

divergences. Semantics has come into its own for it has been seen that it may

not lie beyond the pale of structuralism. Indeed, this has meant that the

structuralist' s approach has been broadened to include the environment. The

most ambitious work in this direction is the three volume work by Professor

K. I.. Pike, 1954-60, entitled language in Relation to a Unified Theory of Human

Behavior. Pike seeks to relate language and sooial behavior on a single

continuum or within a single meaningful whole. Pike's primary aim, therefore,

^See L. Bloomfield, 1935» Language. New Yorki Henry Holt and Co. For an
appraisal of this point of view see Fries, 1954» "Meaning and linguistic
analysis," Language 3°»57-68.



is not to add to the linguistic-relativity hypothesis hut to shoe that

language and social activity are one and that they can be described as one

unit. Pike's attempt, therefore, has been to formulate a unified theory of

the structure of human behavior within which language appears as a special,

though central, case. Thus, a church service can be considered a single unit

of linguistic and social behavior encompassed by one unified theory. There is

no direct attempt to determine the influence of language on behavior or vice

versa although it does lay very basic groundwork for a study of this from a

hitherto unexplored point of view — that of tagmemics.

2.42 Firth and context of situation.

Somewhat prior to Pike'a work and of i-uch leas detail is the work of

Professor J. H. Firth of the University of London who took the tern "context

of situation" first used by Malinowski and redefined it in his artiole

"Personality and language in society." He saw context of situation as a

"convenient abstraction at the social level of analysis" which could form the

basis for the hierarchy of techniques needed as a groundwork for a statement of

meaning. Meaning for Firth could be split up into its component parts much as

light could be dispersed by a prism into a spectrum. " 'Context of situation'

is best used as a suitable schematic construct to apply to language events, and

that it is a group of related categories at a different level from grammatical

categories but rather of the satte abstract nature. A context of situation for

linguistic work brings into relation the following categoriesi

A. The relevant features of participants* persona,personalities.

(i) The verbal action of the participants.

(ii) The non-verbal action of the participants.
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B. The relevant objects.
36

C. The effect of the verbal action."

Although Firth did not go into further detail before his death further

delineation of the oategories cf situation has been attempted by Dr. J. Ellis

in "On contextual meaning" to be published in the Firth Memorial Volume and

Dr. M. A. K. Hall iday has inoluded 'context' and 'situation' as terms in his

sohematization of the field of linguistics in "Categories of the theory of

grammar.

2.43 ¥horflan relativity today.

We have thus far seen how in America revived interest in the relation¬

ship of language to non-linguistic data whioh has had its beneficial effects

in closing the gap between linguistics and the social sciences and how in Europe

where this gap has never been as great, the Heo-Humboldtians sought to describe

the structure of meaning by the field concept and that in both oases the origin

of their thinking can be traced to Humboldt, Herder and ultimately to Hamann.

But what ofWharf's ideas today? Are they a live issue in linguistics

any longer or were they soon forgotten after his premature death in 1941? We

have but to look at the literature of the last deoade which has appeared in the

fields of linguistics, social psychology, social anthropology and philosophy to

see that hie ideas are neither dead nor forgotten but have continued to command

interest and cause new research to be initiated especially in the area of psycho-

linguistios and ethnolinguistios. The interest the linguistic-relativity

hypothesis still commands can be judged by the faot that in 1934 in Chicago

a conference of eminent linguists, anthropologists, and psychologists assembled

36
J. R. Firth, 1957» Papers in Linguistics 1934-1931. Londoni Oxford

University Press, p. 182.
37
M. A. K. Halliday, 1961, "Categcriss of the theoiy of grammar," Word

17*3.241-92.
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to discuss and assess fhorf's ideas.

2.431 Fiahman's four levels.

Before we look at any of these writings let us examine in more detail

the arguments Whorf marshalled to support his hypothesis. In this respect

Fishman has given us a useful classification at least in his dicotonyr between

lexical and grammatical differences and we shall follow this classification for

the presentation of Whorf's linguistio examples.

Fishman sees Whorf'a arguments for linguistic-relativity as existing on

four levels. Level one is called the language-language level and consists of

linguistic codability and cultural reflections. By linguistic codability is

meant the ease or facility with which a language names and categorizes certain

aspects of its environment and by cultural reflection is meant the easily observed

fact that refleoted in the language will be the physical environment of the

language users. "Languages differ 'in the same ways' as the general cultures or

39
surrounding environments of their speakers differ." 7 It this level Fishman's

distinction between lexical and grammatical differences is made, level one being

concerned only with the lexical store or semantic structure not with the

grammatical structure as suoh. Thus the essential problem is one of

»Ih. results of the Chicago conference are found in H. Hoijer, 1954» Language
and Culture. Chicago« University of Chicago Press.

Fishman, I960, p. 326. Cf. the viewpoint of tfumboldt mentioned earlier
whioh says that languages differ from one another in the same way and to the
same extent as those who use them.
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AO
codiflability; what does the language enoode and what does it ignore. Some

languages can encode a portion of their environment mere easily than others due

to having more specific terms at hand. Fishman gives the example of the German

Gemtitliohkeit. "Thus the fact that the German language does have the term

Gemtitliohkeit does make it easier for Germans to be aware of and to express this

phenomenon. Americans can also struggle toward a oiroumlocutious formulation

of this concept but the very faot that it is a struggle may mean that the

oonoept is less clearly formulated said less aptly as well as less frequently

expressed.

Wharf cites many examples of linguistic codability and cultural

reflection and along with them in catalogue fashion lists other differences

(grammatical) not in all oases furthering his argument and apparently failing to

Pertinent works on codifiability are the following, R. W. Brown, 1957&,
"linguistic determinism and the part of speeoh," Journal of Abnormal and Sooial
Psychology 55.1-5l , i960, Words and Things, Glenco, Illinois 1 The Free
Press, pp. 229-611 and Brio Lelineberg, 1954» "A study in language and
cognition," Journal of Abnormal and Sooial Psychology 49*3*456-62} , 1950*
"Studies in linguistic relativity," inj E. Maccoby et al. (eds) Readings in
Sooial Psychology. 3rd ed., Hew Yerkt Henry Holt and Co.) J. B. Carroll and
Joseph J. Cassagrande, 1950* "The function of language classifications in
behavior," in« E, Maccoby et al, (eds) Readings in Social Psychology, }rd ed.,
Hew York 1 Henry Holt and Co., pp, 18-31! R. Gastil, 1959^, Relative linguistic
determinism," Anthropological Linguistics 1(9.24-38} Eric H. Lenneberg, 1953#
"Cognition in ethnolinguistics," Language 29*4*463ff.} _____ John M.
Roberts, 1956# The Language of Experience 1 A study in methodology. Baltimore!
Waverly Press, Inc., Indiana University Publications in Anthropology and.
Linguistics. Memoir 13 of International Journal of American Linguistics 22(2.1-53}
R. W. Brown, 1956, "Language and categories,** in J. S. Brunner.J. J. Goodnow,
and G. A. Austin, A Study of Thinking. Hew York, pp. 247-312} J. B. Carroll,
I963, "Linguistic relativity, comparative linguistics and language learning,"
International Review of Applied Linguistics 1(1.1-20} J. Fishman, i960,
"A systematization of the Whorf hypothesis. Behavioral Science 5•323—339-

41Fishman, i960, p. 327
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sea this distinction as one whioh oould be used to his advantage* Far instance*
AO

Whorf oites the oase of Eskimo with three words fbr snow where English has only

one; English with three words (pilot, airplane* fly) where Hop! has one for these

three items; Hopi's two words for water (as to whether it is moving or

stationary) for the one in English; Hopi's laok of an exact equivalent for

English 'speed' or 'rapid' whioh must be expressed by the use of 'vezy' or an

intensifier plus a verb of motion; Havaho's two terns for black for the one

in English; Havaho's weak distinction for green and blue for the two distinct

terms in English; and other examples given by other writers such as the profusion

of terms for horse in Arabic (no generic term) to the English one or the large

number of terras for cow in Wintu compared to the English one* From these

examples and many more that could be added it is obvious that for these examples

there is a cultural relevanoe for these differences* e.g. the Eskimo is more

concerned with snow than the average speaker of EngLish and the Arab and Vintu

are more oonoemed with horses and cows respectively than most English speakers.

This differentiation in vocabulary at the lexical level allows speakers of these

languages to be more precise about certain aspects of their environment and thus

communication is more easily achieved. But as oan be pointed out this does

not mean that these differences cannot be expressed in the other language. At

this level of lexical language-language differences nothing so grandiose as a

world view is involved.

42Tbe examples from Hopi and Eskimo are taken from B. L. Whorf, 1930* Four
Articles in Metallnguiatios, Washingtoni Statement Department, p. 4ff»
43
Although this has never been tested experimentally it is assumed that language

differences in the magnitude of a world view do not reside in one term (even
thou^i at times Whorf seems to imply this) but are the aggregate of the total
language.
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Level two is still dealing with lexical items as opposed to grammatical

but encompasses the non-linguistic aspects of behavior as well. Fishman thus

labels it "Linguistic codiflability and behavioral concomitants." It is the

level of language-non-language behavior. The area of most frequent experimen¬

tation has been color categories. Sophisticated experimentation at this level

has been done by Brown and Lenneberg 1954 and Lenneberg 1955 and 1957* Con¬

clusions from these experiments clearly indicated that colors which are

culturally enooded, that is named with a single word within a language, have a

"shorter response latency" than those colors that are not culturally encoded,

that do not have a single word name but require a phrase or circumlooution to

be described by the visere of that particular language. Lenneberg confirms

this also in an experiment where subjects were to remember a color presented

along with others after a time lapse. This experiment shows that highly

codifiable colors were remembered more quickly and that there is a line of

codability from high to low among colors for any laigiage whioh correlates with

easy to difficult in learning their names. Lenneberg, therefore, concluded

that "there is gpod evidence that the shape of word frequency distributions over

stimulus continue regulates the ease with which a person learns to use a word

correctly,"^ This concept should be useful in first and second language

learning ..for it basically pertains not to language usage per se but to
45

concept formation as such."^y

Level three as described by Fishman is ealled "Linguistio structure and

its cultural concomitants." By linguistic structure is meant grammatical items

44Fishman, i960, p. 529.

45Ibid.. p. 529-50.
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from the lexicon and their syntax. Whorf and Sapir both cited language

differences from the lexioal as well as the grammatical but their most pervasive

statements, those purporting to deal with Weltansohauunggn. are drawn from

linguistic items of a purely grammatical nature. In identifying the grammatical

as opposed to lexical Fishman is not dear in his use of the term *structure*•

He is not clear as to what level of analysis the term •structure* applies to.

Is it morphologioal structure or syntaotic struoture that is being considered?

It is obviously not phonologio struoture. Sapir and Whorf whom Fishman quotes

are of some help but one is not always certain of their meaning due to the

generality of their terms, e.g. Sapir 1919» "tyrannical hold that linguistio

form has upon our orientation of the world" and Whorf 1940, "organized ...hy

the linguistio systems (in other words, the grammar) of each language is not

merely a reproducing instrument". We are left to our own interpretation of

the term *the grammar* which I take to mean the morphology and syntax of a

language, the rules and regulations for governing language items. As has been

mentioned Whorf places more emphasis on grammatical struoture after his contact

with Sapir. And we see the reason for this in Sapir*s writings, especially

Language, where he makes much of structure in language. The refinement in

Whorf's argument, as Fishman puts it, being one from "diffuse and uneystematic

lexical analysis to more focussed and interrelated grammatical analysis.

Whorf does not asera to make a conscious distinction of this point and may not

have seen it as useful for his argument.

Differences revealed by linguistic structure and its cultural con¬

comitants are listed by'Wharf, Lee, Hoijer and others and consist of suoh

features as the following: Chinese has no singular or plural, no relative

clauses whereas English does; other languages have singular, dual, trial, and

^Fisbman, i960, p.531*
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plural whereas English has only singular and plural. One may ask, where the

cultural concomitants of such grammatical differences are. It is only fair

to say that for the most part they lie with analytical and perceptive powers

of the analyst. If one goes on to say that grammatical differences affect

mental outlook or Weltanschauung the greatest drawback for such arguments is

their susceptibility to being selectively chosen and given biased inter¬

pretations. However, we should cite some examples in order to evaluate these

attempts to desoribe linguistic and cultural differences whioh are so often

intuatively sensed. Hoijer in writing about the Navaho reasons that "...the

Navaho verb links the aotor to actions which are defined as pertaining to

classes of beings. Thus it would appear that people merely 'participate in*

or 'get involved in' somehow pre-existing classes of actions rather than serve

as the initiators of actions. Hoijer interprets these grammatical characteri¬

stics as being consistent with the 'passivity' and 'fatefulne3s' of Navaho life

and mytholo&r in which individuals adjust to a universe that is given.In

the same vein Whcrf finds in Nootka a connection between the absence of noun-

verb distinctions and a monistic view of nature.^®
It should be pointed out that the efforts of Whorf, Lee, and Hoijer to

establish a grammatical cultural correlation must not be equated with purely

msntalistio attempts to prove that rausicalness in Italian is a result of the

light melodious nature of that language or that German stiffness is related to

the heavy quality of the German language. Whorf and others are much advanced

over the latter and if still relying on intuition and. insight it is on a very

^Fishman, I960, p. 332.

^®Whorf, 1950, pp. 18-23
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much firmer basis linguistically and anthropologically. Anthropological

studies of national character should be of considerable interest to linguists

seeking to plumb the depths of language-oultur# relationships.

Level four is named "Linguistic structure and its behavioral concomitants".

This level (as with level two) might be said to have been created by Piahman

(himself a psychologist) to satisfy psychologists. He says of this level that it

is the most difficult to demonstrate and experiment and at the same time concep¬

tually and methodologically superior to the other three. Only one experiment*

according to Fishman* has so far been done at this level. The experiment by

Carroll and Cassagrande (1936) is referred to as Experiment II. Carroll and

Cassagrande were concerned to find out whether Navaho subjects would be pre¬

disposed due to particular verb forms in their language to categorize objects

on the basis of their physical attributes (flexibility* flatness* etc.) rather

than color. Therefore* subjects were presented with two objeota that differed

from each other in two respects (color and shape) and then presented with a third

object similar to each of the original two in one of the relevant characteristics.

If the original pair had been a blue rope and a yellow stick the third object

would have been either a yellow rope or a blue stick* the assumption being that

the Navaho subject would choose those objects most alike on the basis of shape

and the English on the basis of color. The results from the Navaho group showed

a definite preference for the predicted ohoices. Since Navaho verb forms

provide for shape and form and English do not it was assumed that this feature of

the Navaho language would affect the relative potency or order of emergence of

the following concepts — color* size* shape ar form* and number in the Navaho

speaking child. The experiment was oonduoted on three groups of children* Navaho

dominant Navaho, English dominant Navaho and English speaking Boston middle class.
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The first two groups gave oloar preference for the predioted choice -the

Navaho dominant child making choices on the basis of form and shape and the

English dominant child making choices as to color. The Boston middle class,

however, seemed more Navaho than the Navaho, an embarrassment which might be

explained by the faot that middle class children show preferences of form to

oolor which may in turn be due to more exposure to toys e.g. puzzles, form

boards, etc. which force the child to make associations on the basis of form.

It could also be argued that whereas Navaho is a language in which similarities

of form are noticed (in other words it operates under a linguistic determinism

at this point), English is neutral; it being as easy for the child learning

English to make ohoioes for similar color as for similar shape. Certainly on

this point there is no formal aspect of English which would predispose the child

one way or the other.

To sum up Fishman has devised a chart of the four levels as follows}

Data of language Data of oognitive behavior
characteristics

Language data Non-linguistic
("cultural themes") data

Lexloal or "Semantic"
characteris tics Level 1 Level 2

Grammatical
characteristics Level 3 Level 4

As shown by the diagram linguistic relativity experimentation is dealing

with two main facts — characteristics of a language or languages and behavior

of the speakers of the language or languages. The first is cut again to

reveal a lexical/grammatical distinction and the second to reveal verbal

behavior as such (often interpreted in terms of cultural thames or Weltan-

schauungen) and individual behavior «fhich is other than verbal in nature.
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The conclusions of Brown, Carroll, Caasagrande, Lenneberg and others

as well as those of the participants of the 193? Chicago conference cm the

Whorf hypothesis agree in at least one aspect, that it is not a question of what

a language can or cannot express but one of what is expressed with more facility.

In the findings of the 1933 conference Hockett writes, "Languages differ not so

much as to what can be said in them, but rather as to what it is relatively easy

to say. In this connection it is worthy to note that the history of Western

logic and science, from Aristotle down, constitutes not so much the story of

scholars hemmed in and misled by the nature of their specific languages as the

story of a long and successful struggle against inherited linguistic limi-
49

tationa.H It is but another step to the statement that any linguistic

system is completely adequate to any of the situations of its users ca¬

potentially so. Leimsberg reiterates this same thought, originally made by

Sapir that "a basic maxim in linguistics is that any thing can be expressed in

any language. (Cf. Sapir, the Grammarian and His Language, Selected Writings

of Edward Sapir, pp. 153-4*) It is assumed here that any vocabulary can be

expanded."^
Where language differences reside and which are the most influential

has hy no means general agreement. Wharf and his followers felt they could

illustrate from the grammar of a language differences of the most far reaching

and influential kind, e.g. world view. Hockett observes that "the most

precisely definable differences between languages are also the most trivial from

the Wharfian point of view. The more important and ostensible difference is

^H. Hoijer (ed), 1954, Language in Culture, Chciago' University of Chicago
Press, p. 122.

5°S. Lenneberg, 1953, "Cognition in ethnolinguistios," Language 29.467*
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from this point of view, the harder to pin down... The impact of inherited

linguistic pattern or activity is, in general, least important in the most

practical contexts, ami most important in such goings-on as story-telling,
51

religion and philosophizing.

But did Whorf's approach of a suggested diootony between 'obvious'

and 'hard to pin down' best explain the differences? Gastil and others (Heo-

Humboldtians) in the last deoada do not think so and have shifted the emphasis

from "correlates between formal and analytical features or linguistic and

cultural variables" to "semantic structures" or in the words of the Jteo-

Humboldtiana "semantic fields". (This very useful concept for teaching

meaning will be developed as "semantio domain" in this thesis in 6.) Gastil

goes on, " 'Words' are structured into systems of wards, not in dictionaries,

but in the unconscious of the users of the language concerned. We oan

abstract systems of color terms, of kinship terms, of terms for shapes of lines,

or of terms for positive intellectual valuation in apy language at any time or

in aqy corpus of written or recorded materials. These are not absolute or

conscious structures, but abstractions of use in analyzing the 'semantic code*

(as distinct from the phonemic or syntaotlo oodes) of a language. Such fields

are probably of the same order of reality as concepts of 'sooial structure* or

•cultural pattern' (e.g. Benedict), or 'cultural configuration.' Ho one in

51
Hoijer, 1954, p. 122-23.

Gastil, 1959a-, Language and modernization! A comparative analysis of
Persian and English texts. Harvard University, Center for International Affairs,
pp.20-22.
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the Whorfian camp hew defined the distinctions referred to by Hoijer and

called grammatical and lexical by Fishman beyond the point of saying that the

lexical hold no world-view differences and that the grammatical (if differences

along the lines of a world view do exist)do carry such differences. It would

seem for the purposes of language teaching that the diqjbtomy between lexical
and grammatical is less productive than a consideration of some form of the

semantic field theory for all items. This does not mean that items will be

treated in isolation but observed as exerting influence in the nature of a

53
semantic field and having dominance over semantic spnce.

Fishman, as a psychologist, has the following to say as far as semantic

codifiability, non-translatability and selective codifiability are concerned.

They "pertain not so much to all-or-none differences between languages as to
5A

differences in relative ease or facility of equivalent designation." Thus,

the argument that there is no word in English for _________ undercuts Itself

for the proponent usually goes on to render in English the meaning of _______

no matter how imperfectly or circuitously.

Therefore, today among psychologists, linguists and anthropologists

there is a general backing away from radical fhorfian relativity. Ho one is

ooming forward to back such an extreme view that would state one's inter¬

pretations of the world about him were entirely relative to and determined by

53
The notion of semantic space comes from a conversation with Dr. Sara C.

Gudsohinsky who feels that semantic space may exist in the same way that phonetic
space does. The analogy being drawn to show that as a phoneme and its allo-
phones cover a given piece of phonetic space so the meaning of a word will cover
a given piece of semantic space in such a way that although different languages
may categorize experience and the external environment differently the semantic
space is adequately covered in both cases.

""^Fishman, i960, p. 335.
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one's language for this would deny the possibility of translation or of even

learning another language, two aotivities whioh men do with a great deal of

accuracy and taste in spite of the linguistic differences and difficulties.

It would S3em that the determining aspect of language although affeoting some

of our cognitive behavior is but a moderately powerful factor and one that oan

be counteracted at that*

2*432 The linguiatio grid.

At this point Weisgerber's conception of a Zwisohenwelt helps to illus¬

trate the manner in whioh language impresses a particular semantic structure or

grid on non-linguistic data* Each language is its own peculiar intercepting

force between perception, cognition and expression and non-linguistio data.

This structuring is of a highly arbitrary nature and consequently the conventions

for this structuring are not the same for any two languages* At this point we

are also involved with the struoture of culture for the structure of culture and

the semantic grid of a language in many oases are two sides of the same ooin.

Since a child in learning the language, learns both of these structures at the

same time it is extremely difficult for one to acquire a mental differentiation.

An example of the way in which language intervenes between perception and reality

Is the arbitrary nature of structuring of the stars in the night sky. "Each

cultural area..., developed its own classification with nearly no correspondence

either with reality or with the terminological structuring of this field outside

of that cultural area. Weisgerber might say that the boy who heard the ward

Orion oould not help but ask, "What is Orion?", and then have explained to him how

various stars taken together made a pattern whioh looked like a giant hunter. He

then looked through the Zyrisohenwelt at the heavens, not simply at the heavens
55

•as they are'."

55Gastil, 1959a. P. 16.
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There can, of course, be seen varying degrees of interference where

the semantic grid is fairly transparent or of little influence, for instance,

in the case of table. chair, one. two, eto. Here the item under consideration

is fairly concrete car objective and the constant availability and observability

of the non-linguistic element tends to lessen the possible effects of linguistic

determinism. Another area in which language structures reality in a manner

agreed upon by nearly all literate languages is the field of natural science and
s

to some extent technology.

Gastil concludes, "It is then, in areas other than the most concrete and

scientific that linguistic determinism will be a real foroe, and these fields

constitute most of life. Let us consider the field of ta'krof, as this is

handled by the semantic structure of English and Persian. This field is

structured and divided more absolutely by English than Persian, and in faot is a

'field* only in terms of the Persian language. A Persian or an American does

not simply see social aotion, record it, and repeat it accurately. He sees

the aotion in terms of his Unguistioally acquired knowledge, olassifies it

linguistically, and acts in terms of what he perceives tbrou^i this lin&iistio

screen. What an American might call 'insincerity', 'formality', 'politeness',

or 'generosity' under different oonditions, the Persian oalls ta'arof, and in

Iran this may be the most useful designation. But when an Iranian in America

complains of losing his watoh because he was trying in the best spirit of

'ta'arof' to be friendly by offering it to an admirer, we realize that he has

failed properly to differentiate the field of 'ta'arof' as this must be done

•^Gastil, 1959a» P» 17* Gastil gives the following reasons for this. "l) That
is its oonsoious goal and purpose, and 2) its language is primarily universal,
originating, in modern times, from the same base in a few European languages."
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in American English. The American sees 'politeness*and 'generosity' as the

field determinants of the friendly insistent offer. Otherwise he would see only

'insincerity' or 'formality', which are not friendly and therefore 'obviously'

impossible interpretations. He accepts the watoh. The Iranian conceives the

field as one, as at the same time polite and formal, generous and insincere.

(This is not true, but if he had to translate what he sees, it would be all he
CTI

could say.) He will probably not accept." This is but one example which

could be multiplied many times over between any two languages of what Carroll

and others would call differences in categorization of a field of social activity.

2.435 Carroll's four hypotheses.

Perhaps the most influential spokesman in the field of language and

cognition is John Carroll of Harvard.,a psychologist,hut greatly interested in

linguistics. Carroll had had an extended acquaintance with Ihorf before the

latter's death and has sinoe edited Whorf's works. Besides this he has con¬

tinued his interest in linguistic relativity as is shown by his writing. It

is Carroll who has most recently attempted a summary of the linguistic-relativity

hypothesis and an application of these findings to the teaching of a foreign

language.

In his article "Linguistic relativity, contrastive linguistics, and

language learning," Carroll reviews the possible positions the linguistic-

relativity hypothesis might take outlining three suoh positions ranging fro®

radical determinism to neutral or no determinism followed by a fourth which he

feels lies closest to the facts of the matter. This fourth is his own.

He begins by stating an extreme view which says that because of the

extreme determinism of language structure and categorizing the speaker of one

57Gastil, 1959a, pp. 17, 18.
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language would not be able to acquire the mental outlook implied by another

language. Thus it would follow that another language could only be partially

taken on by the learner and superficially at that. True bilingual ism would be

impossible and any kind of exact translation from one language to another would

be a contradiction in terms. Although there have been some adherents to this

view either in part or in whole there are no serious advocates of it today.

Although Whorf at times may have indicated a view as extreme as this it is very

doubtful, had he lived, that he would have continued in this direction to its

ultimate radical and.

If on the other hand we admit a less strict view such that learning a new

language and learning a new "mental outlook" went hand in hand in the learning

process we might be justified in saying that the learning of a second language

could he enhanced if the student could be helped to attain the "mental outlook"

associated with the second language. It follows then that bilinguals could

exist and a true bilingual would tend to switch "mental outlooks" as he switches

from one language to another. But still, due to the faot that language structure

and mental outlook are bound up, completely accurate translation from one

language to another would be impossible*

One alternative to these two linguistic-relativity hypotheses is what

Carroll calls the linguistic neutrality hypothesis "which would assert that mental

operations and other behavior are independent of the language in which they are

carried out." Therefore, the teacher of a second language could ignore

teaching the 'mental outlook* of a language and assume that the learner would

oarry over to the second language the mental operations he already possessed.

"Indeed, he would assume that the new language would provide merely a new vehicle

for expressing the ideas and emotions already expressible in the learner's native
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language. Under this theory, also, both true bilingualism and accurate
58

translations between languages would be conceived to be attainable.*

Carroll does not attempt further elucidation or defence^ for, indeed, so naive
a view in light of present linguistic, psychological and anthropological know¬

ledge is indefensible. It is unfortunately, albeit unvoiced, the implicit

view that much of language teaching is still based on.

Carroll himself, however, subscribes to none of the above but has

instead formulated an hypothesis of his own whioh is based on the evidence at
59

hand from psycho-linguistio tests already described.7 He concludes that "At

the present time we must draw the conclusion that no satisfactory evidence exists

for thinking that languages reflect particular world views. Indeed, the

evidence from oommon knowledge would seem to point in the opposite direction,

namely, to the effeot that any world-view can be expressed in any language.

When we consider the variety of philosophical positions that have been propounded

in ary one of the major world languages with no apparent difficulties arising

from the languages themselves, the notion that languages predetermine these

positions seems like a contradiction....

"In fact, with a few possible exceptions all languages seem sufficiently

flexible to embraoe any new science, technology, or philosophy. Whatever its

world view may be, the Havho language has adapted itself to modern medical

terminology and thinking, and this has happened despite the faot that certain

groups of Navahoa have been highly resistant, on principle, to the introduction
60

of modern medioal terminology."

58
J. B. Carroll, 1963, "Linguistic relativity, contrast!ve linguistics, and

language learning," International Review of Applied Linguistics 181.1-20, p. 4»

•*%he two experiments as found in Carroll and Cassagrande, 1958*

60Carroll, 1963, p. 11.
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Carroll's hypothesis does not go beyond the evidence supplied by bis

own experiments and those of others and is to that extent limited and develop¬

mental. It states that "Insofar as languages differ in the ways they eneode

objective experience, language users tend to sort out and distinguish experience

differently aooording to the categories provided by their respective languages.

These cognitions will tend to have certain effects on behavior. The speakers

of one language, for example, may tend to ignore differences which are

regularly notioed by the speakers of another language. This is not to say

that they always ignore them, for these differences oan indeed be recognised and

talked about in any language, but they are differences which are not always
fitsalient in their experience."

2.44 Summary and implications for language teaching.

At present we have a small group of American linguists, anthropologists

and psychologists coming to a position somewhat like the above hypothesis of

Carroll's, a less extreme form of determinism if one oan still apply the term.

Certainly a less radical form of determinism will prove much more fruitful in

laying bare, for the language teacher, the problems faced in teaching a foreign

language — in leading the student into the new language and culture. A1though

language structure does not in and of itself conceal a world view or mental out¬

look the culture of that language does, thus bringing to the fore the qiestion

^Carroll, 1963, pp. 12-13. Associated with this cultural anthropologists see
the same set of phenomena occurring as between various cultures. "Linguistic
relativity must take account of social complexity. It will not suffice to con¬
trast the cognitive practices of one nation with those of another. We are
likely to find that a manner of perceiving, thinking, and speaking that
characterizes the majority in one society is found in only a minority of another
society. When we know the psychology of children, of psychotics, of bureaucrats,
of creative artists, I shall be very much surprised if there will not be some
seg&ent of our sooiety to match whatever strange cognitive modes the ethno-
linguist may turn up." Brown, 1950» P* 258.
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of culture in language teaching. Should the second language be taught using

first language culture and second language linguistic forms? If so are we

really teaching the second language in the fullest sense of that term or in any

sense of that terra?

As the linguistic-relativity hypothesis now stands what are the implica¬

tions for language teaching? First, it means that a well thought out and sound

teaching program can only be built on the comparison of the two languages

involved — in this oase a comparison of their lexioons which also implies a

phonological comparison and a grasmatioal comparison as well. The comparison

of the two languages will reveal that the codification of a given range of

experience differs from one language to the next, one language having a more

highly differentiated oodifioation than the other. From our knowledge of

language learning in young children, as the mother tongue ie being learned these

differences in codification are also learned — automatically aoquired — and

the young child learns to pay attention to whatever discriminations are required

by his language. Carroll's developmental hypothesis of linguistic relativity

asserts "merely that the process of learning these discriminations requires the

speakers of the language with the more highly differentiated referential system

for aqy given range of experience to pay more attention to these aspects of

experience, and that this increased amount of attention oan have oertain effects
62

on behavior over and above aots of communication."

Secondly these differences in codification must be recognized and classi¬

fied in respect to the target language as convergent, divergent, or non-congruent.

TSVtat does this imply for language teaching? Apart from the word order of a

language (the rules for oombining linguistic elements which to some extent may

Carroll, 1963, p. 16.
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embody a system of codification of experience) an individual who is to learn

another language must be taught to observe and codify experience as nearly as

possible in the same manner as the native speaker. But this in itself is not

enough for the learner already possesses a language which will cause inter¬

ference^ with the new observational and oodifloational patterns presented in

the new language. The linguist, therefore, must classify the symbols of these

experiences in a way that will allow the learner the greatest amount of freedom

to enter the raw system of codification of experience.

Convergent, divergent and non-congruent elements provide the simplest

classification and can be used in a teaching situation to point up contrastive

differences to the learner. Relative to the native language of the learner a

convergent phenomena is one in which the referents of two or more symbols in the

native language are represented by a smaller number of symbols in the second

language. Likewise divergent phenomena are the reverse of this, i.e. the

second language contains a larger number of symbols than the first for the same

6A
external referent or non-linguistic experience. ^ Both of these differences are

significant for the learner and as Carroll says, "the divergent ones are pro¬

bably more critical for him as a speaker, while the convergent ones are more

gc
critical for him as a hearer."

63
For the most oomprehensive present-day treatment of the phenomena of inter¬

ference see Uriel Weinreich, 1953» Languages in Contact, New York» Linguistic
Circle of New York.

^Carroll, 1963» P* 16.
65^Cf. Weinreioh, 1953» PP» 1» 3* 5» 7-l4» 47 fl'» Carroll quotes the following
paradig' from Weinreich as an example of convergent pheraomena. "Often two
existing semantemes, X and Y, of one language are merged on the model of
another language, where the combined content of X and Y is represented by a
single sign, Z." p. 48.
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Another difference not covered by the above distinctions made by con¬

vergent and divergent phenomena is what X have oalled non-oongruencies and

which Carroll calls zero representation. He gives the following example,

"There is no word for the concept too (as in too much) in Ambario, Persian, and

Urdu. The concept must be expressed by a periphrasis. For example, in

Persian, 'He was too late to catch the train* would be rendered approximately

as 'He oame that amount late that he didn't oatch the train.' Contraative

linguistics must therefore be particularly watchful for apparent 'holes' in

the representational system of a language.

"The interest here is in semantic differences between the referential

systems of languages. Contrastive linguistics must study differences in

meaning as well as in form. It must study morphological, syntactical, and
66

lexical phenomena at least as much as it studies phonologioal ones..."

The oontrastive study and consequent classification of a language must,

therefore, also account for the non-congruencies or "holes" in the representa¬

tional system of the target language in relation to the source language.

In making application of the above distinctions to the language teaching

situation how frill trie teacher go about the teaching of divergent differences

for instances?

Carroll considers divergent phenomena the most difficult to learn

because the learner must make a selective response while for a convergent

difference only an interpretative response is neoessary. To solve this problem

Carroll has suggested the use of the psychological concept of set. Psycholo¬

gists have used this concept in classifying responses to verbal stimuli in what

66Csrroll, 1965, P. 13.
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67
la known as the controlled association test. The encoding of meaning can

60
be regarded as a response guided by a particular set. For example the

native speaker of English learning to use the German equivalent of to go will

be required to differentiate within what he has heretofore called one semantic

area (meaning of one word) as to whether the going in German is of one mode or

the other. The learner is presented with a variety of situations representing

different modes of travel and is asked to respond using the proper travel-mode

word. 'Set' in this sense is semantic or contextual orientation of the indi¬

vidual. Meaning and oontext in the broadest sense being one at this point.

Carroll ooncludes his article with the following: "Divergent and con¬

vergent differences contrasts having bean identified and described, foreign,

language teachers must develop speoial teaching techniques and materials to

bring these contrasts to the attention of language learners and to allow them

to form appropriate habitual sets incorporating them in speaking and hearing

behavior.

"According to the present view of linguistic relativity, mental opera¬

tions are largely independent of the language in which they take place, although

they may undergo certain transformations as the individual passes from one

language to another. It would seam that true bilingualism is possible for the

67'For similar work from a linguistic point of view see JN. R. Dimitrijevic, I963,
Lexical Availability: A Mew Aspect on the Lexical Availability of Secondary
School Children. Dissertation, School of Applied Linguistics, University of
Edinburgh; M. Mann, 1963* Lexis in Language Teaching. Dissertation, School
of Applied Linguistics, University of Edinburgh.
68
Carroll, 19&5» P« Carroll's sets in the following cases resemble to some

degree the linguistic fields of Gastil and Weisgerber (and my semantic domain
of 6.), "fns can establish in a sublet person , through verbal instructions,
a set to give opposites or 'contrast' responses wherever possible. The series
of stimuli white, poor, lir;ht, and butterfly will then elicit black, rich,
heavy or dark, and moth respectively. A set to give synopyms would cause the
elicitation, let us say, of snowy, indigent, bright, and insect, to the same
series of stimuli." p. 17.
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individual who has learned to manage these transformations. Further, I

believe that accurate translation is, in principle, possible (provided the text

being translated is free of ambiguities) if the translator is properly aware of

differences in linguistic codification and takes account of these in preparing

his translation.

"The contrasts between languages do not add up to differences in mental

outlook or Weltanschauung, nor is any world-view inextricably bound with any

particular language. Those who may be alarmed about the spread of English, or

of ary other language, may be assured that there is insufficient evidence for

thinking that such a language bears within itself, like a Trojan horse, a

particular world view, but if they do have (me, it is more likely to have arisen

69
from social and historical factors which have nothing to do with language."

The history and development of the linguistic relativity hypothesis

indicate that a certain amount of maturity and perhaps objective detachment has

been attained since the hypothesis was stated by Wharf in the late 30's. We

may safely credit Whorf with the task of bringing this facet of language study

to the attention of linguists as well as psychologists, anthropologists and

philosophers which has resulted in many joint endeavors on the part of the four

mentioned disciplines. In fact, it could accurately be said that Wharf's

provocative hypothesis has given a major assist to a foundering interdisciplinary

study known for some years as ethnolinguiatica and more recently as

sociolinguistics.

2.5 The coalescence of two disciplines.

Since the two major disciplines usually seen as having a joint area of over¬

lapping interest are linguistics and social anthropology, it is not unusual that

^Carroll* 1963* P«
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the terra ethnolinguistics has found common currency as a name for this hybrid

field of study, part linguistics and part anthropology. But as with all new

fields, their existence being realized by both parents, a rash of names results

which tends to confuse the issue that there is but one hybrid field under

70
discussion. Metalinguistics, ethnolinguistic3, and soci©linguistics have

resulted and taken as a group might be preferred by linguists whereas

anthropologists tend to prefer anthropological linguistics or linguistic
71

anthropology. Of the three names first mentioned metalinguistics seems not

to have caught on probably due to its confusion with the philosophical term

metalanguage, Stbnolinguistics us a closely allied term seems to have had the
72

longest history, but if Hymes suggestion that ethnology as a term is losing

ground among anthropologists this might account for the present-day use of

70
Used by G. L. Tragor and H. L. Smith, 1951» An Outline of Linguistic Analysis.

Norman, Oklahoma: Studies in Linguistics Occasional Papers No. 3.

71
Hymes, 19^3, p. 78# "Both orders have checkered precedent throu^i ad hoc

coinage, e.g.,Lowie, Kroeber, Hmmeneau, and probably others have used 'linguistic
anthropologist' in some context during the pant generation; Voegelin and others
have made 'anthropological linguist' well known, and Herskovits usea both in the
first part of his textbook Man and His Works (New York, 1949)» as do Danehy,
Hockett, Pittonger in The First Five Minutes (Ithica: Paul iviartineau, i960)."
72
IB44., p. 77, "Scattered examples show 'ethnological philology' in England as

early as the 1850's (Latham, Gull), and 'linguistic ethnology' somewhat later
inWilliam Dwight Whitney's writings. Coordinate terms, 'ethnology and
philology', later 'linguistics and ethnology', dominate until recently, (although
Brocci did use 'linguistic anthropology' for a major division). Although
Bloomfield referred to the 'ethnologielingnistic school' ("Why & Linguistic
Society?", Language 1.1-52 (1925)) and Malinowski had spoken of urgent need for
an "Sthnolinguistic theory' to guide field work (Classificatoiy Particles in the
language of Kiriwina, Bulletin of the School of Oriental (and African) Studies,
vol. 1, part 4 (1920), p. £9), such syntactically more Intimate teres have
become prevalent only since the Second World Tar,"
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73
sooiolinguistios. Sooiolinguistios should prove more acceptable to a larger

audience due to the broader meaning of the word * socio*.

Psycholinguistios although used by Hymes as another variant for sooio¬

linguistios and the general area seems to be another distinct hybrid area on a

parallel with sooiolinguistios which has resulted from the oross-fertilization

of linguistics and psychology* And while psyoholinguistios may overlap in

some oases with sooiolinguiatios, it has a well established role already(

dealing with the psychological aspects of language.

Sooiolinguistios and its assooiated areas has laid the necessary

groundwork far a more realistic statement of the relation of linguistic factors

to thinking and oognitlon; of linguistic faotors to non-linguistic behavior;

and linguistic faotors to national character and mental outlook. All this

greatly contributes to a clarification of the manner in which language is learned

as a first language and how a second oan more effectively be learned as well.

Highlighted by the research in sooiolinguistios is the fact of the central role

language plays in transmitting culture and the pivotal position cultural context

plays in teaching a second language.

7*'"'Used by several papers at the Ninth International Congress of Linguists,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1962; and also by the Center for
Resaarch in Languages and Linguistics, University of California for their
National Conference on Sooiolinguistios, held in May, 19&4» at which the
following papers were given* J. L. Piaoher, "Syntax and social structure* Truk
and Ponape"; John J. Gumperz, "On the ethnology of linguistic change";
Einar Hsugen, "Linguistics and language planning"; Henry H. Hoenigswald, "A
proposal for the study of folk-linguistics"; Dell Hymes, "Two types of
linguistic relativity* Some examples from Amerindian ethnography"; Gerald
Kelley, "The Btatus of Hindi as a Lingua Franca"; William Labov, "Hyper-
correction by the Lower Middle Class as a faotor in Unguistio change";
Raven MbDavid, "Dialsot differences and soolal differences in an urban society";
Jose Pedro Rona, "Social and cultural status of Guarani in Paraguay"; and
William Samarin, "Self-annulling prestige faotors among' speakers of a Creole
language".
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3.0 The psyohologioal baa is for language learning and Interference.

3.1 Theories of learning.

Pursuant to the discussion of the phenomenon of interference referred to

In 2*432 and 2.44 and forming a framework for 4*0, 3*0, and 6.0 will be the

selection of a theory of learning. According to E. R. Hilgard learning theories

can be grouped into two major families. The two families are the b tiraulus-

response theories and cognitive theories.^ Throughout this section for the

purposes of brevity we will refer to the stimulus-response theories aa S - B

and the cognitive as C.

5.11 Stimulus-response and cognitive theories of learning.

The S - R and € theories eaoh represent a good number of specific
2

adaptations making the subdivisions numerous and complicated. It should,

however, be made olear that these differences are purely of an interpretational

preferenoe not a disputation of the data, once the observations have been

established and aooepted. Therefore, identioal data in a learning situation

as observed by tbe psychologists of both camps can be agreed upon but each has

his own preference of interpretation. "All theorists aooept all the facts,"

is the way Hilgard puts it. Issues on whioh the stimulus-response and cognitive

theorists divide should be outlined, however, as they give perspeotive and

definition needed to understand the interpretative preferences of the theorists.

*E. R. Hilgard, 1956# Theories of Learning. Hew forks Apple ton-Centuxy-Crofts,
Inc. See Chapter 1 for a fuller treatment of the discussion -that follows.
2
In this connection mention should he made of such well-known S - R psychologists

as Thorndike, Skinner, Guthrie and Hull,and Tolman, C theorist as Lewin, and
gestalt psychologists. However, fUnctionalism, psychodynamics, and the
probabilitistic theories do not readily come under either of tbe two major families
and in that sense the S - R / C dieptomy cannot adequately claim to describe
all theories of tbe psychology of learning. (See Hilgard, 1956, Chapter 1.)
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3*111 Peripheral versus central intermediaries*

The issue of "peripheral" versus "central" intermediaries in behavior

sequence point up an operational difference whereby the 3 - R theorist "tends

to believe that some sort of chained muscular responses, linked perhaps by

fractional anticipatory goal responses, serve to keep a rat running to a distant

feed box. The cognitive theorist, on the other hand, more freely infers

central brain processes, such as memories or expectations, as integrators of
*

goal-seeking behavior."' As Hiigard goes on to point out, these two inter¬

pretations of behavior depend in each case upon inferences of observed behavior

whioh are not directly verifiable in either oase ; thus under the circumstances

one's preference of interpretation is tied to the larger systematic preferences.

3•112 Acquisition of habits versus acquisition of cognitive structures.

The issue of acquisition of habits versus acquisition of oognitive

structures is perhaps a more illuminating difference but here we should be

careful to realize that we do not merely have a oase of two different situations

and therefore two different types of learning but two situations both interpreted

differently but with internal consistency by the two camps. Therefore the

S - E and C theorists come up with different answers to the question, What is

learned? The S - R theorists say habits are learned and the C theorists say

cognitive structures. Habit, ssys Hiigard, "appeals to common sense. We all

know that we develop smooth-running skills by practising them; what we learn

is responses. But the second answer also appeals to common sense; if we

locate a oandy store from one starting point, we find it from another because

we 'know where it is*; what we learn is facts. If all habits were highly

mechanical and stereotyped, variable non-habitual behavior would force us to

^Hilgard, 1956, p. 9-10'
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admit cognitive structures as part, at least, of what is learned. But the

stimulus-response psychologist is satisfied that he can deduce from the laws

of habit formation the behavior that the cognitive theorist believer supports his

interpretation.Sach theory has its own self-consistent answer and again one

is forced back to a wider systemic approach.

3.115 Trial and error versus insight.

Trial and error versus insight in problem-solving again reveals a

difference of interpretation. The S - R theorist sees the problem being

solved by 'the learner assembling his habits from the past appropriate to the

new problem, responding either according to the elements that the new problem

has in common with familiar ones, car according to aspeots of the new situation

irtiich are similar to situations met before. If these do not lead to solution,

the learner resorts to trial and error, bringing out of his behavior repertory

one response after another until the problem is solved.Thus the S - R

theorist recognizes a form of insightful interplay in terms of the past experi¬

ence of the learner. C theorists, on the other hand, insist there is no

guarantee that the learner will be able to bring these past experiences to bear

on the problem. Whereas the learner may solve the problem presented in one

form be may fail if presented in another although both forms require the same

past experience. "According to the cognitive theorist the preferred method of

presentation permits a perceptual structuring leading to 'insight', that is, to

the understanding of the essential relationships involved. The stimulus-

response psychologist tends, by preferenoe, to look to the past history of the

learner for sources of solution, while the cognitive psychologist, by preferenoe,

looks to the contemporary structuring of the problem."^ Because of the

^Hilgard, 1956, p. 10.

5Ibid.
6Ibid.. p. 11.
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differences in preference one should not infer that either branch of learning

theory is blind to the total situation.

3.114 Summary.

These three difference areas in the theory of learning give us some

feeling for the two major families. For the purposes of this thesis an

adaptation of a stimulus-response theory will be used because of the ease and

simplicity with which it can be stated in talking about language learning

although one might wish far the freedom to be eclectic in the matter and use

an S - S approach for the early rote aspects of language learning and a C

approach for the perceptual generalizations demanded in other stages of

language learning.

3*12 A definition of learning.

A definition of learning phrased in rigorous scientific language is

not easy to find.

In general terms, however,psychologists do make attempts to define the

learning process. For example, McGeocb and Irion in thair book The

Psychology of Human Learning say, "'Learning, as we measure it, is a change in
7

performance which oocurs under the conditions of practice.*" It is the

psychologist's job to delimit these changes in behavior and also to make an

adequate statement of the conditions under which these changes take place.

Hilgard gives the following definition of learning as a provisional one...

"Learning is the prooess by which an activity originates or is changed through

reacting to an encountered situation, provided that the characteristics of the

change in activity cannot be explained on the basis of native response

7'John A. MoGeoeh and Arthur L. Irion, 1956, The Psychology of Human Learning,
New York! Longmans Green and Co. Ltd., p. 3*
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tendencies, maturation, or temporary states of the organism (e.g. fatigue,

drugs, etc.).* Hers again definitions of terms used create a problem for

the psychologist but in all definitions there is agreement that learning results

in a change in activity car performance of the subject under consideration.

Therefore, a basic definition of learning is not a major source of disagreement

between learning theories. As has been stated, differences lie in inter-

pretation of fact.

In a more precise definition of learning, however, certain faotors must

be dealt with such as learning in relation to native response tendencies,

maturation, fatigue, functions of the nervous system, and problem solving and

reasoning. In the following section on language learning a mora specialized

definition will be attempted.

J.2 Theory of language learning.

Following the general S - E theory of learning we will discuss aspects

of the language learning situation in order to complete an adequate theory

usable in a teaching situation. In the first instance a general statement

needs to be made which will serve both for initial language learning (learning

a first language or mother tongue) and secondary language learning (learning a

second or foreign language). In the first instance a general statement will

be made applicable to language learning in genera], and refinements added to

account for the differences as found in primary and secondary language learning.

Thus certain features of secondary language learning will be dealt with later

by a more delicate level of analysis.

3* 21 Primary and secondary language learning.

Primary language learning will be defined as it occurs in the young

®Hilgard, 1956, p.5.
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ohild although apparent primary language learning does ooour in other circum¬

stances i e.g. relearning after adult apbasic insult and oertain physio-

psychological disorders. In the instance of primary language learning in the

young ohild there are several factors to consider. Thile there is no doubt

that the acquisition of a language readily fulfils the requirements of a

learning situation within the framework of the S - R theory a maturations!

factor is also present. Whereas learning proper oan be considered to be

taking place, in that, for example, when the child sees a ball and points to

it with or without vocalization, the adult responding to this stimulus

provides the verbal response for the child which is imitated by the child.

The young child does not need to be instructed to imitate nor to vocalize.

The latter ability has been with him since the birth cry. Thus vocalization

in the early months of life is part of a maturational process (native

response tendency).

Osgood makes reference to his experiment in which during the first year

of life recordings were made of the vocalizations of a single infant.

"Approximately 10 minutes of vocal activity were recorded each week, partly

of spontaneous vocalization and partly of responses to standard stimulus

situations. The first observation of note was that within the data for the

first two months of life may be found all of the speech sounds that the human

vocal system can produce, including French vowels and trills. German umlaut and

guttural sounds, and many that are only describable in phonetio symbols. This

is in flat contradiction to the notion that the infant gradually 'becomes

capable* of making various sounds. A more accurate statement would be that
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the comparative frequencies of various speech sounds ohange as development

proceeds..."^ or that as frequently beard sounds are reinforced the potential

range shrinks to the actual for a speoifio language. It may be that we are

describing a state similar to that of cultural selectivity where it is not a

question of what sounds can be produced but which ones can be produced with ease

after the first language has been learned. What we might oall linguistic

acculturation in the young child, therefore, is taking place on a tabula rasa

and to that extent no other later language learning will be the same for it

will be learned in terms of the primary or other languages but always through
10

a linguistic medium, consciously or unconsciously.

3.22 Language learning and acculturation.

The acquisition of the primary language is also an acculturation process

which may or may not be the case in acquiring a secondary language. In fact,

it very seldom is in the manner in which it is taught in most school situations.

Allowed to live in a language community, learning the language and aooulturation

are aobleved as one process. The separation of these two inseparable aspects

of the social institutions of language usage, produces a very inferior and

inadequate product of minimal utilitarian uses,

q
Charles Osgood, 1953» Method and Theory in Bbcparimental Psychology, Hew Yorki
Oxford University Press, p. 684. Another more recent study in this area is
that of Ruth Hirsch Weir, 1962, Language in the Crib, The Hagues Mouton and Co
which is a case study of the pre-sleep monologues of a 2^- year old child and
in which the author analyzes the phonology, morphology and syntax of thess
utterances.

^This includes the Direct Method even though in this system it is maintained
that the student is learning the second language as he learned the first. On
the one point that the mind is no longer a blank pieoe of paper (tabula rasa)
to be written on it is quite clear that learning a second language is in a
different category from learning the mother tongue. The mediating role of
the mother tongue cannot be ignored.
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5.2} Three distiaotiona between primary and secondary language.

Thus primary language learning differs from secondary in these major

aspects... It is not acquired by means of another mediating language; it always

is accompanied and irrevocably integrated with the process of sodo-cultural

assimilation; and it has maturational patterns of sound and speech production

(via mimioty) in its favor. While none of these are true for secondary

language learning* (some of these contribute to an adverse phenomenon in second

language learning known as interference phenomenon which will be dealt with

under 3*3) there is nonetheless the possibility of writing a simple S - 1

formula covering all language learning situations.

3*24 Preliminary formulaic terms for a model of second language
learning.

For purposes of this thesis in the following discussion certain

additional letters will be used with the S - H designation for adaptive/

dasignatory purposes. To arrive at a formula representing verbal activity,

preliminary stages of 3 - H activity will be outlined showing the relation of

object (o) to sign (a) and sign to assign (g). Thus in the build-up for the

formula covering1 all language learning situations we can write a preliminary

formula,

where 3q refers to the stimulus object defined by
Osgood as "any pattern of stimulation which evokes reactions on the part of an

11
organism" and R, the total response behavior elicited by the S . At this

t o

level of description the Sq can include stimuli as divers© as a gust of cold
air, a dog's wet nose, or a toothache and is a stimulus in its own right.

nOsgood, 1953, P. 691.
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3.25 Verbal learning processes.

At the level of verbal discourse for the young ohild learning his first

language the object as stimulus appears to be all that is dealt with at first but

soon there is another dimension to language that is incorporated into the language

phenomenon and which has been called the sigiu The definition and differentiation

of object and sign may seem simple on the surface, the objeot being the oonorete

stuff and the sign its verbal designation used in its absence, yet it has nonethe¬

less troubled philosophers for centuries and is becoming of Increasing interest

to psychologists and linguists. We are faced with the problem of determining

the conditions under which a pattern of stimulation is a sign of something else

and when It is not. Osgood cites the example of the child and the kitty.

"The little child may say •kitty* when stimulated by that furry, four-legged

object, but ttaiB la no guarantee that this noise represents arything to her.

How suppose the child's mother asks, 'Where is Kitty?' and she immediately begins

searching..• in the sunny corner of the porch, by the cat's dinner plate. Does

•kitty' now have meaning? Is it functioning as a sign? It would seem that

such is the oases the child is responding to a stimulus that is not the object

(to the word 'kitty') in a manner that is relevant to the object signified?

the child's behavior is apparently organized and directed by some implicit

process initiated by the word. We may even hear her repeating 'where's kitty'
12

to herself while she hunts."

3.251 Object and sign.

Therefore a distinction between objeot and sign soon becomes a part of

the language learning situation. Although the chronology of its manifestation

is vastly different in the case of the very young child learning a first language

l20sgood, 1953» P. 690.
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and a more mature student learning a second language the fact of this

difference needs to be provided for in the formula* Osgood makes a pro¬

visional distinction by defining sign in the following manner: any pattern of

stimulation which is not S and yet evokes reactions relevant to S Per the
o o

conditions under whioh the definition of the sign pertain Osgood turns to

Morris* ideas on what he oalls semiotic as found first in a paper entitled

"Foundations of the Theory of Signs'* (1958) and later as developed in a book,

Siaas* Language and Behavior (194&). In these writings Morris attempts to

describe what he oalls the 'disposition* of the sign to elicit responses

previously elioited by the objeot. Osgood restates Morris' definition as

follows, "Any pattern of stimulation which is not the object becomes a sign of

the object if it produces in an organism a 'disposition' to make any of the

responses previously elicited by the object.

"^Osgood, 1953» p. 691*

14Ibid., p. 693. Here Osgood gives the following symbolization of this
statement.

A

R2
S°-~ (disposition^

5 -> R

Rn
X h

where S is disposed to select any or all of the R •••R responses. "In other
words, HAM.W3R is a sign of that object because it 'disposes' certain human
organisms to make responses which have previously been made to the hammer it3elf.
There is no requirement that the overt reactions originally elicited by the
object be made to the sign; the sign merely creates a disposition or set to
make such reactions, actual occurrence depending upon the concurrence of
supporting conditions,"



Osgood refines in his own words this essentially Morrisian

definition. "Whereas Morris links sign and object through partial identity

of object-produoed and disposition-produced behavior, we shall link sign and

object through partial identity of the •disposition'^ Itself with the behavior

elicited by the object. Wards represent things because they produoe some

replica of the actual behavior toward these things. This is the crucial

identification, the mechanism that ties signs to particular stimulus-objects and

not to others. Stating the proposition formally, we may sayt a pattern of

stimulation which is not the object is a sign of the object if it evokes in an

organism a mediating reaction, this (a) being some fractional part of the total

behavior elicited by the object and (b) produoing distinctive self-stimulation

that mediates responses which would not occur without the previous association

of non-object and object patterns of stimulation.Osgood has by the

addition of (b) stipulated the necessary condition of learning lacking in

Morris' formulation and thereby automatically excluded the possibility of

instinctive behavior as sign stimuli. The response of warrior termites, for

instance, to drumming does not depend on previous association with a breach

in the nest therefore does not fulfil the requirement of (b) above.

In spite of the fact that a very large proportion of verbal signs used

17
in normal communication are what Osgood has termed assigns, for this thesis

15
^•Disposition* becomes a weak point in The Oagood-Morris 3 - R Theory in
that it cannot be got at for observations or explanations on empirical basis.

^Osgood, 1955* p. 695-6.

17
Ibid.. p. 696. The assign is a further abstraction "which achieves its

meaning indirectly through association with other signs rather than through
direct association with stimulus-objects."
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this distinction will not be needed because of the primary nature of the

research. The more general term sign will serve for all verbal signs.

3*252 3 - H language learning.

Thus as a general formula for verbal communication the one previously

cited for the sign stimulus will servei

a- » rm > •. -> »,

From a psychological point of view the above formula represents several distinct

behavioral relations. Of the four mentioned by Osgood (as he interprets

Morris* semiotie) there is one of particular interest to those dealing with the

acquisition of language. It is that of the mediating relation that exists

between the mediation process as a form of self-stimulation (s ) and the res-

ponse sequences (H^) elicited. "This relation is oooposed of hierarchies of
habits associating intervening variables with overt behavior; the relative

strengths of such habits depend upon momentary contextual conditions and per¬

vasive cultural factors which have influenced the reward systems in a

18
particular society.H

It will no doubt occur to the reader that there are a variety of

responses that may be given (taking the larger view of language as social

communication) but for the purposes of this disoussion we will only be con¬

sidering verbal.

3* 253 Primary language learning.

For the young child learning his mother tongue the cfc ject is seen and

the adult or other proficient user of the language provides the verbal response

180sgood, 1955, 698-9*
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in naming the object. (Language like other cultural institutions depends

for its perpetuation on being learned by the young and transmitted by the

adult.) This is copied by the child and in the next instance the child will

provide the oorrect verbal response on being presented with the object stimulus.

The intervening step, present in the learning experience of the second language

learner, is not present in the primary language learning situation of the young

child. Nevertheless the formulae for these two learning situations in their

simplest form can be symbolized as ones

This can be done with the recognition of appropriate modification for inter¬

vening steps in secondary language learning, to be dealt with in 3.27*

3.26 Theory of second language learning.

For those who begin to learn -their second language beyond the

formative years of the young child (birth to six years of age)there is con¬

siderable difference in the learning situation. Three of these differences

have been outlined above. However, in an attempt to be more specific in this

description one must take into consideration the faot that most second language

learning begins in the sohool situation between the ages of 12 and 18. Let us

look first at the differences resulting purely from age. As we have already

mentioned earlier the learner has firmly acquired his first language by the time

he begins the seoond and has gone on to acquire muoh of his total formal

education through this medium. He has also achieved a high degree of accultu¬

ration, and with his physical growth has acquired a linguistic system, a language

which must be accounted for in the learning of another, and to that extent will
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find learning this second language different. Sinar Haugen writing on the
19

bilingual individual ' points out that the young child during the early years

of growth appears to lose adaptability of the physical properties of the brain

and consequently of many other physical aspects of the organism. He relates

the following, "One American neurophysiologist reports discoveries made in

operating on the brains of epileptics, tending to show that as people grow older,

the language-learning centers in the brain harden. A child can substitute the

right hemisphere of the brain far the left which normally controls speech, but

older persons cannot do this* 'Once functional localization of acquired skills

has been established, the early plasticity tends to disappear' (Penfield 1953»

206). There is certainly also a psycho-social factor involved in this reoep-

tivity of the child — what Srvin has referred to as the ohild's dependence on

models, resulting from its identification with the people who satisfy its needs

(Ervin 1954®)• The greater readiness of children than of older persons to

learn the language of their environment is associated with their craving for

membership in the group of their contemporaries. Puberty, with its passage

into adolesoence, leads to a consolidation of personality which to some extent

20
inhibits the kind of submission to a new norm that language learning requires."

3.27 A psychological model of aaoond language learning.

In what way will these factors we have just discussed influence the

learning process and hence the formulaic portrayal of second language learning?

19•'This term is here used as defined by U, Weinreich, 1953* Languages in Contaot,
New Yorki Linguistio Circle of New York, No. 1, p. 1, as ary individual who
speaks more than one langiage. This definition has gained wide recognition
and is used in this sense by Haugen.

^®Einar Haugen, 1956, "The Bilingual Individual", Billngualism in the
Americas, etc. in Sol Saporta (ed), 1961, Psycholinguistiost A Book of Readings,
New Yorki Holt, Rinehart and Winston, p. 398.
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As we have Implied previously there will be the mediating influence of the

first language. This fact will need to be accounted for in the formula and

will lead us to postulate intermediate steps on the S sequence for second

language learning. To explicate the symbolization a diagramatic build-up will

be employed. All symbolization will be dons in terms of the sign-stiraulus due

to the academic and intellectual prior experience of the learner. In other

words we will no longer mention the briefly touched on object-sign relationship

overtly applicable to young children learning a primary language. Represen¬

tation will in all oases unless otherwise stated be for verbal language learning

situations rather than far written or other foras, e.g. gestural, emotive, etc.

In a sense the following build-up is a diagram in reverse because as we will

see farther on the simplest foitnulaic representation to be considered is the

"ideal" (normal for first language production and reception) and in second

language learning the most difficult to attain; therefore probably not the

first to be aoquired. This need not be the case sequentially although it can

hardly be avoided quantitatively as we will be made aware of later. Let it

suffice to Bay here that with realistic recognition of the value of situation

in the teaching/laarning model, the "ideal" can be made a part of early language

learning and built upon to greater quantity as the learner gpes on in his

acquisition of the second language. This does not need to be a breakthrough

as is implied by Belyayev in his book The Psychology of Teaching Second
21

Languages or for that matter any traumatic experience of insight as to

thinking in the language being learned.

21
B, V. Belyayev, 19&3t The Psychology of Teaching Foreign Languages, Londoni

Pergaaon Press, Chapters 1, 4* and 9*
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The basic formula can thus be written S » R which is ail
8 8 •

abbreviated form of 3 > R where (e) represents the language being
'» ex

learned* English in this case* and (s) "fee type of stimulus, verbal sign with

(x) representing the total response variation for any particular sign stimulus.

We have but to reflect on the 'ideal* to realise that this in much of second

language learning is truly ideal for a much different state of affairs actually

prevails in the majority of seoond language learning. In the following

expanded formula the same symbolio representation holds.

Formulaic representation for second language learning both
receptive and productive

The box shows the portion of the formula which is aub-vocal leaving the two

end symbols to represent the ideal (or normal in first language) reception

and production, The S ■» R sequence and its intermediate steps repre-
8 8

sented by small case (s) and (r) is a continuum arbitrarily segmented for

purposes of analysis at what we are reoognizing in the above formula as overt

verbal expression and in which any R can itself be the stimulus for a further

response etc.

The above formula is actually oasiposed of two abutting formulae each

representing a distinct process in verbal communication l) reception and

2) production. The receptive half of the formula may be extracted and written

thus..»



and the productive half in this manner..

In the symbolization for reception of verbal stimuli speakers of

Persian will receive the sign stimulus which results in a response-stimulus

sequence whereby the learner because of cultural overlap is enabled to convert

the 3 sign-stimulus to its stimulus identification in Persian 3 . This leads
e p

to the response meaning in Persian or an appropriate activity which ends the

receptive side of the formula. The response meaning in Persian can be defined

as the response indicating comprehension to the observer. This may take the

form of a non-verbal manifestation, e.g. a smile, handshake, compliance with

a request, etc. or a verbal production in which case the productive side of the

formula operates.

In the productive formula there is an equal exchange of S - fi sequences.
22

The learner's stimulus meaning in Persian can be desoribed as the contextual

matrix that contains the meaning of that particular linguistic stimulus. It

is the mental formulation of the verbal response in Persian which the speaker

wishes to produce in EngLiah that constitutes the stimulus meaning. This

stimulus produces the translation response whioh is its own stimulus (S^) the
stimulus in English which becomes the response in English.

22The terras stimulus-meaning and response-meaning were taken from E. Kleinjans,
1958* A Descriptive-comparative Study Predicting Interference for Japanese in
Learning pun-head Modification Patterns, unpublished Ph.]}. dissertation,
University of Michigan. For the purposes of this thesis the terms have,
however, been redefined in my own words. Kleinjans* use of these terms lacks
clarity and the total scheme inadequately explains the relationship of form,
meaning, and distribution (FMD), used originally by Pike and Lado separately,
to the S - & formula.
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To further explicate the equation we will carry through a normal

greeting in English. Since this is the second or secondary language being

learned we will symbolize it by Lgj the primary language that of the learner,
Persian in our oase, will be symbolized by L^. The Afghan learner of English
has "Hello" spoken to him. This then is the stimulus in English (S ) where-©

upon due to cultural overlap and instructions the learner responds (r^) which
is itself a stimulus (s^) translating the "Hello14 to /salamale »kum/ to which
he gives the meaning response (R ) of a smile or other recognition. The

P

encounter ends here for the purposes of receptive language activity. The

response-meaning and stimulus-meaning are essentially a meaningful contextual

matrix in the for the learner of Lg. The beginning of 1he productive
side is the stimulus-meaning or the appropriate verbal expression in Persian

23
for that context. This is then translated via cultural overlap and

instruction to become the response in English (re) i a subvooal formulation,
which is its own stimulus (s ) and produces the spoken response in English©

actualized as "Hello" the (&Q)»
Prom reoeivad stimulus (3 ) in English to productive response (R )

© ©

in English we have shown the intermediate steps necessary to explain the

commutation proo?ss of to to Lg in the learner. The following diagram
is a summary of these steps with a break-down following.

23•'This matrix is the source of interference on the productive side. Its
replacement by cultural material in English is the goal of good language
teaching. At this early stage of language learning the production of Lg
items by and large comes from an L, cultural meaning matrix.
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Input

•♦Hello" S

PareIan speaking individual learning English

Sub-vocal Output

e ra RS_ ^
a

ra.
H "Hello"
0

Breakdown!

3 BS mm mmmm——— i
•

P

Se > Re
Ho translating or other commuting process

Is the breakdown indicates there is the possibility of change in the learner as

ha acquires a greater amount of exposure to the where the intermediating

steps will be superseded and as in the native speaker of L^ the speaker
will not only receive the stimulus (S ) in English but produce an immediate

9

response in English without reference to the meaning matrix (HS^ ) as shown
24 ^

in the full formula#

^See John B. Carroll# 1955» The Study of Language. A Survey of linguistics
and Related Disciplines in America# Cambridge! Harvard tfnivsrsity Press, p.88
for his model of production and reception (sketched below) in terms of
encoding and decoding. As a psychologist Carroll ties with thi3 aspect of
language manifestation the aspect of storage of language material. This
aspect of language as revealed in aphasic studies of aonoMnguals and
bilinguals, and in the phenomenon of switching between coordinate linguistio
systems needs intensive study.

Intentive
behavior
of speaker

Encoding
behavior
of speaker

Message
Decoding
behavior
of hearer

Interpreter
tive
behavior
of hearer
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5*5 Interference phenomena defined.

3*51 General remarks.

One is not long in realizing either from his own experience of learning

a second language or from his observations of others who have acquired a second

language that there is an obvious correlation of the second with the first.

Weinraiah refers to these correlations in terms of an automatic conversion

formula. "Insofar as such conversions are regular, they diminish the intar-

dialeotal gap and simplify the problem of the bilingual} to the extent that

they are irregular, tbey present pitfalls. By following regular conversion

patterns many a Frenchman has been tempted to use inconvenient as a noun in

English, after the model of the French noun /fjkoveni&j/.
The layman at the phonological level may think of this correlation as

a foreign aooent. He may even venture to say which language causes the foreign

aocent. This Is due to observable phonological similarity between the acquired

language and the mother tongue or the one predicted to be the mother tongue.

For instance we often hear it said, "He has a French accent," meaning his first

language is Frenoh and we recognize in his production of English the French

manner of pronunciation rather than the English. Again the influence of the

first language cm show itself on the structure of the second by word order at

the sentenoe, clause and group rank. A speaker of Persian learning ISngLish

could well make a statement such as "He up (on) the mountain went,"

/ut bailai i koi raft/ duplicating the word order in Persian but using

English lexical items. Influence from the first language is not, however,

limited to the phonological and grammatical level of language production only

but also manifests itself at the lexical level in word meaning parameters.

^Weinreioh, 1953» P» 2.
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This can be seen in the inaccurate and indiscriminate use an English speaker

might make of the German verbs gehen and fahren since both translate in English

as although in German these two lexical items cover the entire range of

"goingness" but are complementary units. The English speaker does not have

the habit of making a distinction between going by foot and going in other ways

hence the tendency to use one lexical item where a distinction between two is

needed. It may accurately be said that all examples of deviation from the

norm in second language production are in some way due to prior learning, and

in the majority of cases due to the learning of the first language. It is

therefore the influence of the first language already acquired that is so

easily seen in the production of the second.

5.32 Transfer of training.

What actually is taking place? Why is there such pressure to produce

a second linguistic medium in terms of the phonology, grammar and semantic

grid of the first? Only partial answers are given by psychologists, and
26

linguists up until the present have considered this to be out of their field.

26
In the area of pure or theoretical linguistics this attitude is no doubt

justified (witness Bloomfield and followers with the gradual full oircle to
Pike). There is, however, as more and more linguists are coming to realize an
area which is related to linguistics and on which their own research directly
bears. These areas of coalescence between anthropology and linguistics and
psychology and linguistics are coming to be known respectively as socio-
linguistics and psycholinguistics with well defined areas of research and study
in their own right. Evidence of this is seen in the recent publications!
Sol Saporta (ed), 1961, Psycholinguistics1 A Book of Headings, New Yorkt Holt,
Rinehart and Winston; BelHymea Tod), 1964* Nonguoge, Culturo and Sooiotyi
An Anthropologioal Reader, How York*—Harper Row-;—J. A. Pishaian (ed), 1965,
Readings in the Sociology of Language, The Hague 1 Mouton and Co.f
R.J. Goodell, 1964, "An ethnolinguiatic bibliography with supporting material
in linguistics and anthropology," Anthropological Linguistics 6<2.10-32;
and -hell Hymes (ed), 19&4» Language in Culture and Society: A Reader in
Linguistics and Anthropology, New York« Harper and Row.
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One of the answers given by psychologists for the influence of the first

language upon the second is that transfer of training is taking place. Trans¬

fer of training is the general term referring to any type of transfer whether

xwgative or positive. Transfer causing facilitation is positive transfer while

transfer causing interference is negative transfer. Thus transfer of training

is the effect of ary prior learning upon present learning. McGeocb and Irion

define this in the following mannert "Transfer of training occurs whenever

the existence of a previously established habit has an influence upon the

27
acquisition performance, or relearning of a second habit." More general

but nevertheless expressing the same idea is a statement by Woodworth,

"Transfer means the carrying over of an act or way of aoting from one perfor-
28

manoe to another," and another by Osgood, "Transfer refers to the effect of
29

a preceding activity upon the learning of a given task." *

While these definitions in general hold for all second language

learning the manner in which they were formulated and the experimental design

on which they are based do not in all cases fit the practical aspects of

second language learning (a*g. retroactive inhibition and facilitation).

5.53 Similarity relations.

To begin with it would be well to examine in terms of second language

learning the phenomena of similarity- relations and their locus beoause it is on

these relations -that the resultant behavior is judged as negative or positive

27
John A. McGeooh and Arthur L. Irion, 1952, The Psychology of Human Learning,

New York» Longmans, Green and Co., Inc., p. 299«

^Robert 3. Woodworth, 1938. Experimental Psychology, New York: Henry Holt
and Co., p. 1?6.

290sgood, 1955. P. 520.
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transfer. Psychologists have long notioed that the learning of one maze

facilitates the learning of another, that the administration of one fill-in-

the-answer sheet constitutes facilitation for the next and so on. It appears

that rats 'learn how to learn mazes' and that students learn how to take short-

answer objective type tests as well as many other types of activity. The exact

loous of the similarity relations in these cases is not easy to specify in

spite of the obvious over-all similarity involved and it is because of this

that experimental design has taken certain directions for correction and while

similarity relations are to that extent more easily pin-pointed they are by

the same token less easily applicable to a wide range of learning phenomena.

It is because of the locus specificity of similarity relations that the verbal

learning experiments as oonducted by McGeoch and McDonald, Hamilton, Gibson
50

and others, are in need of reinterpretation to fit the second language

teaching and learning situation. A definition of similarity relations between

a first and second language will have to be written before the validity of

transfer and retroaction can be assessed between any two languages or language

groups. This is not easily done if one is to go beyond the formal aspects of

language description and include within the analysis meaning and context.

Pike in Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human

51 52Behavior and Lado in Linguistics Across Cultures employ the use of the

5°Por fuller references and rrfsuarf of their work see Osgood, 1955* PP* 320-30.
For a slightly different version of the same see B. R. Bugelski, i960,
An Introduotion to the Principle8 of Psychology. Hew Yorki Rinehart and Co.,
Inc., p. 272.

3l*. I. Pike, 1954-60, Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the
Structure of Human Behavior. Parts 1, II, III, Glendale, Calif.> Summer
Institute of Linguistics.

'^Robert Lado, 1957* Linguistics Acres a Cultures, Ann Arbor» The University
of Michigan Press.
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trilogy, form, meaning, distribution (F3/ED) in an attempt to define similarity

relations for one language and more than one language respectively. . We,

however, have not used this approach.

The fact remains nevertheless as Weinreich says, "Great or small,

the differences and similarities between the languages in contact must be

exhaustively stated for every domain — phonic, grammatical, and lexical —

33
as a prerequisite to an analysis of interference." Once again we should

look at some of the defining factors of interference as Osgood sees themi

"Depending upon the degrees of similarity within the materials being learned,

interference is produced among them, resulting in both overt and implicit

anticipatory and peraeverative intrusions. Depending upon the degrees of

similarity between the primary and intervening activities, there is interference

between them, resulting in cumulative loss in retention of the learned
54

materials through time."

3.34 Osgood's three empirical laws.

However, to clarify the problem from the psychologist's viewpoint

first we must look into the three empirical laws outlined by Osgood in

Method and Theory in Experimental Psychology for which he makes the categorical

claim that there are no exceptions. As has been implied above the similarity

relations involved in these paradigms are specifiable.

The first can be stated in the following formula.

Smpirical law Ii Stimulus variation.

(S2 ♦fij) (31

^Wsinreich, 1953, P. 2.

^Osgood, 1953» P» 520.
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"The experimental conditions subsumed under this paradigm are those in which

the subjeot first practises the association between one stimulus and a given

response, or a set of such associations, and is then either (s) tested for

transfer of the same response to a new stimulus or (b) finally tested for reten¬

tion of the first association following suoh interpolation. The transfer

part of this paradign will be recognized as the exact procedure used in

measuring stimulus generalization. As will be recalled... the greater the

similarity between practice and test stimulus, the greater the amount of

positive transfer (generalization). This statement holds over a broad range

35of materials and conditions..." After a summary of the influence of

retroaotion in the above quotation Osgood reformulates the Law for stimulus

variation as follows* "When stimuli are varied end responses are functionally

identical, positive transfer and retroactive facilitation are obtained, the

magnitude of both increasing as the similarity among stimulus members

increases.

At this point it should be stated that in tbo variety of second

language learning with which this thesis deals retroaction and its influence on

forgetting are not involved since this state can only be considered to take

place to any considerable degree either in the very young child where the first

language has not yet been established or in the case of the adult where disuse

of the first language has taken pliaoe for a great many years. iietroactiva

interference, therefore, will not be considered.

^Osgood, 1953» P. 525•

36Ibld., p. 526.
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Empirical law II

Response variation: (3^ > R^; * Rgj 3^ ■> R^)
"When stimuli are functionally identical and responses are varied, negative

transfer and retroactive interference are obtained, the magnitude of both
37

decreasing as similarity between the responses increases.1* In other words

while there is always some interference when stimuli are held oonstant and

for different responses it grows less as the difference between the responses

grows less.

Rmpirioal law III

Stimuli and responses simultaneously varied:

^ R^ S2 ^ Rgj Sj * Rj)
"When both stimulus and response members are simultaneously varied, negative

transfer and retroactive interference are obtained, the magnitude of both
XQ

increasing as the stimulus similarity increases.**

In second language learning this law is the most readily applicable

holding in all oases from early beginners to advanced learners who have been

isolated from the primary language for many years. The beginner because

similarity and supposed similarity cause the neatest interference while

differences cause comparatively less interference in spite of the difficulty

of learning;

3*35 Functional similarity.

The question now to be asked is can we identify and define 'functionally

similar', 'functionally different' and 'functionally identical' units for the

570sgaod, 1953, p. 527.
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istualy of language including not only the description of language at the formal

level but also at the level of context?

Perhaps at first we should not attempt a unified approach although one

such attempt has been made by K. L. Pike in Language in Relation to a Unified

Theory of Human Behavior but not on a psychological model of second language

reception and production. Pike's approach has in its favor the tri-partite

distinction of form, meaning) and distribution applied to linguistic and extra-

linguistic behavior considered as a single continuum. Although human

behavior in this way is considered to be one unit (linguistic and non-linguistio)

we cannot adequately fit this approach to & behavioristic S - R model of verbal

behavior. Pike views linguistic activity in terms of the tri-partite FMD

whereas for our model we wish to view the stimulus from the point of view of

linguistic and non-linguistic behavior and here the FMD grid seems inadequate.

Inadequacy at this point is due to the duplication of a process for linguistic

and again for non-linguistic phenomena. A one step, comprehensive grid is

needed that encompasses linguistic and non-linguistic behavior in one term.

This will be done to secure the unity of prooess within the learner of

assessing similarities and differences between the first and second language

as well as forming the basis for his generalizations about new items in the

second language.

3.4 Interference and 3 - R language learning.

To accommodate this prooess of equation in our original model we have

but to assign it to the response symbol immediately following the initial

stimulus of both the receptive and productive formulas. These formulas oan

now be compared and by and large equated with Osgood's three empirical laws
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of transfer and retroaction. For the purposes of formulaic eoonomy the terns

first and seoond language will he written as 1^ and respectively. Thus we
can equate these terms to subsoript 1 and subscript 2 respectively in Osgood's

paradigmatic expressions of the empirical laws of transfer and retroaction.

From these laws we can see obvious application to the learning and teaching

situation of a seoond language. This leads us to the formula already presented

for seoond language learning but with alterations fear transfer and interference.

First, let us reinterpret Osgood's three empirical laws in tenas of

seoond language learning omitting the aspeot of interpolated learning and

retroaction whioh as has been explained has no validity in the learning

situation as we have defined it. Kleinjans has done this in the following

words. "When stimuli are varied and responses are functionally identioal

facilitation occurs, the magnitude of whioh increases as the difference between
39

the stimuli increases," This we can apply to reoeption of a second language

and is a modified version of the stimulus variation paradigm of Osgood's first

empirical law. We shall also quote Kleinjans for the adaptation of the

empirloal laws for production of verbal material. "When stimuli are

functionally identioal and the responses are varied negative transfer (inter¬

ference) oocurs, the magnitude decreasing as the similarity between responses

40increases."^ The productive aspects of second language learning are in

this manner covered. In order to account for the total sequence of second

language reception and production (in other words without thinking of them

as two halves of a whole) Osgood's third law oan also be utilized in all

"^Kleintfana, 1958, p. 67«

40Ibld., p. 6a.
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respeote but only if the S - R sequence is taken as a whole. This has been

pointed out above when the third law was discussed.

Lado's statement in Linguistics Across Cultures to the effect that MWe

assume that the students who come in contact with a foreign language will find

some features of it quite easy and others extremely difficult. Those elements

that are similar to his native language will be simple for him and those

elements that are different will be difficult.This statement is misleading

if not meaningless in light of Osgood's empirical law 111 unless there is a way

of defining similar and different. As we have seen, to make these definitions

is not a simple task for it must be dons at several levels of analysis.

It remains to rewrite the previously stated formulae of second

language learning to include the Unguistioo-cultural grid which will be

symbolized as (g). Thus the psychological model of second language learning

in terms of and Lg is as follows:
(1) Reception of Lg

S. ^ r. s- ——> R
\ h h %8 1

(2) Production of Lg

s^-—-> JV~~> 8L2 * %
(3) Reoeption and production as one unit in

^Lado, 1957, p. 2.
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(4) Ideali Sub-vocal aspaots removed.

The use of the term 'interference' at this point will be redefined in

light of linguistic and psychological usage. As one will note from the title

of the thesis consideration is being given to the differences in the broadest

sense culturally between the two linguistic systems of Af^ian Persian and

American English, differences which we are led to believe both from obser¬

vation and from psychological experimentation are the oause of errors in the

secondary language. In the particular instance of language teaching we see

that errors are due to these differences and that this can be expressed in

terms of interference. We will therefore use the term interference in any

case where an error is caused by the difference in stimulus and response between

EngLish and Persian.

Our use of the term interference will then be confined to those mani¬

festations of prior learning in on successive learning in Lg and will not
extend as MoGeoeh (1955) and Bugelaki (i960) indicate to retroactive inhibition

or reproductive interference.42
3*41 Borrowing and interference.

With less eareful or specific reference to psychology Uriel Weinreioh

in his book Languages in Contact has used the term interference and defined it

as follows< "The term interference implies the rearrangement of patterns that

result from the introduction of foreign elements into the more highly

structured domains of language, such as the bulk of the phonemio system, a large

part of the morphology and syntax, and some areas of the vocabulary (kinship,

oolor, weather, eto.)."4'

42Bugelski, I960, p. 262.

4^Weinreich, 1933» P» 1.
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Rearrangement ia a pivotal term with Weinreich for he goes on to

aay« "It would be an oversimplification to apeak here of borrowing, or mere

additions to an inventory. As Vogt puta it,'every enrichment or impoverish¬

ment of a system involves necessarily the reorganization of all the old

distinctive oppositions of the system. To adnit that a given element is

simply added to the eastern which received it without consequence for this system

would ruin the very concept of system.* In the more loosely patterned domains

of a language some of the syntax, or vocabulary of an incidental nature —

•borrowing' might properly be spoken of when the transfer of an element as such

is to be stressed. But even there the possibility of ensuing rearrangements

of patterns cannot be excluded."^ Weinreioh rightly distinguishes between

borrowing and interference making the former a subdivision of the latter.

The interrelation of items within a system and the chain reaction caused when

one of these items is altered is a phenomenon perceived by scholars at least

as far back as von Humboldt. Lyons sums this up in terms of present-day

German scholarshipi "Trier looks upon the vocabulary of a language as a

closely-knit system. But it ia a system in fieri, not in esse. Hot only do

we find old forms disappearing and new foms appearing throughout the history

of the language; the relations that hold between a given form and its

•Begriffsverwandten* and give it its plaoe in the system — and hence its

meaning — are constantly changing. Any 'extension' in the meaning of one

form involves a corresponding 'reduction' in the meaning of those forms to

which it is 'begrifilioh enger oder fernsr benachbart'. Saussure is

acknowledged as one of the chief influences in the development of Trier's

thought, but oritioized for his atomistio conception of historical linguistics.

^Weinrich, 1953» P. 1
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Historical semantics, in which Trier is mainly interested, no less than

descriptive semantics, oust deal with systems, and not with isolated elements.

A series of studies will 'freeze1 the 'patterns' in the perpetually evolving

vocabulary at different 'Spraehzust&nde' and compare these with one another.

If successive periods are taken, less and less removed from one another in

time, this technique of 'comparative statics' will come closer and closer to

capturing the essential dynamic nature of the material, which, in von Humboldt's

terms (which Trier quotes) is an energaia, not an ergon.

3.42 Mixture and interference.

In terms of actual language what does take place when one linguistic

System influences the production and reception of a second? Is there any

order of interference? Are all languages to be regarded alike in respect

to tiie forces of interference? This problem and others related have

received the attention of philosophers and philologists in one way or another

for a long time. As far back as 1881 Whitney wrote in The Transactions of

the American Philological Society of a scale of probability in what he

referred to as language mixture.4** He felt that susceptibility to change

and influence from one language to another could be ranged in a continuous

series from the least susoeptible, inflections and suffixes, to the most

susceptible, nouns and proper names. Whitney went on to say that in language

contact we did not gst a new language AB but an introduction of language A

onto language B aooarding to the rating of morphemes along the continuum from

most to least susceptible with the result of A** or B&. In spite of the

dehatability of this approach it did stir interest and other linguists have

4"*J. lyons, 1963, Structural Semantics» An Analysis of Part of The Vocabulary
of Plato (PPS XX), Oxford! B. Blaokwell, p. 44.

46D. L. Whitney, 1881, "On Mixture in Language," Transactions of the American
Philological Society 12.1-26.
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followed suit* Weinreich makes the following statement* "It may be

possible to range the morpheme olasses of a language in a continuous series

from the most structurally and syntagmatically integrated inflectional ending,

through sueh 'grammatical words' as prepositions, articles, or auxiliary verbs,

to full-fledged words like nouns, verbs, and adjectives, and on to independent

adverbs and completely unintegrated interjections. Then this hypothesis might

be set up* The fuller the integration of the morpheme, the less likelihood of

its transfer. The confirmation of this hypothesis would be fully in keeping

wllii the decisive role assigned to grammatical criteria, as the most conserva¬

tive, in establishing genetic relationships among languages."^
The one obstacle to acceptance of this hypothesis centers once again

round the similarity concept. Equating the various domains of interference

with the scale of adoption as Haugen oalls it may be possible hut only descrip¬

tive studies oan tell us whioh direction the interference will go within a

particular domain. Strength of influence phenomena cannot he deduced from

amount of borrowing in one domain for there is little likelihood that the

comparison will he commensurate. Before a meaningful comparison oan he made

it will first he necessary "to devise ways of formulating the degree of

integratedness of a system." Weinreioh goes on to say, "What oan ha stated

without resort to quantification is the direction of interference. One oan

say on a descriptive basis that in a contact situation which we may designate

AB. for instance, A has had no influence on B-phonemios, but has influenced

B-vocabulaiy; on the contrary, B has also influenced A-vocabulary and some

of the A-grammar. The existenoe of an 'algebra' for statements of this sort,

however, does not mean that panchronio laws on the directions of interference

^Weinreioh, 19531 P« 35 and footnote 22.
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48
are ready to be formulated."

Of 8peolal interest to sooiolinguists is the parallel question of

acculturation faced by anthropologists. Can cultural elements be rated

according to their transferability? The well known anthropologist, Ralph

Linton, is quoted by Weinreicb as saying, " 'It seems...that, other things

(e.g. prestige associations) being equal, certain sorts of oulture elements

are more easily transferable than others. Tangible objects such as tools,

utensils, or ornaments are taken over with great ease, in fact they are

usually the first things transferred in contact situations.... The transfer

of elements which lack the oonoretensss and ready observability of objects is

the most difficult of all.... In general, the more abstract the element,

the more difficult the transfer.'

"In the future it may be feasible to formulate a theory of trans*

ferabilily as to function of structure comprehensive enough to cover both

linguistic items and extrallnguiatic elements of oulture.

3,5 The Unguistico-cultural arid.

Before proceeding to the more specific aspects of interference as

exemplified in the phonology and grammar of Persian and English a further note

by way of definition should be made of linguistioo-cultural grid (see also

6,2). By this term we mean to give detail to that aspect of language whiob

relates form to meaning. The use of the term grid is necessary to signify

the selective aspects of language in relation to total environmental features.

Whorfian relativity is based on this aspect of language-culture relation since

oulture, too, soleots from total environment. By select is meant the portrayal

^Weinreich, 1953$ P» 67* Emphasis supplied.

^Ibid.. p. 35» footnote 23.
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by language and culture as though a linguiatieo-cultural grid were placed

over the total environmental spectrum to reveal only those particular features

neoessary to form a coherent, integrated meaningful whole. Boss and van den

Haag in The Fabric of Society quote Margaret Mead on this point as followst

"... it is not any single item of child-rearing practice or of culturally

patterned ohild behavior... which is significant in isolation. It is the way

in which all these thousands of items, most of which are shared with other

cultures, some of which are shared with all other cultures, are patterned or

50
fitted together to make a whole.M Kluckhohn writing in The Policy Sciences

speaks to this same point, "The distinction between explicit culture and

implicit culture is that of polar concepts, not of the all-or-none type.

Reality, and not least cultural reality, appears to be a oontinuum rather than

a set of neat watertight compartments which can be fitted precisely into

intellectual categories. But we can seldom oope with the oontinuum as a whole,

and the isolation and naming of certain contrastive sections of the continuum

are highly useful. It follows, however, that the theoretical structure does

not collapse with the production of doubtful or transitional cases. In a highly

aelf-oonsoious oulture like the American, which makes a business of studying

itself,the proportion of the culture which is literally implicit in the sense

of never having been overtly stated by any member of the society may be small.

Yet only a trifling percentage of Americans could state even those implicit

premises of our oulture whioh have been abstracted out by aooial scientists. In

the less self-conscious societies, the unconscious assumptions bulk large. They

are what Wharf has called 'background phenomena'. What he says of language

"*®Ralph Ross and Ernest van den Haag, 1957* The Fabric of Society. Hew York«
Harcourt, Braoe and World, Inc., p. 51*
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applies to many other aspeots of oulture* our psychic make-up ia somehow

adjusted to disregard whole realms of phenomena that are so all-pervasive as

to seem irrelevant to our daily lives and needs. ...the phenomena of a language

are to its own speakers largely... outside the oritioal consciousness and oontrol

of the speakers... . •

"The 'background phenomena' are of extraordinary importance in human

action* Human behavior cannot be understood in terms of the organism-

environment model unless this be made more complex. Ho socialized human being

views his experience freshly. His very perceptions are screened and distorted

by what he has consciously and unconsciously absorbed from his culture.

Between the stimulus and the response there is always an intervening variable,

unseen but powerful. This consists in the person's total appreoeptive mass,

51
whioh consists in large part of the more generalized oultural forms."

Benedict, contemporary with Whorf, as well as Sapir, also expressed these views
52

in her well known Patterns of Culture and The Chrysanthemum and the Sword.

Our concept of the linguistico-cultural grid might he schematized as follows!

Linguietico-cultural Grid

51
Clyde Kluokhohn, 1951t "The Study of Culture," in D. Lerner and H. Lasswell

(eds), Th^ Policy Scienoes. Stanford* Stanford University Press, pp. 98-99-

52Ruth Benedict, 1935, Patterns of Culture. London* Routledge and Kegan Paul
Ltd. (1961); 1946, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, Boston* Houghton Mifflin.
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3.51 Cultural overlap.

Thua in the second language classroom we are asking our students to

acquire a new linguistico-cultural grid throu^i which their environment is to

be observed and given meaningful interpretation. It is not the same world with

new labels attached but a different world witb new meanings and different inter¬

locking associative fields of meaning for the labels.**' (The problem of co¬

ordinate or merging systems in the user of a primary and secondary language

will be discussed below.) If these are different worlds so to speak how do

we explain the fact that a second language can be learned at all? One of the

best explanations comes from those who feel that "cultural overlap" is the

answer. Lyons has written in Structural Semantics that cultural overlap
54"resides in the common features and situations" between two languages. "It

is accepted that a particular language will reflect in its vocabulary the

culture of the society for whioh it is the medium of expression. But between

any two societies there will be a greater or less degree of cultural overlap.

We cannot say in advance in what area of culture this will be, though

anthropology, sociology and psychology may suggest some general features -that

may be assumed to be present in the 'Weltbild' of all sooieties. In accor¬

dance with the weaker interpretation of the Whorf hypothesis, it is assumed

that it is via this cultural overlap that entry is made into the semantic

system of another language, whether in learning it as a seoond language or for

the purpose of scientific investigation of its vocabulary. We identify certain

features of the oultures and certain situations as common and learn the lexical

E. Sapir, 1929, "The status of Linguistics as a science," Language
5.207-14. P. 209.

^lyona, 1963, p. 41*
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items which are applied, to them* It is such lexemes and expressions whose
55

use we learn quiokly and without difficulty."

3*52 Cultural universale«

Anthropologists have to some extent indicated and recognized certain

cultural phenomena that are manifest in all human society*• » cultural universale

as they are called by some. Murdock shortly after the war wrote a resume called

"The Common Denominator of Cultures" in which he makes the statement that

"fhe true universale of culture, than, are not identities in habit, in definable

behavior, they are similarities in classification not in content, ... What

cultures are found to have in common is a uniform system of classification, not

a fund of identical elements. Despite immense diversity in behavioristic

detail, all cultures are constructed according to a single plan — the

56
'universal cultural pattern' as Wissler has so aptly termed it.Since these

statements Murdock has authored a comprehensive work called Outline of World
57

Cultures ' in which he provides a system of classification. For Murdock the

one unifying element is on the level of communio&tion. Language is possessed

by all cultures; all languages have identical components, that is they are

made up of the same kind of material. Although this has not been explored by

anthropologists he also feels that all cultures must have similar components

with the arrangements varying,

"^lyons, 19^3* PP« 40-1*

56
George P. Murdock, 1945, "The common denominator of cultures," in R. Linton

(ed) The Science of Man in the World Crisis, New Torkt Columbia University
press, p. 125.

et al., 195C, Outline of Cultural Materials. New Haveni Human Relations
Area Files Inc.
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3&pir felt different cultures had their commonality in that they are

all basically an adjustment of the individual (individually and collectively)

to his environment in an effort to achieve an equilibrated state, a unified and

self-consistent attitude toward life, a "balanced, harmonious, self-satisfactory"
CO

rapport with the world at large. Other thinking on the subjeot since Sapir

has tended toward the setting up of universal areas such as biological, psyohio

and social based on universal nseds of the human organism. Linton makes the

following statement« "There are no universal culture patterns, only a series
59

of universal needs which each society has met in its own way." In spite of

the seemingly negative attitude on universals Linton goes on to construct a

60
list of units which he feels might serve as olassificatary for all culturest

1) item

2) trait

5) trait oomplex

4) activity

Margaret Mead writing on national character has pointed out universal

aspects which parallel in large measure those of Linton's. Of the psychic unity

of mankind she aaya, "There are no known differences among races of men whioh

■*®E, Sapir, 1949, "Culture the general view," in 0. Mandelhaum (ed) Selected
Writings of Sdward Sapir in Language, Culture, and Personality. Berkley and Los
Angeles* University of California Press, pp. 314-15.

"^Ralph Linton, 1936, The Study of Man. Hew York, p. 394.

^Ibid.. p. 397-96. Linton also gives a scale of units by McKerm

1) Poena* determined as a aeries of rites similar in all respects.
2) Aspect! made up of fool with common elements.
3) Phase! composed of a series of aspects.
4) Base! composed of a series of phases.

Order
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either interfere with or facilitate the learning of cultural forms.

Biologic similarity is manifest in maturational sequence, hand-eye coordination,

capacity for symbolic behavior, perceptual invariants, etc.

Although there is no consensus of opinion or widespread acceptance of

the above mentioned common aspects of man in society we can agree with

Kluckhohn when he says, "Each culture is a precipitate of history from the

materials supplied by human biology and the natural environment to which human

organisms must make certain minima], adjustments for survival. The selectivity

out of the potentialities afforded by human nature and physical surroundings and

within the limits set by biological and physioal nature is channelled by the

historical process."**2
Cultural overlap, therefore, might be expected to be found anywhere in

the whole range of social institutions common to man (depending on the two

cultures involved). As Sapir has indicated these identities do not rest so

much on the "objective world" as on "the world of social activity". The social

role played by a lexeme is more important than its physical identification.

Whereas •cultural overlap' is not a term anthropologists use it is a

concept they implicitly accept since it is obvious that they feel they are able

to talk about another culture in a meaningful manner in terms of that culture,

and to make contrasts in terms of another.

3*6 Coordinate eg* compound linguistic systems.

Before going on to the specific manifestations of interference one

^Margaret Mead, 1953, "National character," in A. L. Kroeber (sd) Anthropology
Today. Chioagoi University of Chicago Press, p. 646-47.

62Kluckhohn, 1951» P. 87.
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psychological aspect of bilingualism needs further discussion. Does the

bilingual possess two completely separate linguistio systems, an and an L^?
Or is the Lg merged on the 1^? Does interference represent an attempt to keep
two systems apart and thus become a problem of switching from one to the other?

While in all probability bilinguals will be distributed "along a

continuum from a pure compound system to a purs coordinate aystem"

theoretically at least three positions con be described. These are coordinate

and compound (merging or convergent) existing at either extreme with what is

known as partial merging of systems between these two. Weinreioh in Languages

in Contaot first discussed these possibilities and Haugen summarizes them as

follows* "(l) if English book and French livre are interpreted by the

bilingual speaker as having different meanings, they are two distinct signs

and belong to ooexistent systems; (2) if they are interpreted as having the

same meaning, they constitute a oompcund meaning and belong to a partially

merged system; (j) if one of the two is not interpreted as referring to a non-

language event at all, but only to a word in the other language, then there is

a complete merger of the two systems with one of them subordinated to the other.

The compound-coordinate hypothesis has received further development apart from

Weinreich's Languages in Contact by Srvin and Osgood's "decond language learning

and bilingualisa" ? and Lambert and Fillenbaum's "Pilot study of aphasia among

^Einar Haugen, 1936, "The bilingual individual," in Sol Saporta (ed), 1961,
Psycholinguiaticst A Book of Readings, Sew York* Holt, Binehart and Winston,
p. 402.

64Ibld.
65S. M. Ervin and C. E. Osgood, 1954, "Second language learning and bilingualisa,"
in C. E. Osgood and Tb, Sebeok (eds) Psycholinguioties, Journal of Abnormal and
Sooial Psychology Suppl.,pp. 135-46.
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bilingual8«n The latter gives a valuable evaluation of the hypothesis!

"This hypothesis is of value in understanding differences among bilinguals

in their ease of switching from one language to the other, their control of

interference from the other language in any verbal situation, and their

abilities to think and behave appropriately in the different linguistic oontexts.

This hypothesis was extended in a study by Lambert, Havelka and Crosby where it

was conoluded that the learning contexts in which the bilingual^ two languages

are acquired may well determine the functional independence of the languages.

The more the learning contexts are "separated" either in time, cultural

distinctiveness, or in distinctiveness of setting of habitual usage, the more

66
likely it is that bilingual 'coordinates' will develop."

Psychologists as well as linguists both view the bilingual and his per¬

formance in his several languages in terms of his control of linguistic systems.

From the point of view of applied linguistics the most important aspect of

acquiring a second language is the ability to keep it separate from the first

at all levels and in appropriate situations. It becomes very clear that

learning the items of a second language apart from the system of that language

or conversely as an extension of the first cannot bo called learning a seoond

language at all and success or failure in a second language is directly

proportional to the extent one has progressed along the continuum from coordinate

to compound. The sohool situation where a second language may very easily attain

the position of linguistio extension of the first, especially if some form of the

translation method is used, is a clear example of compound linguistic systems*

. S. Lambert'and 3, Fillenbaum, 1959» "A pilot study of aphasia among
bilinguals," in Sol Saporta (ed), 1961, pp. 455-56. Here reference is made to
the studies of Ribot, Pitre, and Minkowski.
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Whereas, on the other hand, when the seeond language is learned in a social

situation where the second language is used in relation to social realia there

will he less merging. A separate system will he built up, self-dependent and

self perpetuating. The recursive and catalytic effects of learning upon

learning, language upon language and all cultural interplay on culture growth

ia an interesting area for study and when pursued will produce rewarding

insight into the study of mankind and his environment.
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4.0 Soaw aaueots of phonological1 interferenoo.

The following seetion it nay sewn to some should not have been inoludsd

in linguiatioo-cultural oonsidsratioas of tsaebing a seoond language ainoe no

oultural ramifications of phonology are dealt with. The sounds of a language

are not free of sooio-oultural nsaning (although a phonanio presentation might

suggest this) but the breadth of analysis for a statement of this sort prevents

its inolusion here but will hopefully sons day be done. In spite of this it

was felt necessary to make analysis of the sound systems of English and Persian

l) as a basis for the grammatical statements made in 5. (for notation purposes)

and 2) as an indication of possible areas of interference pertinent to teaching

pronunciation, i.e. comparison of phonemes and certain consonant blusters.

This does not msan to Imply that rhythm, intonation, and other prosodic features

do not reveal contrasts and present problems in interference which are of

paramount importance in the teaching of a seoond language or even that these are

devoid of social and cultural signifioanoe, e.g. social role of dialect, accent,

register, language Itself, but that the former at the fbmal level does not deal

with sooial foots and the latter combined with and growing out of a formal

analysis is a field in itself little explored and involving the combined efforts

of linguists and sociologists. It is evident that sooio-oultural differences

of vary great importance are to be seen in the sounds end prosodies of a language

but this involves an analysis of sooial struoture far beyond the farmad aspects

of phonemes, rhythm, intonation, eto. and beyond the scope of this thesis. It

would seem that this area is on the horlsons of research as indicated by the

farsighted and provooatlvs monograph on the sooial implications of language use

1Ths use of this term is along the lines of analysis of Fries and Pike and what
is presented ie as explained below.
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by Bell H. Hymes, "The ethnography of speaking" and the equally provooative

treatment of sooial role playing and its linguistics aoooapaniment in The

Presentation of Self in Everyday Life by Trying Goffman.

4*1 Definition.

By phonological interferenee we nsan the use of phonemes, and sequenoes

of phonemes both in morphemes and across morpheme boundaries as well as

intonatianal and other prosodic features of the in speeoh production.

Phonological interference manifests itself when the phonological configuration

of the li^ emerges in the production of Lg phonology, e.g. in individual
phonemes, clusters of phonemes, morphemes and larger connected units. The

emphasis on total phonological patternment is made because of the interrelation

between phonemes within one system as discrete units and systems of units with

their prosodies and configurations! patternment. The is, therefore, seen as

a governing faotor in the acquisition of Lg, an influence of considerable foroe
especially in the early weeks of Lg learning, in certain personality types, and
in the adult learner.

These statements are made on the assumption that the learner will

transfer the automatic use of his phonological system as an integrated whole to

the production of linguietio items of any comparable rank in the L^. This, as
we have Implied in the preceding sections, results in interference depending on

the extent and soope of differences and similarities. Another assumption made

is that the bilingual (according to Welnreioh, 1955) will possess coordinate

rather than merging pbonologioal systems (see 5*41 and 5*42) in bis use of two

languages. While the empirical data is lacking to substantiate this view,
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there ia evidence from aphasio studies and introspeotion of biUnguals —

audi aa linguists, psychologists, and writers — who attest to the fact that

coordinate systems do exist* Thus the bilingual is an accurate speaker of his

Lg to the extent he is able to shift from one linguistic system to the other,
not only phonologloally but grammatically and semantlcally as well* Weinreich

makes the following statement * "The problem of phonic interference concerns

the manner in which a speaker perceives and reproduces the sounds of one language,

which might bw designated secondary, in terms of another, to be called primary.

Interference arisea when a bilingual identifies a phoneme of the secondary

System with one in the primary system and, in reproducing it, subjects it to the

phonetic rules of the primary language*

Ab the theoretical dissuasion has shown there are in reality two distinct

sound systems coming in contact, with the L^ learner as the locus of that
contact* The learner must acquire the second system and in so doing acquire an

independent, integrated, self-consistent sound system separate from the first

and with as little influenoe from the first as possible* It is evident that the

speaker on entering the community of speakers will be understood in direct

proportion to how exactly he approximates the native speakers* In the process

of acquiring the sound system of the seoond language the learner will experience

interference from the first language to a greater or lesser degree depending on

the differences between the two systems. Thus ths problem b&oomes one of ascer¬

taining similarities and differences and assessing their magnitude. These

differences or similarities may exist in the form of new phonemes which the first

language doss not havs, hut which may he confused with phonemes in the second

2
Oriel Weinreich, 1953* Languages in Contact. Mew Torkt Pub* of Linguistic
Circle of Mew York, No* 1, p. 14*
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language which are similar, allophonic, or no»-distinctive. Similar

phonemes and functionally identical phonemes create a problem as well ae those

completely new* One aspeot of this Welnreioh has labelled *overdifferentiation'

and gives the following illustration* "The foreigner's over-differentiation is

also immaterial to the listener) the unilingual Russian listener cannot notice

that an Italian is treating the allophones £ e J , as in (Russian) £p'et'^ 'to
sing* , and [V], as in (Russian) Qn'e 'no' * as separate phonemes. On the

other hand, the under-differentiation of phonemes invariably leads to a uni¬

lingual listener*8 disorientation, even if it is a minor one and is offset by

the context*"' Similarly the Snglish speaker will not hear the ovor-

differentiation ths Persian speaker may seek to make by employing a back velar

and palatal /k/.
Pries in his book Teaching and learning Bradiab as a Foreign Language

makes the following statement about phonic interference. "First of all we must

assume that practically every 'hound' of a foreign language differs in some

respect from axy sound in our own language* The ... ... speaker who oomes

to learn English will not only have to learn a few obvious cew sounds...., he

will have to learn a new node of sueeoh production. ...The ohief problems arise

out of the contrasting patterning of the sounds of the two languages. ...The

human vooal apparatus can make thousands of different sounds, and the phonetician

can isolate and describe these sounds. But out of this almost limitless number

of different sounds, no language that we know usee as oontrastlve sound features

to distinguish meanings mors than fifty or sixty, and no two languages that we

know use the same set.

'veinreioh, 1933* P. 21.

^C. C. Fries, 1945» Teaphing and Learning English as a foreign Language. Ann
Arbor i University of Michigan Press, p. 15.
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As a first step to describing areas of interfere noe the phonenee

of the two sound systems sill be compared.^ This may be done by constructing
i
\

two charts identical in presentation with points of artioulation horizontally

listed (front points of vocal apparatus to the left of the page) and air stream

variations vertically (complete interruption at the top of the page and

decreasing at the bottom)* The use of this type of chart does not, of course,

give us a oomplete picture of the sound systems in question but it does give

us a necessary first approximation from which further comparisons can be made.

The use of the emlo approach is -elf*-»-'id#nt, there being no necessity for

greater detail of a non-phonemic, non-oontrastive nature except as there is seen

in the comparison of the two systems where one system has a contrast and the

other does not.

The two charts that follow give in terms of a common point of reference

the two systems of Afghan Persian and American English. (For a definition of the

particular Afghan Persian and American English used see 1.0 Introduction.) The

proof of phonemic!zation is dispensed with.

5
This comparison will not include a description of sound production which
belongs mare to methodology.
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4*2 The Phonenaa of Persian and Bngllab.

4*21 Persian and Snidlah Vowel*.

Persian (8)

front Back

High li Ul

1 u

(e) 01
Lam ei

a ai

Diphthongal (3)

/ai/
/at/

/ail/ /oil/
(aiu) Infrequent, formal

/ui/

English (U)

Front Baok Diphthongal

High It at /al/

1
u /m/

Low
et

e

• Of /oi/
a a at



4*22 Persian and English Consonants.

*3 *3 *3 *® -3 -p «a H h
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Nasals m a

Laterals 1

Flap r

Semi-vowels w y

Baalish (24)
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8
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4»23 Key to Charts of Persian and Sngjish Yowls and Consonants.

Persian

Towla i (8) Examples

/i»/ A*V 'this* /dlld/ 'saw' /k1»/ 'who*

/l/ /imroiz/ •today* /dist/ 'hand* /kl/ 'that*

/ei/ /• *l/ 'cardamom* /sair/ 'full* /sei/ *tbrae*

/aat/ •la1 /yak/ 'oaa* /ags/ *iY*

/ui/ /uinja/ 'there' /buid/ 'waa' /out/ *gid|y-up*

/V /oar/ 'age* /pul/ 'bridge' /dv/ 'two'

/o»/ /oibel/ 'Gbobr' /aotb/ 'morning' /koi/ 'mountain'

/a»/ /aismaix/ 'sky' /matr/ 'snaka' /rai/ 'spirit'

Diphthongal (4)

/ai/ /kai/ 'when' /xair/ 'paaoe' /pai/ 'tendon'

/aii/~/oii/ /cati/ 'tea' /maii/ 'flah' /paii/ 'foot*

/uti/ /buii/ 'smell' /muti/ 'hair* /ruii/ 'faoe'

/au/^/an/ /nmi/ 'no*' /gau/ 'cow' /pai/ 'pound*

Consonants 1 (23)

/«/ /pakq/ 'fan* /toip/ 'ball* /puir/ 'full', 'ooraplete*

/V /bains/ ♦roof* /lab/ 'lip' /seib/ 'apple'

/m/ /«a^ •fool' /ma/ *!• /as/ 'also'

/*/ /vb.it/ 'onoo* /awair/ 'anooth' /awal/ 'first'

/*/ /fair/ 'rat* /safar/ 'trip' /saf/ 'line'

/B/ /aair/ •starling' /basta/ 'tied' /bas/ 'enough*

fa! /zair/ 'poison' /baizui/ 'arm' /baiz/ 'hawk*

/V /tair/ 'thread' /buta/ 'seedling' /bul/ 'idol'
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(Consonants»

N

N

N

hi

/«/

ill

hi

hi

hi

N

i«f
N / iei

hi

N

/q/

Persian. cont'd.)

/dair/ 'gallows' /buidai/ '£uddh%/ /bu id/ 'was'

/nair/ 'dam' /natnat/ 'aint' /nair/ 'broad*

/latrii/ 'truck' /lailai/ 'eldsr brother* /latl/ 'ruby*

/rai/ 'road* /sarar/ 'injury* /ear/ 'gold'

/oatr/ 'four' /nuiroa/ 'ant' /autre/ 'pepper'

/jatr/ 'shout' /atJit/ 'pilgrim' /atj/ 'irory'

/latr/ 'city' /ritlt/ 'root* /riri/ 'beard'

/aSdatr/ 'dragon' /daty' 'oaatle'

/yatr/ 'friend' /b layair/ 'veiy'

/katr/ 'work' /lakar/ 'brown sugar' /Sak/ 'doubt'

/gats/ 'swing' /ags/ 'if' /sa^ 'dog'

/raaga/ 'colored* /san^ 'stone' /baing/ 'bank*

/ftatr/ 'bole' /batgwaii/ 'gardensr' /batg/ 'garden'

/xb.it/ 'thorn' /Saxsit/ 'private' /Max/ 'tough*

/qatr/ 'anger* /Saqii/ 'evil' /&aq/ 'split'

Snailah

(11)XSSSlSL*

/it/ /lit/ 'eat* /fill/ 'feet' /bit/ 'bee*

/i/ /i*/ 'In' /■!*/ 'sin*

/ei/ /•*"*/ 'sight* /is it/ 'late* /lei/ 'lay*

/«/ /end/ 'end' /lend/ 'lend'

/^ /at/ 'at' /kat/ *oat*

/«/ /«l/ '"P* /bet/ 'but' /ts/ 'the*

/a/ /&V *«ft' /k&t/ 'oart' /kj/ 'oar'



(Vowelsi English. cont'd.)

/u»/ /buit/ 'boot* /dui/ 'do'

/«/ /lsiik/ 'book' /kuk/ 'oook'

/of/ /o»V 'oat' /go»V 'goat' /got/ ♦go'

/a*/ /a it/ 'ou^it* /baiV 'bought* /aai/ 'saw'

Diphthongsi (3)

/ai/ /^W 'eyes' /vais/ 'vios' /vai/ V/'e'
/aa/ /aut/ 'out* /haus/ 'house' /tobx/ 'now'

/ol/ /oil/ 'oil' /boil/ 'boil' /boi/ 'boy'

Consonants» (24)

/p/ /pal/ 'pal' /apt/ 'apt' /eip/ 'ape'

A/ /bail/ 'ball* /eibl/ 'able' /tab/ 'tab'

/m/ /mail/ 'mall* /praimpt/ 'prompt' /bain/ 'bomb*

/w/ /wail/ 'wall' /weit/ 'wait'

/f/ /fa'l/ 'fall* /afte/ 'after* /laf/ •laugh*

/•/ /sal/ 'saw' /faat/ 'fast' /as/ 'ass*

/V /seal/ 'seat* /ia/ 'is' /fisl/ * fizzle'

/V /tail/ 'tall' /tatl/ 'tattle' /bat/ 'bat'

/d/ /dail/ 'doll* /adl/ 'addle' /ad/ 'add'

/V /nait/ 'not' /ant/ 'aunt' /bai/ 'ban'

/l/ /la il/ 'loll* /oild/ 'old' /ail/ 'all'

/r/ /rai/ 'raw' /bard/ 'bard* /or/ 'are'

/o/ /oajp/ 'ohop' /pac/ 'patch'

/V Aofi/ Mug' /joj/ 'judge'

/>/ /••V 'shut' /bui/ 'bush*
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N /a2er/ •azure ' /pleSer/ 'pleasure*

hi /yes/ 'yes* /yu:/ 'you'

N Ika.il/ •call' /kukii^ 'cooking' /but/ 'book'

N /gMl/ •gall' /hagl/ 'haggle' /bag/ 'bag*

Is/ /ang»/ 'anger* /rin/ 'ring'

N /belt/ 'hate' /hat/ 'hall*

hi /xott/ 'vote' /atoiv/ *stove'

N /tin/ ♦thin' /wl^ 'with' /fiftfl/ 'fifths'

N /kaa/ ♦then' /bat*#/ 'bother' /ba4/ 'bathe'
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4«5 Vowela in Isolation.

With referenoe to the preceding charts and liata of phonemes in Persian

and English it should be pointed out by say of explanation that within the vowel

systems of the two languages there is more cause for interference than meets the

eye from the charts. In Persian the vowel oppositions are weighted very mueh

differently doe to the fact that allophones of /%/ and /%/ in Persian are actual

phonemes in English, e.g. the allophones of one phoneme in Persian are exponents

of two different phonemes in English. The following examples from Persian

make this clear.

English Examples of thsss appearing
Phonemes as Psrsian allophonas

j^imrosTj - jjsmros^j

N /•/
M - M

Q>isya»rJ - Q>esya»r~j
Ewm r"»«*] - [,bale]

/e/ /si/
M - [■•«]

[.«] - £„«]
Therefore the phonemic oppositions /l/ - /a/ and /ei/ - /a/ present a problem

for the Afghan learning English due to the fact we have what John B. Carroll

calls a divergent difference; the learner must laarn to separate two

phonological items in the Lg which he had formerly considered one in the L^.
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The opposition in English, /a/ - /jg/# does not occur as phonemic in Persian

thus requiring the learner of English to make this distinction which he hereto*

fore has considered one phoneme. The native speaker of English will hear hoth

/a/ and /a/ in different words in Persian as well as in different pronunciations

of the same word on different occasions. The allophonio nature of the /a/
phoneme in Persian is probably questionable sinoe the placement of the phoneme

would almost certainly have to be made farther front than the /a/ and somewhat

back from the fa/ in English. I would not call it a stable vowel from that

point of view. Nevertheless from the point of view of reception and production

of English where a distinction must be made the learner is confronted with a

divergent difference whioh requires the separation of sounds formerly conceived

as one unit.

English Persian

at

Fig. 2

at

The above shows the relationship of the low vowels in both EngLish and Persian

revealing the divergence of the Afghan /«/ to /a*/ and ja/. (x is used to

distinguish the two phonemes written as la/,)
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4*4 Consonants in Isolation.

Prom a contrastive study of the two charts one earn see that non-

g
oongruenoiea lis in the following areas I

1) /V • 1*1 • ^or *** Persian speaker the point of artloalation

of /V end /&/ is 3ore to the front of the mouth and varies from a position

halfway between the alveolar ridge and the back of the teeth to something at
7

times approximating an interdental stop* In the latter position there will
i.

often be some slight friction on articulation. This does not present a serious

teaching problem and in the event the Persian speaker fails to acquire an

accurate /t/-/V production in English the native speaker of BhgLish will not

eonfuae it with any other phoneme* As Lado has pointed out "The stop feature

of /V in contrast to the frictive feature of /Of is dominant over the differenoe

in point of articulation between these two phonemes. The /t/ articulated with

the tongue tip between the teeth, but still as a stop, remains a/t/. And when

the point of artioulation is alveolar but /t/ Is pronounced as a frioativa, it

becomes /&/ .*
2) The Persian back velar stop /q/ does not occur in Inglish and if

ever used in the production of English would go unnoticed except by the trained

linguist. It is probably never used sinoe Persian also has the velar stop /k/
and the /k/-/g/ opposition as in English; therefore no problem is encountered.

3) No inter-dental fricatives occur in Persian. In the diagrams

6
Phoneqms that are not mentioned in the above numbered analysis are considered
functionally Identical. We have, therefore, purposely used the term non-
oongruencles rather than differences.

7'This statement is based on research dons by the author in Kabul, Afghanistan.

^Robert Lado, 1957, Linguistics Aoross Culture. Ann Arbor1 University of
Hlehigan Prose, p. 24 footnote 7*
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below (phoneme positions are based on the relative positions of the charts

above) we see that the Persian speaker must move from a phoneaio field in

which no /j/ exists (an empty field) to one in whioh it is distinct from /t/»
/s/, and /f/.

Persian English

We might ask why the Persian speaker hears /V instead of /a/ in attempting to

construct the above English field which includes the new phoneme J\J. As Lado^
and others have pointed out interference from one sound system to another occurs

in the relationship of whole to part rather than part to parti therefore, on

the systemic level we see the entire phonemic system in Persian doming to

influence the one phoneme in English at ths unit level. Thus the answer to the

above problem lies in the field of /tJ which is empty in Persian. In filling

this field the Persian speaker chooses /1/ instead of /s/ due to the fact that

/1/ in Persian is closer to jthan /s/ in both manner and point of articula¬

tion. Persian j\J as we have seen while being post-dental and even interdental

at times remains a stop in manner of articulation, hut its phonemic feature of

position and the fact that it can have a fricative quality tips the scales in the

direction of /t/ in production and reception of the /t/ phoneme on the part of the

Afghan learner.

The same relationship occurs for the voiced counterpart of /t/, /*/, where

/&/ becomes the interfering unit.

9Lado, 1957, p. 24.
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4) The Persian phoneme /v/*® occurs vexy rarely and only as a

register variant of /f/, e.g. /afda/, /avda/ - 'seventeen*.** Its recognition

by Persi en speakers on a register basis rather than its use as an allophonio

variant accounts for its correct use in English without any interference with

N as to recognition or production. A register variant is distinguished from

anallophonic variant by the fact that it is externalized by the speaker as a

variant for a known social usage.

5) Persian jxj and /§/, not required in English, cause no interference

in English production and fall in the sane category with the other backrvelar

stop /q/.

6) The Persian phoneme /h/, speaking from a literary point of view, has

two farms whose only justification for separation in preaent-day usage rests on

the written forms remaining in the alphabet. These forms are referred to as

/he i hat til/ ^ and/fee« hawa^ d and are readily understood and interpreted as

the phoneme /h/ in English. The manner and point of articulation in Persian

has no effect in English where variation would be interpreted as a non-phonemic

variant. C. T. Hodge^ and Abdul Ghafur Fartaadi*^ both relegate the Persian /b/
to a formal style or literary register.

10The use of /v/ correlates to a social register and a more literaiy form of
the language. It is more or less an acquired phoneme and because of its self-
conscious status in the sound system it oannot be classed as a variant of ft/
but as a separate phoneme used in a particular register.

**G. T. Hodge et al.. I960, Afghan Persian, Washington, D.C. i State Department,
Foreign Service Institute, p. 1.7,

*^A.bdul Ghafur Farhadi, 1955, Le Persan Parl4 en Afghanistan, Paris* Centre
Nationals de la Reoherohe Scisntifique, p. 19 ff.
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7) From the above oharts it would appear that English has the phoneme

jtjl and that Persian does not. The phoneme /v/ while occurring in Persian

is always followed by /g/ and occurs only in syllable final position,

e.g. /sang/ 'rook', /gjragg/ •heavy1, /rang/ 'color* and is, therefore, in this

analysis being considered an allophone of /n/* For this reason it does not

appear on the chart. We would now rewrite the examples using the phonemic

Symbols of Persian in the following manner /sang/, /girang/ and /rang/ sinoe

whenever fix/ is followed by /g/ it gets the Value of fvj. Because of this a

pronunciation problem in English for the Af^an student occurs with items of

the following type, /tij^♦ /si^, /bar/, /-i^/, where there is no final /g/.
The Persian speaking student will automatically in the above examples produce a

final /g/ rendering our examples /ting/, /sing/, etc. (The oases in English

where /v/ is followed by /g/ are only across syllable boundaries, e.g. /finge/,
/lainge/. /ange/.) This problem 1b further compounded in writing by the fact

that such words as /sin/, /baj/, /riia/, eto. are all spelled with orphographic

representation *ng' as 'sing', 'bang', 'ring*, etc. giving the Persian speaker

further corroboration for what he feels is linguistically necessary, i.e. the

production of the final velar stop following the /h/. (See Appendix A for a

consideration of interference in reading, writing, and other culturally

conditioned conventions at this level.)

8) The slight forwarding of /l/ in Persian presents no distinctive

difference in English and consequently no problem.

9) The production of an American retro-fixed /r/ in English does

present some difficulty for the Persian speaker since he is accustomed to a

flapped /r/ in a more forward position (alveolar) and will transfer this to

English production oauslng an interference problem.
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10) 411 other consonantal phonemes are functionally identical

for English and Vhrsiaa*

4.5 Consonant clusters.

In learning a new language the Lg learner must not only be able to
recognise and produce new sounds in isolation but what is infinitely more

important recognise and produce these phonemes as they appear in combinations

in the flow of normal discourse. In these environments their production is

greatly altered $j|pr they are influenced by the phonemes coming before and

following after as well as by the tone level, intonation and rhythm. Inter¬

ference from the to Lg can and does occur at all of these points.
It is not enough just to map out the phonemes of two languages and

compare the separate phonemes because while conceivably two languages could

exist with identical phonemes their combinations would be different and cause

interference of a very profound degree. One area of interference at the

deeper level is in the consonant clusters of both the and Lg.
4.51 Theoretical and statistical material for Persian

consonant clusters.

Several studies of consonant clusters in English have been done. One

of the earliest ones is found in C. C. Fries' Teaching and Learning English as

a Foreign Language.^ The two other analyses of consonant clusters^
consulted revealed omissions in each other as well as in the one by C. C. Fries.

14Fries, 1945, PP. 17-20.

IS
A. Cohen, 1952, The phonemes of English. The Hague* Martinus Hijhoffj

and J• Woodhead, n*d., Consonant Clusters. Mimeo, University of Leeds,
unpublished. Each of these studies including Fries', by implication at
least, olaimed to he complete.
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The work of Fries forms the basis for our study although the format

is that of Voodhead. The aim of our study of consonant clusters was to

ascertain the total extent of combinatorial possibilities in English words

initially and finally. Te are concerned with consonant dusters, initial

and final, occurring in any orthographic word and not limiting ourselves to

the monosyllable or monosyllabic word. This does not include a study of

dusters across word boundaries or medial clusters as it was felt that these

were not high enough in frequency and constitute a low incidence of interference.

It was, however, felt that a comparison of consonant dusters of the kind

attempted here would reveal further extensions of transfer from to I»2 that
a comparison of phonemes in isolation would not.

Fries makes the following statement about phonemes vs. phoneme clusters!

"Ease of pronunciation or difficulty of pronunciation and ease or difficulty of

discrimination in hearing are matters primarily of the 'patterning* of the

sounds in a new language rather than matters of the articulation of the sounds

per ae."^ And again, "Each language has not only its own set of distinctive

sound features; it also has only a limited number of characteristic sequences

of consonants and vowels which make up the structural pattern of the syllables

and words. From this fact arises the importance of finding the 'position* in
17

which the distinctive sounds can occur, and the 'dusters' which they form." '

The investigation of consonant clusters by Fries, in line with the above

quotation, is constructed on a pre- and post-vocalio basis of the single morpheme

word and in the oase of post-vocalic utterances on the basis of the inflectional

affixes, /z/, /s/, /d/, and /t/.

^Fries, 1945» PP. 16-17.

^7Ibid., p. 16.
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The oharta and lists which follow for Persian are done on the sane

format and according to the same principles as those for English.

4*511 Consonant-vowel sequences in the monosyllable in Persian
and English.

Persian English

V V

ov cv

— ccv

— cccv

vc vo

VCG voc

wumms veoo

vcccc

It should be kept in mind that this chart only points up the possibilities

within the syllable whereas in the word of one or more syllables other combinations

of a more complex nature will arise. Nevertheless the above combinations cover

the rang® of possibilities necessary in determining differences within initial and

final clusters between the two languages. In the Persian column ♦ccv* has been

deleted on the grounds that its occurrence is relegated to consonant plus /w/ or

/y/ only and for reasons explained under 4.52.
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Llat of Consonant Clustera (Initial and. Final)
i Persian. -lb

.tlal Vowel Final Ref. Mo.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

one syllable were of primary interest, in order to include
rs words of mors than one syllable were included as well.
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4*513 Key to WA List of Consonant Clusters (initial and final)
in Persian."

Ref. N<0* Initial Ref. No. Final

1 /pul/ •bridge* 1 /toip/ 'ball*

2 /jy&ia/ 'onion' 2 /haps/ 'Imprisonment*

3 /balm/ •roof* 3 /sapk/ •style* form'

4 /byai/ 'oooe' 4 /hdpi/ 'dig up buried

/meiz/ /taps/
objects'

5 •table' 5 • cooking'

6 /myaiya/ 'he is coming* 6 /lab/ 'lip'

7 / faq/ •difference' 7 /sabz/ 'green'

8 /fyuis/ • fuse * 8 /abd/ ♦slave'

9 /sair/ 'starling' 9 AW •son of*

10 /swatr/ 'ride' 10 /kaibl/ 'Kabul

11 /sya»/ •black' 11 /abr/ 'cloud'

12 /zuir/ 'force* 12 /bain/ •roof*

13 /zyait/ 'much' 13 /jamb/ * side'

14 /da»l/ 'split pea' 14 /gamz/ 'overlook'

15 /dwaizds/ 'twelve' 15 /amd/ 'on purpose*

16 /dyai/ 'villages' 16 /ami/ 'safe'

17 /naik/ 'pear' 17 /haal/ ♦to carry'

18 /nyail/ 'shrub' 18 /amr/ •command'

19 /la if/ 'boasting'

20 / lwaib/ •sauce'
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21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

54

L&J

19

20

a

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

58

39

40

tlal
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Ref* Ho* Initial Ref* Ho* Final

21 /ly.f/ 'quilt1 - 19 / / no final occurrence

22 /ram/ 'thigh* 20 /sawr/ 'name of month'

25 /ryatsat/ 'president's a /puf/ 'blow'
office'

24 /jaiV •howl' 22 /nafs/ 'self'

25 /jwajb/ 'answer' 25 /aft/ 'seven'

26 /8a»r/ 'city' 24 /binafi/ 'purple*

27 /Syai/ •Shia' 25 /bas/ •enough'

28 /kaa/ •little' 26 /asp/ 'horse'

29 /kwai/ 'mountains' 27 /rasm/ 'drawing'

50 /s»V 'cow' 28 /nisf, -p/ •half'

51 /©■ai/ 'plant' 29 /ast/ •is*

52 /xair/ 'thorn' 50 /bais^ 'again'

55 /xwatr/ 'sister' 51 /nazd/ 'near*

54 /ayaiina/ •sister-in- 52 /fazl/ 'name of man'
law'

/bazr/55 •seed'

54 /salt/ 'hour*

55 /ratb/ •moist, tender'

56 /lutf/ 'favor'

57 /satl/ •pall'

58 /atr/ •perfune'

59 /bad/ 'bad'

40 /badr/ 'full moon'
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R«f. Mo* Initial Vowtl fi•nal Mo*

n 41

f 42

t 43

d 44

i 45

1 - 46

f 47

t 4©

k 49

X 50

r - 51

a 52

f 53

8 54

Z 55

t 56

d 57

S 58

k 59

e 60

» 61

X 62

q 63

S - 64
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Ref. No. Final

41 /ba*V •put down'

42 /sinf/ 'class'

43 /liaV 'brake lining*

44 /qand/ •sweet*

45 /panj/ •five*

46 /mail/ •thing'

47 /qul^ 'look'

48 /bo lit/ 'bolt'

49 /mulk/ 'country*

50 /balx/ 'name of city'

51 /oair/ 'four *

52 /gars/ 'warm'

53 /zart/ 'dish'

54 /dars/ 'lesson'

55 /aibwara/ 'swimmer'

56 /Bart/ 'condition'

57 /kaird/ 'knife'

58 /fara/ 'floor'

59 /tark/ 'disease of

/bar®/
aholder*

60 'leaf'

61 /mutr|/ 'bird'

62 /aura/ 'red'

63 /barq/ 'electricity'

64 /klNmlB/ •raisin'
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Ref. Ho. Initial Yowl Final Raf .Ho.

(9) m 65

f 66

t 67

d 68

k 69

B - 70

d 71

k - 72

a 73

r 74

ng m 75

8 mt 76

■ 77

X 78

d 79

X - 80

■ 81

9 82

<1 - 83

t 84

1 85



Ref. go, Initial Ref* No. Pinal

65 /ciBq/ 'eye1

66 /rafif/ •drop*

67 /afli/ 'eight*

68 /rufid/ 'reotitude'

69 /xuBk/ •dry*

70 /dal/ •oaatle*

71 /wafid/ 'happiness'

72 /pait/ 'clean'

75 /baks/ 'briefcase'

74 /flukr/ 'thanks'

75 /rang/ •color'

76 /ba«^ 'garden'

77 /ragn/ 'abhorrence'

78 /aagzj 'brains*

79 /ragd/ * affluence'

80 /Sa«V •horn'

81 / toiffl/ •egg'

82 /bubaxS/ 'pardon'

83 /fiaq/ •split'

84 /waqi/ • time'

85 /naql/ • oojar'
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4*514 Two oharta of consonant olnatore In PTaiaa.

PERSIANi INITIAL CCKSOSANT CLUSTERS
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4« 52 Description of initial oonaonant clusters in Persian*

1 note is necessary about the formation of consonant clusters in

Persian. First, the initial clusters, it will be observed, are of only two

kinds 1 those with /w/ as final element and those with /y/ as final element.

In both cases the legitimacy of these combinations as consonant clusters can be

called in question depending on the criteria used in establishing them. In the

first case, that of clusters with /w/ as final element (c 4 /w/), the first

and second consonants fall together only in rapid speeoh. Thus, it depends

entirely on what type of speeoh one chooses to analyse, whether /sawasl/ or

/swatl/ is heard, etc. This phenomenon could possibly be described on the

formal-informal axis but this writer has not gathered statistics with that in

mind, i.e. the retention of the cvov sequence being formal and the ccv, informal.

Ill of the consonant clusters listed, as can be seen from the following

list, Involve the reduction and loss of a vowel in the firdt syllable. It can

also be stated that this reduction only occurs before the low, back vowel /a*/.
An equation stating this relationship can be formulated thus c 4 /w/ 4/ai/.

It should be noted from the following chart that there is one curious

exception to the above mentioned vowel change (reduction) as seen in number 6.

Here the form /xwair/ is an occurrence (the only one known to this author,

corroborated by Ferh&di (1955)) of an older form still in common use today in

Afghan Persian. This form was common in Middle Persian as were other words with

an initial /xw-/ hut all of these words have lost the /w/ in Iranian Persian, even

our example in question, which has become /tb.it/ along with /xatndax/ 'read',

/xaistan/ 'wish1, and others. Only/xwa»r/ remains in Afghan Persian. This

one occurrence of /xw-/ which is not the result of a reduction of a vowel,i.e.

cvcv to ccv, as in the other five examples below does not invalidate our general

statement about initial consonant dusters In Persian.



Baduotlon frm Yggl

Beduoed form

1) /auwasl/ /swail/* 'Question'
2) /dawaisda/ /dwaixda/ 'twelve'

5) /luwatb/ /lwaib/ 'sauce'

4) /jawatb/ /jwaib/ ' answe.*'

5) /ko ihas/ /kwa«/ 'mountains'

6) / / /xwatr/ 'Bister*

x The following are other examples of the above clusters.

1) /swair/ 'ride*

/swaiV 'lias1

2) (Ho other examples.)

3) n « »

4) /jwa»ri»/ 'corn1

/jwa»r\/ 'young'

5) (Ho other examples.)

6) Jx&txAxa/ 'read' ) Reduction of Middle-Persian /w/
) has oocurred in these cases.

/xaistaV 'wish' ) (bee explanation above.)

^For further discussion on this point see Farhadi, 1955» PP- 28-29.
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In the second case, consonant plus /y/ (o ♦ /y/)» we are again by

the use of different criteria able to question the validity of any duster

listed as being a legitimate consonant cluster. If we choose to consider the

/y/ phoneme as a high front vowel /±i/ then we can accurately transcribe all of

our examples as cw or more accurately, cm. for syllabification always occurs

between the vowels.

The following list gives the transcription with consonant cluster

followed by the transoription with double vowel. Note again hers as in the

case of consonant dusters with /w/ as second element that the phoneme /ai/
follows the two ooneonants. Likewise we oan write an equation for this

relationship! o + /y/ ♦ /a«/. Both equations, that of /w/ and /y/, combine

to this (o w/y t ai).

1) /pya»V /piiala/ 'onion*

2) /bya*/ /biiai/ 'combJ*

5) >i /ayiaiya/ 'he is coating'

4) /i^uis/ / fiiuis/ 'fuse' (English borrowing)

5) /4yai/ /diiai/ •villages'

6) /nyail/ /nitail/ 'ahrub'

7) /lya»f/ /liittif/ •quilt'

8) /sya^ /siiai/ 'black'

9) /?ya»t/ /ziiait/ 'much'

10) /ryaisat/ /riiaisat/ 'president's office'

u) /flyai/ /flila:/ •Shia' (religious aeot)

12) /gya»/ /giiai/ •plant'

15) /xyaiMna/ /xiiaiSna/ 'sis ter-in-law'

14) /zyail/ /xiiail/ •thought'
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Therefore, in both cases listed in the chart, ire can quite clearly

oast doubt on the validity of saying that Persian has any legitimate initial

consonant dusters. Certainly the two oases are of a special nature and not

on a par with such examples in English as /sf/, /sk/, /bl/, etc. Thus for

the initial consonant clusters appearing in English we may expect the Afghan

student to have some difficulty, and in fact he does with rather consistent

patterning. In the absence of a word beginning with two consonants in

Persian he is left with the possibility of ov, vo and vcc as initial

combinations. The pronunciation problem is predictable. The Persian

speaking Afghan student will pronounce play as /pales/ or /peles/, school

/sakurl/ or /askutl/, etc. The automatic conversion of an initial consonant

cluster in the Lg to either a vowel oonsonant or a consonant vowel Is a direct
result of interference at the out-of-awareness level of speech production for

this is where the strong, learned influence of tie consonant-vowel sequence

operates in language. It is this automatic conversion that speaks 30 clearly
€

for foroe or energia that is language in its systemic sense and which has to be

dealt with as interference phenomena when it exerts its influence in the

production and reception of another language.

With this in mind we should be able to support this position by citing

examples in Persian of naturalized borrowed words with initial consonant

clusters. Here interference ia a legitimate force in bringing into line any

lexical item not exhibiting the normal pattern, in this case a pronunciation

pattern growing out of the cv structure of the initial syllable. The

following borrowed words in Afghan Persian are fully integrated and enjoy wide

usage. Bote the resulting ov or vo sequence and resyllabification that has

come about by their normalisation in Persian.
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Borrowed
Item

Naturalized
Form

Syllables and
ov 38quanoes

•sport' ccvcc /sipo trt/ cv/cvco
'sobool• oovo /aikuil/ ov/cvo
•atadiua' ocvowc - /istoidyua/ vo/cvc/cvc
•stove1 eove /iftoip/ vc/cvo

We may now compare the above with native members of the language:

/itpiS/ vc/eve •louse'

/aiSpaz/ vc/eve •cook'

/jairut/ cv/cv •broom'

/sabai/ cv/cv • tomorrow'

/lutfai1/ cvo/cvo 'please'

In eveiy case the borrowed word has been naturalized to either a cv or vc

structure in the first syllable which has in all cases necessitated the

resyllabification of the item in question. In the 6hort list of native Persian

items we see the same pattern in the initial syllable namely that of cv(o)

or vc. i'he above examples strongly suggest that the unsophisticated speaker

of Persian senses no ccv structure of the initial syllable in ary lexical item.

He automatically adapts any borrowed item to this pattern. The status,

therefore, of the two instances of initial consonant clusters in Persian,

namely that of (c /N M)> Is questionable for it apparently exerts no inter¬

ference influence on the native speaker in the naturalization process of new

items in the language and as we have said the presence of /w/ and /y/ come under

scrutiny for other reasons.
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4.55 Statistical material for English consonant clusters,

20

Ref. H Initial Vowel Final Ref. H

1 P - P - 1

2 w t - 2

3 1 a 3

4 r s - 4

5 y t 5

6 b - t - 6

7 w s 7

8 1 1 - 8

9 r z 9

10 y b - 10

11 u - d 11

12 y z 12

13 i" - 1 - 13

14 1 z 14

15 r m - 15

16 y b 1 - 16

17 s mm z 17

18 P mm P m 18

19 1 B 19

20
The layout of these charts has been based on one similar by J. Wood-head,

Phonetics Dopartment, University of Leeds. 3y 'extensions' is meant words
of more than one syllable. Those were inoluded sinoe a complete list of
initial and final consonant clusters oould not otherwise be made.
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4.532 Kay to "A List of Consonant Clusters (Initial and Final)
in Snglish."

Ref. No. Initial Ref. No. Final

1 /pel/ pay 1 / tip/ tip

2 /pwebloi/ D , . ** 21Pueblo 2 /kript/ crypt

3 /pie«/ play 3 /kripts/ crypts

4 /prei/ pray 4 /laps/ lapse

5 /pyuir/ pure 5 /lapst/ lapsed

6 /bei/ bay 6 /dept/ depth

7 /bwana/ iiwana** 7 /depts/ depths

8 /blai/ blaok 8 /apl/ apple

9 /bred/ bread 9 /apis/ apples

10 /byuit/ butte 10 /tab/ tab

11 /met/ may 11 /tabd/ tabbed

12 /myuit/ mute 12 /tabz/ tabs

13 / fat/ fat 13 /babl/ babble

14 /flat/ flat 14 /babla/ babbles

15 /fre»/ fray 15 /two/ thumb

16 /fyuid/ feud 16 /arnbl/ amble

17 /sin/ sin 17 /aabla/ ambles

18 /apar/ span 18 /darni/ damp

19 /split/ split 19 /mempa/ mumps

21
In the following lia^s of words one asterisk (z) will indicate rare or only

examples and two asterisks (zz) will indicate foreign origin of recent borrowing.
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IT

20 (s) (p) r (m) (p) f 20

21 y 1 «• 21

22 a - z 22

23 y d 25

24 V t - 24

25 f a 25

26 t - f - 26

27 r 8 27

26 a - t 28

29 y d 29

30 1 wm z 30

31 y t 31

32 y 1 m 32

33 k - Z 33

34 l d 34

35 r f - 35

36 w 8 36

37 y t - 37

38 t - 8 38

59 « n - 39

40 r Z 40

41 y d 41

42 d - 1 - 42

43 • s 43

44 r d 44
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Raf. Ho . Initial Ref. No. Pinal

20 /sprai/ spry 20 /nimpf/ nymph

21 /spytil/ apew a /ampl/ ample

22 /small/ snail 22 /samplas/ samples

23 /smye/ saear 23 /a ampld/ sampled

24 /swain/ swine 24 /tempt/ terapt

25 /sfiir/ aphare 25 /tempts/ tempts

26 /atai/ stay 26 /nimf/ nymph

27 /atre i/ stray- 27 /nimfs/ nymphs

23 /snoi/ snow 28 /traiumft/ triumphed

29 /*wp/ sneer 29 /ro :md/ roamed

30 /ala»/ slay 30 /ru ima/ rooms

31 /slyuit/ sleuth 31 /wasmt/ warmth

32 /syuit/ suit 32 /peml/ pummel

33 /skin/ skin 33 /penlz/ pummels

34 /skliroisia/ sclerosis 34 /pemld/ pummelled

35 /akrui/ screw 35 /se s f/ safe

36 /skwer/ square 36 /seifs/ safes

37 /SkfTll/ skew 37 /lift/ lift

38 /til/ tea 38 /lifts/ lifts

39 /twain/ twine 39 /saifn/ soften

40 / trei/ tray- 40 /satfnz/ softens

41 /lyuin/ tune 41 /sa«fad/ softened

42 /da»/ day 42 /waifl/ waffle

43 /dwel/ dwell 43 /enaflz/ n
snaffles

44 /drai/ dry 44 /snafld/ snaffled*
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45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

55

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

65

64

65

66

67

68

i-J

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

Initial Vowel Final

(d) y t -

n - a

7 ■ -

9 - p -

w t

r a

k - t -

w B

1 1 -

r z

y 1 mm

e - z

w d

1 k mm

r t

h mm 8

w z mm

y m

V -
.

d

y n

mm 1 -

w Z

r d

y t -
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Ref. No . Initial Ref. Ho. Final

45 /dyuj/ due 45 «/ fifth

46 /noi/ no 46 fifts/ fifths

47 /nyui/ nsw 47 mis/ miss

48 /«•»/ shay 48 lisp/ lisp

49 /Bwiiy'' Schwinn 49 lispt/ lisped

50 /fired/ shred 50 lisps/ lisps

51 /kau/ cow 51 list/ list

52 /kwik/ quick 52 lists/ lists

53 /kliir/ dean 53 pistl/ pistol

54 /kriiHi/ cream 54 pistla/ pistols

55 /kyu1t/ cute 55 raisl/ missile

56 /go*/ go 56 mislz/ missiles

57 /gwendojlii/ Gwendolyn . 57 pesld/ pestled*

53 /glo:/ glow 58 mask/ mask

59 /gre«/ gray 59 maskt/ masked

60 /hat/ hat 60 masks/ masks

61 /hwain/ whins 61 fez/ fuzz

62 Ayu:/ hue 62 prizm/ prism

63 /vairy' vine 63 retzd/ raised

64 /vyuj/ view 64 prizn/ prison

65 /iW thing 65 dazl/ dazzle

66 /twast/ thwart 66 dazlz/ dazzles

67 /tril/ thrill 67 dazld/ dazzled

68 /t^UIz/ thews* 68 hit/ hit
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Baf« £ Initial Vowel Final Hef, j

(t) • - 69

t 70

n 71

1 - 72

z 73

d 74

t - 75

s 76

d - 77

> t 78

Z 79

a 60

1 - 81

z 82

d 83

1 mm 84

• 85

n «■ 86

s - 87

t 88

1 - 89

z 90

d 91

z mm 92
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Ref. Ho. Initial Ra f« Ho» Final

69 /hits/ hits

70 /blits^ blitzed*

71 /bets/ button

72 /baitl/ bottle

:,73 /baitls/ bottles

74 /baitld/ bottled

75 /eitt/ eighth

76 /eitts/ eighths

77 /hid/ hid

78 /midst/ midst

79 /bidV bids

80 /bldi^ bidden

81 /pedl/ puddle

82 /pedl2/ puddles

83 /pedld/ puddled

84 /widt/ width

85 /wldts/ widths

86 /tiiy^ tin

87 /tons/ tense

88 /tanst/ tensed

89 /penal/ pencil

90 /pensla/ pencils

91 /ponsld/ pencilled

92 /tins/ tins
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lef. # Initial Vowel Pinal Ref. it

(n) (z) d 93

t - 94

• 95

1 - 96

Z 97

d 98

d - 99

z 100

t - 101

-8 102

1 - 103

B 104

d 105

1 - 106

z 107

d 108

0 - 109

t 110

i - 111

d 112

t - 113

B 114

1 m 115

P - 116
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Ref. No. Initial Ref. Ho. Final

95 /klenzd/ cleansed

94 /dent/ dent

95 /dents/ dents

96 /saantl/ mantle

97 /mantlz/ mantles

98 /mantld/ mantled

99 /lend/ lend

100 /lends/ lends

101 /jsauzeadt/ thousandth

102 /tauzendts/ thousandths

103 /handl/ handle

104 /bandlz/ handles

105 /handle/ handled

106 /kenl/ kennel

107 /kenlz/ kernels

106 /kenl</ kennelled

109 /bunc/ bunch

110 /bunct/ bunched

111 /oanj/ change

112 /oanjd/ changed

113 /tenj/ tenth

114 /tents/ tenths

115 /til/ fill

116 /help/ help
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Initial Vowel Final Raf. /

(1) (p) t 117

a 118

b - 119

B 120

m - 121

d 122

z 123

f «■» 124

t 125

a 126

t - 127

a 128

a - 129

t 130

z 131

t 132

a 133

d - 134

2 135

n Hi* 136

2 137

o 138

t 139

j - 140
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Ref. Ro. Initial Ref. Wo. Final

117 /taelpt/ helped

118 /helps/ helps

119 /belb/ bulb

120 /belbz/ bulbs

121 /film/ film

122 /filrad/ filmed

123 /films/ films

124 /gelf/ gulf

125 /engelft/ engulfed

126 /gal fa/ gulfs

127 /twelft/ twelfth

128 /twelfts/ twelfths

129 /fails/ false

130 /wailat/ whilst

131 /hilz/ hills

152 /hill/ hilt

133 /hilts/ hilts

134 /oild/ old

155 /foilda/ folds

136 /kill/ kiln

137 /kilns/ kilns

138 /file/ filoh

139 /filot/ filched

140 A®lj/ bulge
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Bef. H Initial Vowel Final Bef. ti

(1) (j) d 141

B 142

t 143

k - 144

a 145

t - 146

8 147

▼ - 148

d 149

z 150

t - 151

a 152

r - 153

P - 154

t 155

a 156

b - 157

d 158

z 159

a t 160

P t l6l

f - 162

8 163

. ,
s - 164
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Ref.No* Initial Ref. No. Final

141 /beljd/ bulged

142 /weli/ Walsh

143 /welflt/ welched

144 /milk/ milk

143 /milks/ milks

146 /milkt/ milked

147 /mulkts/ mulkts*
148 /delv/ delve

149 /delvd/ delved

150 /delve/ delves

151 /halt/ health

152 /belts/ healths

153 /far/ far

154 /karp/ carp

155 /harpt/ harped

156 /harpe/ harps

157 /kerb/ curb

158 /kerbd/ curbed

159 /kerbs/ curbs

160 /wairmt/ warmth

161 /wasrrapt/ warmth

162 /teri/ turf

163 / terfa/ turfs

164 /kers/ curse
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Raf. t Initial Vowel Final »«*• l
(r) (a) t - 165

8 166

z 167

t - 168

8 169

d m 170

z 171

n - 172

d 173

z 174

1 - 175*

d 176

z 177

o 178

t 179

i «• 180

d 181

0 182

8 «•» 183

z 184

V - 185

d 186

z 187

+
w - 188

• 189

0 - 190
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Ref. '«o» Initial Ref. Ho. Final

165 /karat/ cursed

166 /barats/ bursts

167 / fars/ furze

168 /ko»rt/ court

169 /ko irts/ courts

170 /kard/ card

171 /karda/ cards

172 /tarr/ turn.

173 /tarnd/ turned

174 /tarnz/ turns

175 /karl/ curl

176 /karld/ curled

177 /karla/ curls

178 /pare/ perch

179 /parct/ perched

180 , /sar.a/ surge

181 /sarjd/ surged

182 /hari/ harsh

183 /aisberg/ iceberg

184 /aisbargz/ icebergs

185 /karv/ curve

186 /karvd/ curved

187 /karvs/ curves

188 /hart/ hearth

189 /harts/ hearths

190 /hie/ hitch
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flef, £ Initial Vowel Final Hef. /

(c) t

r

191

i - 192

d 195

n WW 194

X 195

1 m 196

X 197

d 198

8 - 199

t 200

& 201

1 202

8 m 203

d 204

a - 205

a 206

d 207

k - 208

8 - 209

t - 210

8 211

t - 212

8 213

1 - 214
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Ref. No. Initial Ref. Ho. Final

191 /hiot/ bitched

192 /j*j/ judge

193 judged

194 /enjiy' engine

195 /enjnz/ engines

196 /keajl/ cudgels

197 /kedjlz/ cudgels

198 /kedjId/ cudgelled

199 /fifi/ fish

200 /fifiV fished

201 /fi«V fission

202 /bull/ bushel

203 /rut2/ rouge

204 /ru*8d/ rouged

205 /viMiy' vision

206 /viSns/ visions

207 /vi2nV visioned

208 /kiV kiok

209 /kiks/ kicks

210 / tekst/ text

211 /tQksts/ texts

212 /sikst/ sixth

213 /s ikato/ sixths

214 /aksl/ axle
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Ref. / Initial Vowal Pinal Ref. #

v<)

e

(«)

n

1

z

d

1

z

d

k

g

(1)

z

d

215

216

217

218

219

220

221

222

225

224

225

226

227

228

229

250

231

232

233

234

235

236

237

238

239



Ref.No. Initial Ref. No, Pinal

215 /akala/ axles

216 /kilct/ kicked

217 /akts/ acts

218 /bekiy^ beckon

219 /cukl/ chuckle

220 /^&g/ bag

221 /baga/ bags

222 Aa®V bagged

225 /byn*gl/ bugle

224 /byuiglz/ bugles

225 /byuiglV bugled

226 /rin/ ring

227 /riW rings

228 /rind/ ringed

229 /tank/ thank

250 /_tankt/ thanked

251 /tanks/ thanks

252 /ankl/ ankle

255 /ankls/ ankles

254 /la liet/ length

235 /lenkjes/ lengths

236 /angl/ angle

237 /anglz/ angles

238 /angld/ angled

239 /liv/ live



gs&JL Initial ▼owl final Saf. /

▼ a 240

d 241

n 242

1 243

m 244 '

a 245

4 m 246

■ 247

a 248

d 249

n 250
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Ref. No. Initial Raf, No, Final

240 /livV lives

241 /livd/ lived

242 even

243 /levl/ level

244 /brej/ breath

245 /breti/ breaths

246 /brii*/ breathe

247 /rita^ rhythm

248 /brii*a/ breathes

249 /bri«4d/ breathed

250 /hiitn/ heathen
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4*54 Conment on final consonant dusters.

A oompariBOn of the statistical material on Persim and English

consonant clusters reveals combinations of up tc four in English but only

two in Persian (see 4*311* 4*314* and 4*353)* This fact* from the evidence

gained in teaching EngLish in Afghanistan by both British and American programs*

does not result in interference of any proportion worth mention* Once

established* the final voo pattern in Persian permits expansion (additional

consonants) allowing the production of up to four in EngLish with facility.

It will be noted from the charts in 4*514 and 4*533 that the coverage for

Persian is of no discernible pattern in contrast to English. The chart for

final consonant clusters in Persian could no doubt be expanded with additional

examples further corroborating the scatter patterning of final sequences.
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5»0 Grammatical interference.

5.1 Graaaatioal theoryi Preliminary.

The following discussion of some of the grammatical differences between

Persian and BngLiah assumes that interference is a factor to be dealt with as a

result of differences* Statements about the grammar of Persian are based on

An Outline of the Analysis of Persian by A. A. Samandari, Afghan Persian by

0* T. Hodge, et al., Kabul Persian by J. C. Wilson, Jr.* and a synthesis of

these descriptions. Our analysis will be exemplificatcry rather than textual*

The approaoh will be largely that of the neo-Firthian school as defined and
2

elucidated by M. A. K. Halliday in "Categories of the theory of grammar."

5.11 The soope.

Only selected areas of differences will be discussed. Sinoe the

thesis does not attempt to deal with an analysis of grammar per se it was felt

that any attempt at a comprehensive description would be out of place and add

unnecessarily to the length of the thesis. Therefore, attention will be

concentrated on differences rafter than on systematic analysis although this 1s

presupposed and has made possible the statement of differences that will follow.

5.12 Baaio assumptions

In talking about grammatical differences the following assumptions are

made for both Persian and Bnglish as in fact they are for all languages!

*A. A. Samandari, 19&4» An Outline of the Analysis of Persian. Dissertation,
Department of Applied Linguistics, University of Edinburgh{ C. T.Hodge, et al..
I960, Afghan Persian. Washington, D.C. t State Department, foreign Service
Institute) and J. C. Wilson Jr., I960, Kabul Persian, Washington, D.C.I
State Department, foreign Service Institute.

^M. A. K. Halliday, 1961, "Categories of the theory of grasmai;," Word 17.241-92.
for further elaboration of this particular theory see the following*
M. A. K. Halliday, 1965* "Class in relation to the axes of ohain and ohoioe in
language," Linguist!oa and Angus Macintosh, M. A. K. Halliday, and
P. D. Strevens. 1963. The Linguistic Soisnoes and Language Teaching. London*
Longsans,
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l) language 1b patterned, 2) language is made up of unite, and 3) unite

reflect this pattemoent in their arrangement or sequential manifestation.
*

Halliday has aet up in his linguistic theory three levels of analysis, namely

the level of subatanoe, the level of form, and the level of situation* These

three axe related by two interlevels, that of phonology-graphology relating the

level of substanee to the level of form and the interlevel of context relating

the level of form to the level of situation*

Phone

tioe^^^^^
' Linguistics

Substance Form Situation

Phonic Phonology Grammar Extra
Context textual

Graphic Graphology Lexis features

As can be seen from the above diagram &$ level of substaaoe there are two

kinds, graphic and phonio from which the phonology and graphology derive and

materialize* At the level of form grammar and lexis appear and at the level

of situation relevant non-language aspeots of utterances (substance and form) are

defined*

In general this thesis has followed the above aoheme. There will be no

attempt to justify the use of the above mentioned theory nor to explain the

ohoioe of the theoretical categories both of which are outside the scope of this

thesis*^

A. K, Halliday, 1961, pp. 244-45* The following ohart is from p. 244*

^For this aspect of linguistic theory see Halliday, 1961, and also Geraldina I*
Hay and Elisabeth Ingram in consultation with B. D. Huddleston, (programmed by),
1964, M* A* K* Halliday Categories of the Theory of Grammar* (o) H. A. K.
Halliday and The School of Applied Linguistics, University of Edinburgh.
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5*13 Tha level of grammar.

We shall deal with the level of grasmar which is defined ly Halliday as

follows, "Granmar is that level of linguistic form at which operate closed

systems. Since a system is hy definition closed, the use of the term 'closed*

here is a mnemonic device} but since 'system* alone will be used as the nana

of one of the four fundamental grammatical categories*•• it is useful to

retain 'closed system' when referring to tha system as the crucial criterion far

distinguishing granmar from lexis*

A closed system is a set of terms with these characteristicsi

(a) the number of terms is finite) they can be listed as A B C D,

and all other items IS... are outside the system*

(b) each term is exolusive of all the others) a given term A cannot

be identical with B or C or P.

(c) If a new term is added to the system this changes the meaning at

all the others

The four fundamental categories of grammar considered adequate for a

general linguistic theory are unit, structure, olass, and system and of these,

unit is unique in that it does not vary in delioaoy*

5
Hallidsy, 1961, pp. 246-47* A further distinction as shown by the above diagram
is between grammar and lexis* "Any part of linguistic form whioh is not
oonoerned with the operation of closed qystems belongs to the level of lexis*
The distinction between closed system patterns and open set patterns in language
is in fact a oline) but the theory has to treat them as two distinct types of
pattern requiring different categories* For this reason General Linguistic
theory must here provide both a theory of grammar and a theojy of lexis, and
also a means of relating the two* A description depending on General Linguistic
theory will need to separate the descriptions of the two levels both from each
other and from the description of their interrelations*" p. 247*
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5*151 Scale of delicacy.

By delicacy Is meant depth of detail or further out of descriptive

categorisation* Thus scale of delicacy accounts far variability of likeness in

terms of a scale the most general endpoint of whioh states what is common to

the largest number of items, Ignoring the more detailed distinctions* The

more general distinctions are considered as primary elements at the primary

degree of delicacy* Progressively more detailed differentiations are

accounted for by what is known as secondary delicacy. These distinctions

Ideally should be made until there are no more that yield further differentia¬

tions.^ In this section on grammatical differences we will not attempt to

reaoh this ultimate endpoint of detail but will nevertheless deal with a

degree of secondary delicacy detailed enough to reveal relevant differences for

teaching purposes* In comparative-descriptive grammatical theory it has been

noted by S. K, Verma that convergence between two linguistic cystoma occurs

with greatest similarity at primary degree of delicacy and shows greatest

divergence as deeper outs of delicacy are made* We will, therefore, be

interested in differences which occur at primary delicacy exactly because they

will at a further degree of delicacy produce more or further revelations of this

difference. This does not imply that areas of convergence at primary delicacy

will not show differences at a deeper level of delicacy*

5*152 Baals for grammatical comparison.

Here again the problem of "difference" and "sameness" needs to be

^See May and Ingram, 19&4» Set 9, pp. 1-4, See also Hslllday, 1961, pp. 262-67*

h. K» Verma, 1964, A Study in Systemic Description of Hindi Grammar and
Comparison of the Hindi and English Verbal Groups* Ph.D. Thesis, University
of Edinburgh, p. 234*
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qualified for in any oomparison we must state what the properties are that

unite items as same and what properties separate them as different. Between

two languages this problem becomes apparent at all levels and at the level of

grammar is handled by the categories established for that level. These

theoretical abstractions are general enou^i to be applicable to all languages|

hence a comparative statement of their units, structures, classes and systems

becomes possible if we mate cur primary correspondence at the highest level of

abstraction*

As V, 3, Allen puts it, "The problem is to establish a framework of

grammatical analysis within whioh categories sat up fur one language oan be

rigorously identified with those set up for another language and so given the

same label. Without suoh a framework there is the danger that the same torn

(e.g* 'ablative' or 'perfeot') may be given to functionally incomparable categories

(or comparable only in a vague or notional manner)." The same label is of

course no problem as long as we are defining our labels intra-linguistically for

each language and then extracting an abstract category or categories with

properties common to both languages. This state of affairs foroes us to look

for functional equivalence of abstract categories as a basis for coalescence of

categories and thus a basis for oomparison. This would not be possible if we

eould not go beyond form to establish funetional equivalence at the level of

situation. lllis feels that "comparison of formal meaning is ultimately-

dependent upon some identification other than formal, ainoe this by definition

is always intra-1inguistio, whereas contextual meaning relates to extra-

linguistic situation. Such terminal points of the formal framework as sentence,

®W. S. Allen, 1954, "Statement for conference on archiving," International
Journal of American Linguistics 20|2.84.
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and. language itself, are identifiable aa corresponding only In relation to

situation, and henee the other formal elements within the framework are

identifiable ultimately so too* Thus the formal criterion is ultimately
9

dependent on the contextual."

Culture

Situation

Utterance

The above figure represents the relationship between form and situation for a
"x • f

meaningful linguistic utterance whereby utterance V operates in situation X of
i j - - : v •

culture 1, and utterance Z operates in situation Y of culture B. Situation X

and Y overlap to the extent that we can say that utterance V and Z share the same

situation and are translation equivalents* This is done by establishing

relevant features of situation X and Y as identical*

The utterance must be defined to encompass the largest unit of granmar,

the sentence, which can be expounded by a word or any other unit of granmar*

At the level of situation we again must have an adequate theoretical

framework as a basis for any comparison of meaning which must ultimately be

based on the assumption of cultural overlap.*® (See 3*3 ff* of this thesis for

a fuller discussion*)

^J. 0* Bills, 19&4t Toward a Theory of (General) Comparative Linguistics.
Typescript, p* 26* To bo published by Mouton & Co.

*®I take thia tern from J. Lyons, 1963, Structural Semantics* See pp. 41,
71, 82 for development of this concept.

A B

<i (
A
:)o

A

T Z
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5*2 Interference at the level ^ ar» a provisional
definition.

Grammatical intarferenoa ocoura when in tha area of language defined

above as grammar, these olosad systans of are transferred to tha production

of closed systems of L^. Weinreiob cites the following examples of grammatical
interferencei "Interference of [^grammatical]] relations can be of several types.

(1) Tha replica of the relation of another language explicitly conveys an

unintended meaning. Example t A German speaker says in English this woman loves

the man on the model of German diese 3*rau llebt der Maim, intending to communi¬

cate the message 'the man loves this woman', but producing the opposite effect.

(2) The replica of the relation of another language violates an existing relation

pattern, producing nonsense or a statement which is understandable by implica¬

tion. Example' A German speaker says in English yesterday came he on the model

of German gestern kam er. meaning 'he came yesterday'. A third type, which

constitutes interference only theoretically, consists in the unnecessary

imposition of a relation to a language where no obligatory relations exist in

the equivalent domain. For example, if a native English speaker were to

maintain the English-type word order of SUBJECT + VERB + OBJECT in his Russian

speech, this would be superfluously monotonous, but would not violate Russian

grammar,""^ Weinreioh systematizes these grammatical interferences as those

of order, modulation, agreement and dependence.

On this same point Lado makes the following observation "... that the

grammatical structure of the native language tends to be transferred to the

foreign language. The etudent tends to transfer the sentence forms, modification
12

devioes, the number, gender, and case patterns of bis native language."

^Weinxeioh, 1955» p. 37-8*

12e. Lado, 1957# Linguistics Aoroaa Cultures. Ann Arbor' University of
Michigan Press, p. 58.
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5*3 The category and unit structure of Afghan Persian.

Unit as one of the four previously mentioned categories of tine

Hallidayan theory of grammar has the following subdivisions for English which

will also serve for the description of Persian. They are in order of rank

from highest to lowest as followst

Sentence

Clause

Group Rank scale

Vord

Morpheme v

This then is a hierarchy in which each (except the lowest) of the five

units listed will consist of one or nore than one of the units next below.

These then beoone available as labels for stretches of language (utterances) in

both English and Persian and form the base for a description at the primary level

of delioaoy. These labels, however, are defined independently for each language,

internally consistent for each linguistio system. Only when this is done oan a

legitimate comparison he made, free from the influence of one system on the other.

As Bills has so olearly stated comparison between two linguistic systems must

auke reference to something beyond formal meaning in order to establish two unite

aa being analogous for comparative purposes. As he suggested, this oan only be

done at the level of situation where we oan establish that a certain unit of

language A will operate in the 'same', overlapping situation of language B. The

following diagram attempts to show this relationship and to account for meaning

on the basis of linguistico-cultural overlap.
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The diagram in making reference to tha linguistico-cultural grid refers

the reader to 1.32, 3*5» 5»3» and 6.33 where fuller applanations are made. Let

it suffice here to say that the grid pictured in 6.33 is for this diagram the

same althou^i of different diagraa&tio ahape and being dealt with in more detail

and leas general frame of reference. The use of circles refers to linguiatioo-

cultural correspondence from near total correspondence to total laok of

correspondence s~\ between two llngulstio or cultural (linguist!oo-oultural)

items .

Linguistico-cultural overlap

Situation

Form

\o
\ /*

/

Grid v_/

\ £\ X
/7V '(Dj

\Q /\ /\ /

/ \&

\

\£\

Meaning

B

Since the sentence is the highest unit recognized as having independence,

we will talk in terms of the utterance as given and the sentence as one

utterance. Va may call all othera in the unit category utterances as well.

The eentenoe from a distributional point of view la the maximum unit of

gramaatioal description of analysis. Robins states, "Therefore, the sentence

is conveniently taken as the largest unit of grasmatioal analysis and the upper

limit of structural statement at the grammatical level. Certain consequeneea
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follow frcaa this* A sentence is by definition grammatically complete (the

alleged 'incomplete or elliptical* aituationally tied sentences are complete

in those situations)| it may, therefore, be preceded and followed by-

indefinite pause or silence, together with those phonetic features associated

in eaoh language with prepausal position. ...Mere briefly a sentence may be

called a potentially complete utterance. This congruence between the

grammatical and phonological levels, though it is potential rather than always

actual, is an additional characteristic of the status of tee sentence as a

15
structural unit."

In Hallidayan terms the sentence is made up of one or more of the units

next below on the rank scale.

5.31 Primary structure of the sentence.

As has been mentioned in mors general reference the elements of the

sentence are made up of the unit next below on the rank scale, the clause, and

that there is a one to one relation, i.e. one clause equals one element in

sentence structure.

5.311 Sentence types.

Persian sentences have two defining relationships, that of dependence

(or presupposition) and coordination. While their operation is of value to

list briefly no great amount of space will be devoted to teem, as differences

with Snglish are not outstanding. The relationships of clauses within the

"^R.H. Robins, 1964, General Linguistics' An Introductory Survey. London1
Longmans, p. 191.
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sentence are as follows J^

1) Dependence t

/// ag& xubut sutra buid//tanxaii biland nara biti«///
'if good clean was wage higb me give*

2) Coordination!

///nan noikar buidua//wa Bunas pe sSxizmat butde sb///
*1 servant was and you bearer were'

In the example for dependence only a representative sentence is given and the
15first clause is dependent on the second or presupposes it#

3) Simple sentence!

///man raftua/// 'I went'

4) Compound sentence 1

///man zanga zadum//ut darwazara waiz kard///
' I bell rang and door open did'

///ashaiteiri kei na!madii//man raftus///
'beoause didn't come you I left'

Here we are introducing the symbol to stand for an independent cr free clause

^The following boundary markers are in current use at the Department of
Applied Linguistics# University of Edinburgh! ///#...../// eentenoe;
// // clause | Ql 4] V® olaase (Bank-shifted) j

interrupting clausej interrupting group| |_ J R/S
group) /*...../ word or morpheme

^See Samandari, 1964* where he states that the relationship in coordination
is one of presupposition and recursion as well. He therefore allows the
following equation! Dependence-presupposition, non-transitive, recursive
AlB - BiC - CiD (hut not AlB • AlC)) coordination-presupposition, transitive,
recursive XiT • TiZ • X»Z.
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as Man in a simple sentence or as seen linked in a compound sentence. The

bound clause is represented by the symbol ft . The symbol & stands for

linkage. In Persian as in English the elements at sentence rank are Oi. ,

& t ft t ft ft •

The above non-context defined sentences y together with the one

following, illustrate the most frequent possibilities for elements of the

compound sentence in Persian*

5) Included clause.

///mat diliab <^pas as iinket a:madand^> rafte*®///
•we last night after that they came left'

The following general remarks on the above sentence types should he

made. In unlinked coordinate sentences ( oC (£. ) linkage is a feature of

intonation. Although the sequence (/?£<) and ( oc/3) are both possible (ft<K)
is more common. In coordination sequence linkage of and in relation to

one another ie as follows! ^ precedes & oL and ft precedes &/? . indicate

interruption of one element hy another. Discontinuity is seen where either

eft or ft may be interrupted by another /? element but not by another •

5*312 Dependent elements.

Within the element ft further outs in delicacy are possible. Three

main divisione at the secondary degree of delicacy are made. Samandari calls

these secondary elements the "three term ays tern of vector of dependence" whose

exponents are additionlng clauses (+/?), conditioning clauses (x/?), and

-reported olauses (1 ft ) .
The analysis of ft at the secondary degree of delicacy reveals aignifi-

cant differences in conditioning and reported olauses. Since they are a system
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of three their significant differences can only he understood in light of

their relation to each other.

Additioning clauses («*• & ) are defined as being introduced by the

initial element /ki/, inability to precede <K (it may interrupt or follow) and

distinguished from a rank-shifted clause by the absence of terminal defining

/i/ in the preceding primary element of clause structure which is expounded by

a nominal group. (Primary elements of clause structure and rank-shift will

he defined i ^

'London that biggest oily of world is in

inglistan garair dairad///
England place has'

Conditioning clauses (x /i ) are defined as being introduced by an

adjunct (a class of words expounding the primaiy element of clause structure A),
and able to precede or interrupt <X • While the structure of theae dependent

clauses may not seem unusually different from English their exponents are of a

considerable difference. Note the following examplet

///aga Suma I mara me tx&iste id//ba Buaat kotmak meikardus///
'if you me were asking to you help I were giving1

If you had asked me, I would have helped you*

However, since our interest at this point is in the structure of the sentence

that a difference exists in the exponents of the primary element in olause

x/3

and the relationships of its elements ^ and /3 , let it suffice to say here

^Samandari, 1964, p. 72.
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is uasd in both the conditioning olause and tha free clause to denote the

meaning to contrary-to-faotneas•

Reported clauses in Persian are of two kinds, active reported (i/?a)
and reflective reported (i /5r),

Examples i (» a)
1) ///ul gnft//mari»s asturn/// oi a

•he said sick 1 am*

2) ///ui guft//ki mariiz aatvmj// ot % /? m
•he said that siok I am*

3) ///ui guft/ki marl t z ast/// 0Ci/^a
'he said that sick he is*

Numbers l) and 2) are identical exoept for /ki/ which is optional and

number 3) is less common than the other two. All the above examples can be

translated into English as the indirect form ///He said//he was siok./// leaving
the first example to stand also for the direct ae well. Here direct and

indirect are used to designate the two kinds of reported olause in English,

e.g. ///He said//*I am sick."/// ///He said// he was sick./// Because of

the ooaleeeenoe of two forms in Snglirt) to ens in Persian it is questionable

whether tha direct-Indirect opposition of Ssaandari is a legitimate one. The

construction of the reported clause (t/S ) in Persian is conditioned by the

class of exponent of the verbal group (Ygp) in the oC olause at P (predicates

place in the structure of the clause). The reason for making this statement

is shown in the following table of alignment.
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Reporting clause (%/3 ) in Sngliah and Persian

(X | $ d °i. | /3 ad
He said, "I aa sick*" < ' > ///ui guft//(ki) mariiz as tuny///

c>< ■ <*- »/? a*
He said he was sick. < > ///m guft//ki aarits aat///

Since the active reported form (« ^ *) in Persian is used in both oases of
d i

direct and indirect reported (t/S ) ($/3 ) in Bngllsh and the active indirect

form (t/3 *) is often ambiguous when a seoond party is referred to, i.e. someone

other than the speaker, the opposition direct-indirect of Saaand&rl is mis¬

leading, different from Snglish, and used in quite a different manner. To

avoid ambiguity, in Snglish, direct and indirect are different as to form

and this is correlated with meaning and use. in Persian to disambiguate

the indireot-aotive form from the possibility that a seoond person was being

referred to the direot-actlve would be used.*' Thus in Persian two possibili¬

ties of reported clause are seen (i a) and (i/^r), the farmer with a sub¬

division (iand (» {3 made on a common-leas common axis,

are those reported clauses which follow the class of words expounding Tgp in

cX clause structure, e.g. /guftaa/ 'speak', /puirsiidaq/ 'ask', etc. and

(»/3T} are those clauses which follow another class of words at P in the

structure of , e.g. /tasaitm kardaiy/ 'decide', /xaiBtan/ 'want',

/tasavotr ksrdaV 'think', etc.

17'See ocenents on this point in Samandari, 1964* p. 18, also L. P. SIwell-
Sutton, 1963, Slenentary Persian Grammy, Cambridget Cambridge University
Press, p. 105 and . 3. Rastogueva, 19^4, A Short Sketch of the Grammar of
Persian. The Hague 1 Mouton and Co.
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A Chart of Independent and Dependent

Elemente of the Persian Sentence

-4

One other aspect of the coordinate sentence in Persian, already

referred to in the above chart as fX Z, needs mention, i.e. the extension of

meaning and of formal structure of the one verbal element either forward or

backward to include and serve by implication the other clause of the coordinate
18 19

sentence* Shis is oalled by Huddle3ton and by Samand&ri a zeugmatic

feature of clause structure*

18
E* D. Huddlebton, 1963, A Descriptive and Comparative Analysis of Texts in

French and English a An Application of Orammatioal Theory. Pnpubliahsd
Ph.D. Thesis, University o4 Edinburgh, pp. 44-49*

^Samandari, 19M* P* 22*
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///ui maris8 bu»d//ui mat juir/// z

U & OL
he sick was and we well*

///man na//la»kin baraidarsm raft///
(X & X*"

♦I not but ay brother went*

The seugmatio feature of sentenoe atruoture ia not unknown in English but its

manifestation in exponence is different at the clause rank and the limitations

of its anaphoric or oataphorio nature are different.

5.52 Primary elements of clause structure.

Primary elements of the olause in Persian (whioh is that unit between

sentenoe and group on tha rank seals) are adequately accounted for by the

following constituents» Subject (S); Object (0){ Adjunct (a); Complement (c) j
and Predioator (P). While these five primary elements are the same in name

2Q
for English (see Hallidsy's theory of grammar ) and Persian, (based on the same

theory) they are nonetheless independent of one another based in each case on a

self-consistent description of the language in question and are themselves

abstractions. The fact that there are five elements in clause structure in

bold) languages may be related to their common Indo* European heritage.

The description of the primary elements of olause structure is

dependent on the analysis of the group, or unit next below on the rank scale,

thus we will talk about the exponents of primary elements in terms of the groups

that operate in them.

2QHalliday, I96I.
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Primary Elements and Groups Operating in Clause Structure

Claasa
elements ▲ S C 0

Group A&P Igp Rgp ?gp

Occurrences
in olauao e>°/0 l/O l/° 1

Exponenta 1,2+ 1,2+ 1*2+ 1

In the above chart the number of oocurreneea of exponents of -the

primary elements of clause structure are listedi at A, any number or nonsj

at S one or none) at C one or none; at 0 one or nonej and at P one.

There are instances of utterances without P but they are special and will

not be dealt with in this description. A full description of Persian would

then need to inolude an element Z at clause rank for these items (what we will

call minor in the verbal group at P). The number of exponents filling

primary elements A, 3, C, 0, P may be one, two, or more than two in all

oases exoept the P element whioh has a one to one exponenoe.
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p

s p

0 p

c p

A p

s 0 P

0 s P

s c P

s A P

A S P

s 0 A P

0 s A P

A 3 0 P

0 A S P

A 0 3 P

S A 0 P

s 0 A C p

s A 0 c p

A 0 3 c p

A s 0 c p

0 s A c p

0 A 3 c p

raftuw
I wont

m raft
he went

mra Alldun
bin 1 aaw

xulail buiduw
happy I was

ditrots raft
yesterday he went
man tura dltduw
1 you saw

kaira nan taaatm kardva
work 1 finished

ui xasta Mod
he tired was

ni bi bawar raft
he to market went

dltrots padarit atmad
yesterday his father ease

kltaba as samitn bar daifltut

he book from floor took

kltaiba ui bi man daid
book he to ae

unia man tura dltdta
there X you saw

tura ditrots padarlm dl»d
you yesterday ny father saw

dlirois qalama ui glrlft
yesterday pen he took
padarlm dl»ro»s tura dlld
ay father yesterday you saw

man mra ditrots xuiail ditdum
I him yesterday happy saw

wan ditrots mra xulatl Aitduw
I yesterday him happy saw

dlirois uira wan xuiatl dliduw
yesterday hiw 1 happy saw

ditrots man u«ra xulatl ditduw
yesterday 1 him happy saw

uira wan dltrots xuMail dledoa
hiw I yesterday happy saw

uira diiroia wan xulatl dltduw
him yesterday I happy saw

21
Samandari(

been adapted
1964» p. JO. Our chart although basically that of Samaidari has
to Afghan Persian in matters of transcript! on and certain vooabuLaxy
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Prom the above table we can make the following statements about the

combination and sequence of primary elements of Persian clause a truoture i

1) P is the final element in clause structure except where for emphasis
22

it may precede the final element.

2) 0 when present stands next to P and precedes it*

3) 0 when present precedes C when present which stands next to and

precedes P.

4) S, 0, and A are in free distribution to eaoh other, preceding P

and preceding C when present*

The particular sequence of elements is, apart from a formal description, context

defined as is their probability. Secondary elements at 0 are as follows> 0r
and <T. 0r is marked for specificity and 0~ is not, the marker being the bound

morpheme suffix /ra/ (after items ending in a vowel) or /•/ (after items ending

in a consonant).

5 *321 The concept of raakahift*

When any group (lfgp, Vgp, eto.) expounding an alement of primary clause

structure (3, 0, P, eto.) is filled by a clause rather than a group (or word)

we say that the clause is rankshifted. In Halliday*a words, "The theory allows

for downward 'rankshift'i The transfer of a (formal realisation of a) given unit
ox

to a lower rank*" J An sxnple of this is the following sentence where a olatse

is operating at 3 in clause structure t

22Hota that in spoken Persian this rule is abrogated by the possibility of P
preoeding A of time or place and the imperative where P may he either the final
alement of twoi the first element of two) or the medial element of throe*
See Samandari, 1964, P* 54 far examples•

25Halliday, 1961, p. 251.
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III jjjMn nainilab naxurinfjj bet tar as///
I supper not eat better is

Rankshifting nay take place at 0 as well as at primary elements of Sgp struc¬

ture, namely Q and H. These elements of Hgp structure will be explained

below*

However, between Persian and English we do not see in the operation of

higher units at lower on the rank scale any differences in oonoept* The

differences are all Inherent in the different ordering of primary elements of

clause structure and the student wees the oonoept of rankshift in EngLisb as

analagous to that in Persian given the differences in place ordering in the

clause*

5*322 Systems operating in clause atruoture,

Systems operating in clause structure oan be defined as the System of

P Position (which we will look at in some detail); System of Transitivity (whioh
we will not oonsider sinoe it presents no differences not already inherent in

the placement of primary elements of clause structure); System of Linkage (and

Discontinuity) (whioh has been adequately oovered above under sentence types)}

and the System of Binding (which will be briefly mentioned)*
Of the systems operating in clause a truoture the most innocuous in

appearance and yet troublesome in practice is that of the affirmative-

interrogative opposition (actually a secondary system whioh will be shown below

schematically)• In spoken Persian the interrogative is distinguished from the

affirmative by either a question word or rising intonation. To indicate the

interrogative in writing, where intonation is used in speech, a question

marker /aiyai/ (with no other function in the language) precedes the normal
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Indicative word order* This is & double system extending to sentences other

than those in which a question word is used* i.e. /kit/ 'who', /kudain/ 'which',
etc., all of which operate very much as the question word operates in English.

Thus the Afghan student has but two types of sentence structure, those with a

question word and those in the normal indicative word order. This causes

considerably interference because in English he must learn to use word order as

a means of indioating the interrogative.

The System of P Position in Persian yields three categoriesi P as

fixed in final position) P absent) and P as non-final element, designated

respectively normal, minor, and emphatic.

System of P Position

r normal (-P) - r affirmative

Clause)
* minor ( - )J I- interrogative

emphatic (-P-), (P-)

Interrogative

Persian)

IngUsh*

spoken L question word

(on affirmative word
-71 order)

written —]__

Cpoken -ritten-

question marker (on affirmative
word order)

i- question word

- word order

As has been indioated earlier, far emphasis the P element in clause

structure may not b# the final alemsnt. When this occurs P will be next to

the final element.
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The Sjystem of Binding baa bean alluded to under sentence types where

the dependent olauae ( element) is bound to the independent ( ac element) by
an exponent of one of the primary elements of clause structure. Thus we

may find the binding element to be an exponent of 1, S, 0, or P. These will

not be exemplified here sinoe the use of these elements structurally does not

oariy differences of any magnitude. In this instance the differences lie

more wltt^ the situation in whioh these structures oan or cannot be used.

5.35 Primary elements of group struoture.

Ve will consider briefly the nominal group (Kgp) occurring at S, C,

0, and A in olaise structure and the verbal group (Vgp) which operates at P

in olause struoture. There are also occurrences of adverbial group (Agp)

whioh will not be dealt with here.

5«331 Bomlnal group (Hap)« primary elenente.

The Bgp elements are Bead (H), Modifier (M)t and Qualifier (Q). Their

sequence is fixed, that is, they are place ordered, the same exponent with no

morphological changes oan occur in all three places. Samandarl gives the

following example of this using the morpheme /dvj *two'i^
/du nafar almadand/

Two persona came*

/du be I tar ax yak ast/
Two bettor than one is.

/kitabi du better ast/
Book two better is.

M H Q

/bestarlsn seibi Biritn biti/
Best apple sweet give.

^Samandari, 19&4» P* 4^*
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There are eeoondaxy divisions or qualifications of categorization for

all three elements and the olasses of morpheass which fill these are in them¬

selves different from English as well as being ordered differently* Ve will

discuss the subdivisions at M. There are three, Demonstratives (d)

Numerals (n) and Weights and measures (w), and their oocurrenoe is in that

order*
m a q

i i 1
d n w

/ faqat set pau maslu/
only three pound butter

Subdivisions of d reveal a further place ordering of elements all

demonstratives or qualifying adjectives, e*g. l) /tanai/ 'only*,/faqat/ 'just* |
2) /itn/ Hhis*, /a.in/ 'that1! 3) /cinitn/ *like this', /oil/ ♦what',

/kudaia/ 'which*, eto. For purposes of description they may be designated

dj, dg, and dj*
The following exemplificatozy sentence shows the subdivisions of d

in relation to n and w and in turn to H and q*

HgP
1 I f
x H q

■ ^
d n w

i—i—i

S *3

/faqat itn Sinitn du pau masks t safe id blti/
just this like two pound butter white give
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Within the seoondaxy element n there are two possible elements* the

first being a ohoice of either an ordinal ♦ the superlative suffix /i ie/ or
a comparative adjective ♦ the superlative suffix /i»V» and the seoond being

a cardinal number* (Ordinals without /i*V 8X0 expounded at Q*) The

following diagram illustrates this chain and choice sequence!

Exponents of n are as follows! n^ » /kalatntariix/ 'biggest*, /be«tariir\/
a

'best* | iij - /smali.tr/ 'first', /duwumiii/ ' second' | n^ "/yak/ 'one', /dt)/
'two', ete* The following Ngp Illustrates this relation of to n^i

f 1

\ °2
/xubtari in du xaooa/

best two bouse

There are no subdivisions of wf the following are examples of items

occurring in this spot!

/kisloi/ 'kilo', /mitr/ 'meter', /pai^ 'pound'

/oatxak/ '4 pounds', /siir/ *16 pounds', eto*

The primary element H in nominal group structure if followed by Q bas

the bound morpheme /i/ and the quallfier(e) Q (for eaoh Q there is one /1/
and there may potentially be an Infinite number of sudh items expounding Cl/.
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Example! /xainsi25 safeidi biraidarl man/

house white brother aor

•■gr brother's white house'

As has been mentioned above, at Q, an unlimited number of qualifying

items may appear as a string following H( each connected to the preceding by

the bound morpheme /i/» By 'qualifying items* we mean to lncilude rankshifted

nominal groups as well as single adjeotival, enumsrative, and substantive items

and when present the possessive pronoun or a rankshifted clause as terminal in

the string* The H/SC1 may follow an element or elements of the string but

is more often the only exponent of Q.

Diagramstieally I
Q

, ,

i 1 i 1
a o s tl/SSgp R/8C1 ear Pose*

Exponents at

a (adjeotivals) -/surx/ 'red*, /buzur^ 'big', eto.

o (ordinals) - /aval/ ' first', /duwiaq/ 'second', eto*
g (substantives) - /kair/ 'work', /riiaisii/ 'arithmetic', eto*

Ve are further able to say that may be final oar non-final* Nan-
26

final is recognized by the presence of the bound morpheme /i/ and final is

2
orda ending in a vowel, e.g. /xana/ on adding the hound morpheme /i/ reduce

to /e1/ as final vowel phoneme.

2*It should bs noted that while in Afghan Persian the bound morpheme oonneotor
/l/ appears the same in speech it is two different items in writing which come
from a common source in middle Persian* In Iranian Persian, however, they are
not only different in printing but also in pronunciation*
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either marked or unmarked. Marked final is expounded by the indefinite

murker /i«/. Diagraaatioally i

pKazked ( /i»/ ) indefinite
rPinal

S Uftwarked or /ra/ (refer to 0r)
-Nonfinal ( /l/ ) connector

Examples at

Marked! /xanei safetdii xariiduV
'house white (a) bought (I)'

Unmarked! /xane« safe id xaritdus/
'house white bought (i)'

Mon-finali /xanei safeidi man/
'house white qy'

Examples of Qg as final element!
/kitabi xuibi rafiiqi beratdari tut/
•book good friend brother you*

The good book of your brother's friend*

/lea si ke» dliroiz anaad imjast/
'person who yesterday eaae here ie*

H 4 (H/SC1)

The k/SNgp operating at Q may appear as one of two or mors elements of or

the only element*

/kitabi xusbi rafitqi mac/ *sy friend's good book'
H U

H Q <4 (V«®)
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/kitabi rafiiqi xuibi man/
H Q. Q

E Q (R/SHsp)

•the hook of ay good friend.'

Other examples of Qi ^

/mutdiiri qalami maxsuisi nasybulhukumet wil&iyiti kandahar/
head pen apeoial governor province Kandahar

•Private Secretary of the governor of the Province of Kandahar*.

H Q

H * H Q (H/SNgp)

H Q (Vs»gp) Q (VSKgp)

Samandari gives the following example >

/me fvei daraxti eetbi Viritni dossti baratdari maV
fruit tree apple sweet friend brother my

•The fruit of the sweat-apple tree of my brother's friend.*

H Q

H H Q (H/3N«p)

H Q (H/SHgp) Q (E/SNgp)

S Q (fi/SHgp)

Recursion in Kgp structure by means of the bound morpheme /i/ presents

not only a teaching problem in word order whioh cannot be remedied by reversing

the items and placing them before Ht but also a problem in relationship. The

bound morpheme Jif is in the most general sense a connector. It translates
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as 'of'» ths bound possessive morpheme /■/» has no lsxieal equivalent being

carried lay place in Hgp structure, e.g. /daraxti setbi Siring 'sweet-apple

tree1, /xamei maV bouse', etc.

The Persian speaking student may therefore be expected to generalise

onto the EngLish lexical item 'of' or the bound possessive morpheas /s/ the
uses that /i/ has in Persian. This type of transfer leads to 'house of ay' or

'the fruit's tree' or other ungraamatical sequences relating to the structure

of the Hgp in Persian. Ve see the teaching problems of the Hgp in English

arising from the differences of arrangement of primary and secondary elements

in Persian and of the classes of items that fill these elements*

5*331 Systems in Hgp struoture.

In the nominal group in Persian we find the following systems operating!

The system of number, the system of plurality, and the system of pronominals.

Within ths Hgp there is no oonoord between the primary or secondary

elements, number may be represented at H or within the ordinals at n but this

is irrelevant within the Hgp* Examples of no oonoord within Hgp struoture

follow!

MH - /im xaina/ /iin xatnahai/
'this house* 'this houses'

HQ - /xainsi xxxb/ /xainahaii xub/
'house good' 'houses good'

The relevancy for plurality at H and n resides between the Hgp end the verbal

group (Vgp). There may be oonoord between the Hgp mud the Tgp in the same

clause (conditions to be explained below) or in other words between S and P in

the same clause* Concord between 3 and P in the same clause occurs when the

exponent of 3 is a olass referring to persons (human beings), e.g. /iin baoa
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maktab meirawad/ 'this bqy- goes to sehool' and /iin baoahai maktab

meirawand/ 'this boys go to school1. To show respect to the parson referred

to, however, P oan be plural although S Is singular, e.g. /naiybulhukuaa
talritf awardand/ 'the governor was so kind as to come'. The opposite occurs

(8 ia plural but P la singular) when the exponent of S is a class referring to

inanimate objects or animals when P remains singular even though S may be

plural, e.g. /ruti mats kitab u kltabcahai aat/ 'on the table are books and

notebooks'.2^

Teaching concord within the Ngp and between Ngp and Vgp in English

for the Afghan student will present a teaching problem for he will be asked to

make distinctions wltbln tbs Ngp he is not in the habit of making and between

the Ngp and the Vgp he will find a different distribution of concord on a

different basis of categorization.

The vestige of gender remaining in the English pronominals In the

third person singular is also a difference to take aooount of for in Persian

none exists at all. The existing distinctions wifrin the Persian pronominal

System between formal and informal do not exist in English and where the student

goes from a system of distinctions to one in which they do not exist and more¬

over oannot be mads,,interference does not manifest itself. Ve are referring

to the one form for 'you' in English and the two in Persian /tv/ and /Sumai/
which may he diagrammed for their formal/informal use as followsi

2^Elwell-Sutton, 1935» P» 25 and Rastogueva, 1964, P» 48.
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Persian Singular Plural

Formal

Informal

/Vumai/
/lumai/*

/W

28*/Bumathai/ ie also a possibility.

BngLlah One form, 'you'* with ttiese distinctions impossible.

5.34 fbe Verbal (Vgp) group.

To give a fhll description of the Vgp in Persian is beyond the limits

of this thesis and although Saaandari has attempted a description of the Vgp

in terms of Halllday's "Categories" etc., the differences which we will deal

with are best presented from a somewhat different point of view. Ve will,

however, draw to some extent on the analysis for the looation of differences

in the general theory. In this way what is said here will be oonsistent

with preceding remarks about the Ngp as well as those about ths clause.

The Vgp operates at element P in clause struoture and for every F
29

there is one Vgp and vioe versa. Elements operating in the Vgp at primary

delicacy are the finite, non-finite, nominal, negative, subject and object

(enolitio) elements. The following systems also operate in the Vgp namely

that of finiteness (in whioh we see mood and tense), voice, transitivity,

polarity, person and number. Sinoe the formal outwozkings of these do not

reveal differences of significant proportions, e.g. enolitio subjeot and object,

the formal structure of verbal items in English and Persian present no possibility

2®Raatogueva, 1964* p. 29, "In the colloquial language there also ooour forms of
the secondary plural maha 'we', 8omaha 'you1, which sometimes even penetrate
into literature."

29Thia holds with the following exception: /da18turn meiraftun/ 'I was going'
eto. whioh Samandarl, p. 56, suggests suould be called two verbal groups.
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for interference, since English has no enclitic possibilities, we will not

giro a great amount of space to description or example. In passing it

/should be pointed out that teaching problems are possible in dealing with the

negative due to the strong tendency in Persian for the negative particle to

appear prior and adjacent to the Vgp whereas in English this is not necessarily

the ease.

The use of the nominal element in the Vgp in Persian is for the speaker

of Persian a veiy ready means of creating a verbal element by employing a noun

or adjeotive with such verba as /kardaV /iudaiy' 'become', /daidaV 'give',

/giriftai^ 'take', /raffcai^' 'go', /amadaay' 'ooma', /butdan/ 'be', /ditdaiy' 'see',
eto. Wilson lists over $0 of these verbal groups (there are marqr mors) of

whioh the following are representative.

Nominal alesent Vgp

/fikir/ 'thought* /fikir: kardaxy^ 'to think'

/petB/ 'before' /pet8 Sudan/ *to come (or go) forward'

/a»b/ 'water' /a»b daidan/ 'to water'

ISxaaples of adding a nominal element to certain verb forms might in English be

compared to the conversion of adjectives and nouns to verb forms, e.g. water,

to water, 'be watered the flowers1} fire, to fire, 'he fixed the stove'} red,

to redden, 'his face reddened with eaoh word', eto. On the other hand the two-

word verb in English may be confused by the Persian speaking student, whereby he

will attempt to extend its construction along the lines of his own. Such verbal

units as look out, look up, put up, put out, sto. oause teaching problems in that

they may allow intervening elements under certain conditions as to certain of the

compound verbs in Psrsian but under different conditions. Two-word verbal

5<Vilson, I960, pp. 63-6.
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elements In English are beat conceived of ae being factors of a meaningful

situation rather than being composed of two elements the sua cf which equals

the meaning of the two in isolation* While this may also be said for Persian

there is also a real sense in whioh the elements (nominal plus -verbal) are a

sua of the two in combination.

Is to a system of gender* there is none in Persian, and although only the

vestiges of one still operate in English it is enough to give some occasion for

interference, e.g. in the third person singular where English has a tripartite

division and Persian has a one term system with no gender represented*

English Persian

m* he

f. she /nt/ 'he, she, it'

n* it

This difference is what Carroll^ calls a divergent difference since has

one term and Lg ha® three. We are asking the student to make three distinctions
by using three linguistic symbols where he previously used only one*

As has been implied at the beginning of this section formal features of

the verbal group reveal differences with a small potential of interference for

the teaching situation whereas the situational employment of these forms reveals

marked differences in many oases due to skewing on the semantic level. An

example of this is the employment of the verb 'want,wish' plus dependent clause

with the subjunotive where in English the simple present progressive would be

used, e.g.

21

J. B. Carroll, i960, "linguistic relativity, oontrastive linguistics, and
language learning," International Review of Applied Linguistics 111.1-20, p. 18.
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Persian Situation English

/ma aetxaiyum ket
landau burus/
*1 want that London

1 should go.'

Airport, two passengers waiting
for their flight to leave. One
asks the others, Where are you going?

'I'm going to
London.'

Another example of tense

/atmaV

•He oame.'

shifti

A group of ohildren are awaiting
the arrival of gpests. Those
in the yard on seeing the guest
ooas into vlsw in tha distanos

oall to thoss in the house...
He's coiy\iirv^>
'They're ooming.'

Ears a change of tense for a common situation would suggest a difference in

point of view toward the event being described between the two languages.

Persian Situation English

/oil tuV There is an aooident. A bus 'What happened?'

/baaskil zetrl hite a cyclist end ths 'The bus ran over

earweta lu^ biqycle la run over by the the bicycle.'
'What happened?' The bus.

bicycle beoame under
the bus.'

/oil #ud/ A cup lies broken on the kitchen •What happened?'

/piiaila likista lud,
floor. There are two ohildren 'The cup fell on

as meis aftaid/
standing nearby as the mother the floor.'

enters. ('Who broke it?')

— The above two examples are more a shift of polnt-of-view than tense since it

would seem that a aooial oode of etiquette is operating here. In both examples

direct reference to the person causing the damage is not made either by the one

asking about the incident or by the one giving information. This phenomenon in

Afghan culture has wider ramifloations involving several (perhaps many) kinds of

interpersonal relationships, e.g. husband-wife, employer-employee, teacher-student,

police-pedestrian, etc. where deference is paid to the person oausing the aooident

or involved in it in suoh a way that direct referenoe is not made to those
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involved* It is usually very clear who is involved but this remains an

implicit understanding between the participants* Persian can* of course,

cover the situation where the direct reference to the agent is made, i.e. 'Who

broke the cup?*, but this is certainly not a usual pattern of oomnent on a

situation of this nature.

▲ further illustration of the laok of personal reference is seen in

the following examplet

Persian Situation English

/paiisa ba kair Son to father or servant to 'X need money.'
ast/ employer t Money far some

'Money is needed*' personal need.

The cross-cultural implications of this are immediately seen as being

important since in American culture direct reference is the usual pattern

(the ultimate question 'Who broke the cup?' would be asked) and it is thought

proper to admit involvement* This difference between cultural meanings of a

situation eould render the Afghan student impotent in a similar situation in

American culture (and conversely an American rude and impolite in Afghan culture)

if he has not learned the soolal meaning of the situation in whioh he is speaking.

It would mean that he is using an Afghan social code but with English utterances.

It should not be overlooked that there are verbal conventions in EngLish for

1 saving face' but employed by different participants and in different situations*

Thus what qppears to be a gramnatioal difference at one level may, when viewed

for similarity via situation, find a more far-reaching sooio-oultural explanation

attached and at this point sooial anthropology and sociology should provide

insight into the question* This aspect of meaning will be dealt with in 6* as
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cultural meaning but we might add that to tha axtont the cultural meanings of

an utterance differ to that extent we are not talking about the same situation

although the physical objects mey be equated*

Persian Situation English

/agar awai xutb batfa Discussing the possibilities 'If the weather is

mat rotzi jutma metla of a pionio* nice* we will have
xatheim raft/ a picnic*1
*lf the weather should

be good* we will go on

a picnic Friday*'

Again the Persian presents a difference in tense involving point-of-vlew

in that the subjunctive is used for a future time when probability is uncertain

whereas in English the present is used* The Persian suggesting that if the

weather (locking to the future from the present) should be good there will be a

picnic; whereas the English suggests that if the weather (looking at the future

as if it were present) is good thers will be a picnic*

5*4 Situation and linguistic differences.

As we have seen from the previous example* formal differences are not the

only ones the student deals with in his acquisition of a foreign language. Be

must also deal with the meaningful use of form and structure in a social situation*

This we oonoeive to be the goal of language teaching*

Naive suggestions have been made that in foreign language teaching we are

essentially teaching structural (by which they mean granmar) differences* The

following quotation from Lado is a oase in point* "All of these [units and

patterns of linguistic structure^] can be summed up in the general observation

that where the native language of the student and the foreign language differ
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structurally there is a learning problem and the nature and description of the

problem depend on the comparison of the two language structures... Learning

the problems , that is, the structural matters that differ between the two

languagesi is learning the foreign language* The non-problems will be picked
32

up by exposure to the foreign language and transferred from the native language."

To say the least this statement is an oversimplification and has contri¬

buted to a fallacy now rampant in the foreign language classroom, namely that

we are teaching the language if we are teaching structural differences. A

structural comparison as we have seen does not reveal all (only a small portion)
of the differences students must master in learning a foreign language. We

must not assume either that "differences" axe all that needs to be tau^it. Zf

we were certain as to what a "difference" is between two languages this approach

would have some validity, but this is not the case for we are ever presented

with the task of assessing what is similar end different between any two

languages. Criteria for this delineation of similar and different elements are

not well understood either by linguists or psychologists. Added to this is Hie

fact that differences in the area of use, i.e. what structures and lexical items

are used in what situations must be the overriding criterion for Hie construction

of teaching materials. This fact is woefully underestimated if not ignored by

the Lado fallacy.

Because of this in Hie next section we will explore the field of use of

certain lexical items in Persian and their glossed 'equivalents' in English

taken from the series of texts now in use in the schools of Afghanistan.

'^Robert Lado, 1961, Language Testing, Londonj Longmans, p. 17.
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6.0 Linguistic-cultural interference at the lexical level.

6.1 A definition of lexical Interference and preliminary statements.

In the same way that we can make reference and provisional definition

for phonological and grsuaaatioal interference so we can also refer to lexical

interference. This will be defined as the transference of the instantial(

potential and cultural contextual meaning (expanded below) of an item or items

in in the production of Lg discourse. This definition only applies to the
use of lexical items in connected discourse, i.e. when the subject is exercising

his eapaoity for language in Lg. Capacity for language inoludes all those mental
capabilities for perception and abstraction evident in the developing ohild and

the adult whereby perceptual invariants, preoperational intuitive thinking,

concrete operational thinking, and formal propositions! thinking"1" in the

linguistic sense are acquired and used.

Contextual meaning must be taken to include instantial, potential and

cultural meaning as defined below in this chapter. Contextual meaning as a

basic ooneept is seen as a relationship between form and situation and is based

on statements of J. R. Firth and the further writing on the subject ty
2

M. A. K. Halliday and J. 0. Ellis. The oonoept of oontext presupposes

Halliday'e classification of the levels of linguistic analysis (see 1.32 and

3.12 above) and other theoretical categories and scales (e.g. the oonoept of

delicacy (see 3*3-31) integrated by Halliday into hie scales and originally used

"*"J. B. Carroll, 1964» Language and Thought. Bnglewood Cliffs, M.J.i Prentloe-Hall,
Inc., p. 78* where Carroll comments on Piagat's intense and protracted experimen¬
tation on language acquisition in the child.

^M. A.K. Halliday, 1961, "Categories of the theory of grammar," Word 17*243 and
J. 0. Ellis, 1964, "°n contextual meaning," (preprint to appear in a volume of
studies in commemoration of J. S. Firth), p. 2.
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by A. Mcintosh as well as instantial and potential contextual meaning incor¬

porated by Ellis into hia theory of contextual meaning but originally used by

Mblntosh.) (See 1.32 above for a fuller discussion of contextual meaning.)

6.2 Further comments on the linguiatico-cultural grid.

Although prior reference has been made to the Unguistico-cultural

grid (see 1.32, 3*5, 3*3) a recapitulation and expansion will be made here as

it is at the lexical level that this ooncept has its most comprehensive applica¬

tion. The statements that follow bring together ideas put forth in the three

above mentioned sections of the thesis.

Starting as it were from the outside and working in we may begin by

making statements about culture. Culture may be said to consist of Ma set

of inter-related, partially arbitrary expectations, understandings, beliefs or

agreements, shared by the members of some social group, which can be shown to

influence (or to have influenoed) the behavior of some members of that group."'
This statement by Book, an anthropologist specializing in the correlates between

language structure and social structure, nevertheless has still defined culture

in line with the older more olassioal definitions. (See 1.41 for a reference to

these definitions.) Book recognizing the interrelationship between language

and culture defines culture in a manner that would also equally well serve for

language. Thus it seems that we must in one sense include language in culture

but in another sense we cannot talk about culture without language for apart from

what is so-called material culture language serves as the vehicle for both the

overt expression and transmission of cultural material.

'p. K. Bock, 1963, "Social structure and language structure,n a paper presented
at the 1963 meeting of the American Anthropological Association, San Francisco,
California (pre-publication oopy, restricted distribution) also appearing in
bis The Social Structure of a Canadian Indian Reserve. A 1962 Harvard University
Doctoral Thesis, p. 136.
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The thesis has to this point attempted to give necessary background

for the significance of language acquisition and use in the second language

situation. ify ooneem here is to make further general remarks on the possibi¬

lities of the organization or networks of the Unguistioo-cultural grid.

As shown in chapter 2 there is a long hlstozy of thought and research

on the relationship of language to thought and perception and as this relates to

sooial man in his environment. Whorf has essentially taken the position that

language dictates our thought and actions, whereas others, Bernstein for one,^
have taken the opposite view that the sooial role dictates language. It would

seem that both views concern the same thing — what we have called the linguistieo-

oultural grid. ®taese interpenetrating networks are realized via social selection

of linguistic items both linguistically and extra-linguistically defined. Saplr

with characteristic insight and clarity of expression sees language as "completely

interpenetrating" with all direct experience.

It seems clear from these present-day discussions (see in 2. remarks by

Carroll, perhaps the moat intimately acquainted and knowledgeable assessor of

Vhorf's ideas as they relate to researeh in language and thought today'*) of the
total range of linguistic relativity that the following stand is reasonable and

in line with current thinking in linguistics, sociology, psychology and anthro¬

pology, namely that language and culture interpenetrate... the former providing

the particular sooial milieu and the latter providing the material of expression,

a circular relationship but also interpenetrating and interacting. Although up

^B. Bernstein, 19&5, "A sooiolingulstic approach to social learning." in J.
Gould (ed) A Survey of the Social Soienoes. Londont Penguin (paper).

"*J. B. Carroll, 1963, "Linguistic relativity, contrsstiwe linguistics, and
language learning," IRAL Hl-20; and C&rrcll, 1964*
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to very reoently language has not been viewed by sociologists as anything

more than another cultural institution, such as family or religion, language is

now being reexamined as a sooial force and a defining influence between the

biological and sooio-oultural orders* With the link between these two orders

ooming into the fore for investigation not only by lingiists but other disciplines,

Bernstein feels that "the clarification of this link and the resultant theories

may well have oonsequences for control as exciting as the progress in our under¬

standing of the genetio ooda."^ The new look at language by sociologists and
7

sooiolinguists' also imputes to language this unique role by seeing it as either

"an integrating or divisive phenomenon? as the major process throu^i which a

0
culture is transmitted? the bearer of the social genes."

It is the individual as locus of this interpenetration who must be seen

as the unaware partner in linguistic and social interplay and also as innovator

and changer* * • creator and originator* Our view is that a somewhat less extreme

view of linguistic relativity will more realistically represent the facts, e.g.

^Bernstein, 1965, p* 144*
7
\k fbller listing of references in my "Sthnolinguiatic bibliography with suppor¬
ting material in linguistics and anthropology" which appears as an appendix in
this thesis can be found for this convergence of disciplines but the following
references indicate the direction and extent of some of the research 1

S. Saporta (ed), 1961, Psyohollnguistics: A Book of Headings. Hew York? Holt,
Hinehart and Winston; D. H. Byrnes, 1962, ''The ethnography of speaking," in
T. Gladwin and W, C. Sturtevant (eda) Anthropology and Behavior, Washington, D.C.*
Anthropological Society of Washington (Smithsonian Institute)? G. H. Mead, 1936,
Mind, Self* and Society* From the standpoint of a social behavioriat. Chicago*
University of Chicago Press; G. Miller. 1951* Language and fruaan Communication*
Hew York* McGraw-Hill? P. H. Hymss (ed), 1964* Language in Culture and Society*
A reader in linguistics and anthropology. Hew York* Harper Row? and C. S. Osgood
and T. A. Sebeok (eds), 1965, Psyobolinaaisties» A Survey of Theory and hesearch
Problems. with A. R. Diebold, Jr., A Survey of Psyoholinguistio Research. 19".4-1964.
Bloomingtoni Indiana University Press.
8
Bernstein, 1965, p. 143*
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that man can and does take an objective look at hie linguistic and social world

and ie also capable of understanding and entering actively into another linguistic

end cultural milieu. Shis does not deny the constraints of language and society

on the individual as he unselfconsciously operates in a sooiolingiistio complex;

it only attempts to show the inadequacy of a view which ignores man's essential

control over both.

6.3 The corpus under discussion.

She oorpus of material analyses for lexical differences consisted of all

new and different lexical items used in the eight texts, Afghans Learn Ehgllsh,

(see 1.33 for fuller reference). These lexical items had been alphabetically

glossed with their Persian equivalents at the end of each text in which they were

introduced* They totalled 1093 items. The use of the term equivalent here

only includes the equivalence for that item in the oontext where it is introduced

in the text. This will be more fully explained. All items were given what the

editor, translator, and teachers considered to be the translation equivalent for

that item in the particular oontext and subsequent use in -the text. The

assumption was that the item would be used consistently in this sense or meaning

and glossed anew if it were used in a different sense. Since different senses

of one item did ooour in the oorpus we found items in English with two or more

translations or different items in English with the same translation. It is

these differences that ws are concerned with here because they reveal with sharper

contrast the significance of interference of lexical items at the level of

meaning.

6.31 Categories of the oorpus.

All items were transposed onto 3x3 cards an example of which followsi
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These soma 1100 oarda vara than classified along two diffarant axes,

l) the grammatical/laxloal and 2) tha prasenoa or absanca of aurfaoa oongruanoa

between tba Snglisb and Persian. Wa will disousa tha first only briefly ainoa

it was found to exclude differences worthy of mention by a division which proved

irrelevant to tha purposes of the analysis.

The purposes of the analysis ware to l) ascertain tha semantic domain

of all items and 2) assess tha degree of non-congruence between these domains

in Persian and tha glossed item in Snglish. 5) to make groupings of items

along several axes such as convergent/divergent, related/unrelated and

synonony/polysemy •
The basis for the grammatical/lexical division was based on the criteria

mentioned by Halliday in "Categories of the theory of grammar,"9 (seo 5. for a

fuller treatment) where be points out tha lack of any clear out division between

9Sl. A.K. Halliday, 1961, "Categories of the theoxy of grammar," Word 17t241-92.
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the two categories. He suggests that a oline^ operates for all items between

what are fully grammatical, e.g. items that axe easily a part of a closed system

such as 'this/that* (where the totality of their contrast can be accounted for in

closed system grammar) and what are fully lexical, e.g. 'chair* or 'door' (where

the totality of their contrast with other items oan never be reached as a closed

system| these particular examples are members, however, of an open set with

common collocates). In the middle ground are such items as 'in, at, on' or

'if, seeing that, in case*, or 'often, frequently, never' "where the number of

possibilities is limited but large and the interaction of one choice with others

is still fairly complex."** In spite of the laok of a clear cut division between

grammar and lexis they represent two distinct -types of patterning which require

different categories and although Halllday has provided a comprehensive theory
12of grammar he has only indicated the direction a theory of lexis should take.

But further research and a tentative formulation of a theory of lexis has been

attempted by J. M. Sinclair in "Beginning the study of lexis. "*^

^lalliday, 1961, p. 249* "A cline resembles a hierarchy in that it involves
relation along a singLe dimension) but instead of being made up of a number of
disorete terms a cline is a continuum carrying potentially infinite gradation."

**M. A. K. Halliday, Angus Mcintosh and P. D. Strevens, 19&4, The Linguistic
Sciences and Language Teaohing, Londoni Longmans, Green and Co., p. 22.

12Halliday, 1961, pp. 273-7.

*^J, M. Sinclair, 1963* "Beginning the study of lexis," (To appear- in a volume
of studies commemorating J. R, Pirth) mimeo, University of Bdinburgh.
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As Indicated, above it was found that the formal categories of grammar

and lexis did not divide the corpus into significantly different groups as to

content, i.e. there were on the basis of a formal analysis such sis outlined in

6.33 differences of like nature which needed to be accounted for in both. A

categorization was therefore devised to divide the corpus acoording to surfaoe

congruence or lade of surface congruency. The criteria for surface congruence

was then defined as translation equivalence in the broadest sensei.e. the

potential meaning as W9ll as the instantial meaning of the items were the same.

The addition of the term surfaoe was neoessary to indicate that this congruence

is more apparent than real, in that any item glossed as the equivalent of another

as the instantial meaning and with no greater potential still must be seen as

diverging in its cultural meaning. As an example we may take the item 'apple*

and its equivalent /seib/ as being translation equivalents, i.e.

having surface congruence but with different cultural meanings as derived from

their use by the participants of the respective cultures. Therefore, we

propose to discuss three different types of meaning, instantial, potential,

and cultural.

Before proceeding to the above mentioned point a further word should be

said about semantic domain. This la conceived to be the interlocking domains

of items between English and Persian* Semantic domain of an item is that item

with its intra-langusge associates. All items of this study will not have a

semantic domain but all will have a cultural range. It is possible for some

items that difference will only lie in the cultural range, for example in the

oase of a physical object such as 'apple*.

^J. C. Catford, 1962, Towards a Theory of Translation, (to appear, Oxford
University Press in the near future), raimeo, Edinburgh University, pp. 4-7» 16-20.
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Reference here suet be made to the above use of instantlal and

potential meaning* The terms are taken from J* 0. Ellis, "On contextual
15

meaning" where they are used as follows, "The potential contextual meaning of

a formal item is the range of possible contextual meanings of that item considered

In abstraction from any textf its instantial contextual meaning is the actual

meaning in a given instance of occurrence in a given place in a given text with

a given situation."^ The terms contextual meaning* context* and situation

are teohnioal terms explained in 1.32 and defined in Ellis, "On contextual
17

meaning." The use being made of instantial and potential meaning in this

thesic is as follows. Instantial meaning will refer to the given instance of

the lexioal or grammatical item in the above mentioned texts} the potential

meaning will refer to the total possible meanings of the items as given in the

dictionary, in the oase of Persian, Halm's English-Persian and Persian-English
lfi

Dictionary* All items were, therefore, oheoked first with the text to

ascertain that their translation was eorrect (a small group of errors were found)

and then examined to ascertain whether the potential meaning as given by the

diotionaxy was in fact different from the instantial as used in the text and

glossed*.• whether the dictionary entry listed other possible uses of that item.

Because of the nature of the material, beginning texts rel ying heavily on

concrete observable phenomena, this group of items with no other meaning than the

15
J. 0. Ellis, 1964. "On contextual meaning," to appear in a volume of studies

in commemoration of J. R. Firth. Mimeo, University of Edinburgh.

l6Ibid., p. 3.

17Ibid.. pp. 1-5.

*®S. Halm, l958-9» The Shorter Persian-English Dictionary and The Shorter SngLlsh-
Peraian Piotionary (2 vol.), Teheran* V. Beroukhim and! Sons.
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one used in the corpus proved to be by far the larger portion of the oorpus

and will be dealt with as to their cultural usage with exemplification of their

differences•

6*32 Points of view of the analysis.

As there are three possible viewpoints from which to analyse 1he material,

I shall outline these and indioate the one that the thesis is concerned with.

The English and its Persian equivalent on each card can be viewed from either the

Persian learner*s point of view, or from the English-to-be-learned point of view

or a combination of these two. Ve are only oonoerned with the first.

1) The Persian learner's point of view. The English item to be learned

is given a Persian equivalent for a particular situation as found in the texts.

The instantial meaning of the Persian, however, is a part of a potential and

cultural meaning which the average Afghan student at the seventh class possesses.

- Instantial

Potential

0

u

1
t
u

r

eto. v )

fig. 1

The implication being made from the above diagram is that the potential

meaning in Persian is by assooiation in use a part of the instantial meaning of

the item, a fact wbioh will tend to influence the way in which the equivalent in

English is used. Although in the teaching situation we are by definition dealing

with givwn instances of an item our goal is to impart potential meaning of the

English item whioh in the early stages is unknown to the Afghan student allowing
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this void in English to he filled by the potential meaning of its Persian

equivalent. See Fig. 1.

2) Snglish-to-be-learned point of view. She itea in English likewise

has an instantial and potential meaning, a potential meaning which can only be

acquired from the correct use of its many instantial meanings. The

acquisition of the potential meaning in any language learning situation is

admittedly a slow process taking plaoe over time and exposure to the item with

its various collocates and set members as well as relevant situational features.

In one sense this is a never ending process in any language and involves a

process of oategarisat ion and generalization little understood. The language

teacher's position should be one of attempting to build the potential meaning

to a level of common usage in the second language as soon as possible fay means

of well chosen lnstanoes of its use. A diagram of this side of the learning

process would be as followst

0 Inetantial -
u

1 (
t (
u t
r Potential - (
a (
1 (

P^ is the instantial translation equivalent for while Pg eto. represent
other and different possibilities of the potential meaning of the English item.

This is another way of saying that the Persian equivalent of an item has the

same instantial meaning but different potential meaning. Beyond a certain point

of facility in the seoond language there is more economy in teaching, to dispense

Fig. 2
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with reference to eto. and teach e^ etc. in terms of E^, e^, e^, in other
words in the context of English*

3) A combination of l) and 2) wpuld show the coming together of similar

English and Persian potential meanings in the one instance of equivalence,

similar not identical since there is skewing due to linguistico-cultural
differences as will be seen in linking* see 6*6*

0

u

1
t
u

r

a

1

Instantial - E, P„

Potential -

4

eto*

Pa

V
4

eto*
V

Pig. 3

It is in figure 1 that we can apeak of Interference where the potential

meaning of an item in Persian influences the attempted construction of the

unknown potential of the English equivalent in a given instance, An attempt

at generalisation from one or a few instances of the English item inevitably

results in interference of this typ**

Since this discussion is concerned to show the interference from the first

language to the secondary language no further discussion of the potential meaning

in English will be given nor how it might interact with the potential of the

Persian item in question or how they differ V contrast and comparison. Although

both of these questions are worthy of further investigation they are beyond the

soope of this thesis and must he oonsidered as evidenoe indicating further

research in this direction.
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6.53 The method, of analysis.

The corpus aa has been mentioned was divided according to whether items

manifested surface congruence or not* All cards were then marked as followsi

surface congruence as 1 - 1 (one to one equivalence with no remaining differences

in the English or Persian item) and lack of surface congruence as 1 + (either

the English or the Persian or, as was mors often the case, both had extensions

of meaning not carried by the instantial use in question, in other words,

their potential meaning was a different quantity from the inatantial) • The

following examples will serve to illustrate these categories.

Surface congruence (l - l)i night -

house « pU.
book J{jj

Lack of surface congruence (l + )i

)... ^
say

tall- ^ tell _ ^
. < ■ jjJ i grandson ,1 *

8 ^ ^ grandchild ~ ^

y

skin
peel -

bad - thull

We now hare a three wey division of meaning, instantial, potential,

and cultural to apply to our two way division of congruence between items*

Instantial

Potential

Cultural

1-1 1 +
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The discussion of differences in maaning (and use) between items in the ooxpus

will be done in terms of the three levels instantial, potential, and oultural

and their interrelationship can be shown in the following manners

Potential

Z \
Cultural Instantial

Socio-cultural milieu

It will be noticed that the diagram haa no specification of internal relation¬

ships. This has been done because actual mental activity is diffieult to

observe from which to make valid deductions. It does not, however, seem out

of line with psychological data that we may have *n* number of ins tent ial

meanings which at the level of potential meaning are arranged for similarity or

difference of meaning usage hy the subject. Correlated with this will be the

oultural usage of the item which will contribute to the construction of inter¬

relationships at the oultural level. The instantial, potential, and oultural

levels contain the material from which the linguist!co-cultural grid is con¬

structed for the total language and culture. The above three levels of meaning

analysis must not be oonstrued to represent tbe mental procedure for their

actualization but to account for the data in the corpus and as observed in

individuals using language. At this point of research in tbe area of meaning,

meaning acquisition in the individual, and social or group meaning is frag¬

mentary both in linguistioe, psychology, and sociology; therefore, notional

statements must be made hy perceptive observers in all three fields that will
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hopefully lead to models valid for empirical statements. It would seem also

that the self observation of individuals, presented in the context of a consensus,

should not be dismissed but used as a first step in establishing the direction

research should take.

The following flow chart will indioate the categories of the analysis.

Corpus

Xnstantial

Potential

Cultural

ouriace

(P 1

congruence

-SI)

t iiaox

Belated
^

(%nonymjr)

(P1-! 1+)

or congruence

r-OLIH!-

(P 1+ • S 1)

Unrelated
(Polysemy)

(P 1+ - B !♦)

*If there is suoh a thing as synonymy. This writer tends toward the
position that there isn't. The examples in the thesis do not deal with
any items at this extreme, synonymy, or the other, polysemy.

In order to aid in making explicit the relationships of the Unguistico-cultural

grid the following diagram with comment is tentatively offered.

<Q O
c-

Item
PI + -E1+

O

The Bnglish lingnistico-cultural grid is placed on the Persian for instantial (i)^
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highlighting laok of congruence for cultural (C) and potential (P) meaning.

In this case instantial meaning is very olose to being congruent, a translation

equivalent in the particular instance under consideration. The diagram also

shows attendant items (nearby circles) for I, C, P in this hypothetical grid,

items farming part of the semantic domain of the word-item in question. These

are drawn lighter and as will be seen some overlap not at all while others do.

6.4 Divergent differences i one or more English items for one
Persian (P 1 - E !■»).

Once all items of the corpus were on cards it beoams obvious that there

were different items in English with identical Persian glosses. This type

of differenos has been referred to by Carroll^"9 (see 2. for fuller discussion)

as a divergent difference, divergent from the Persian language or learner's

point of view*

The examples discussed in this section will serve to illustrate this

type of difference. As has previously been mentioned these differences range

over the lexioal/grammatical dins making those at either and of a considerable

difference in order. Number 10 below deals with divergent grammatical

differences in general and notea their difference from lexioal.

The corpus, due to its size, cannot be considered as valid far predioting

whether Persian makes mora or less distinctions in its categorisation of

sxperienoe than English, whether it is jftpye differentiating in its nomenclature

or less. If statements of this nature can be made they must be based on a wide

gathering of data over the qcpplete range of Persian usage. While this kind

of research has not been done Gastil has attenuated to study the use of certain

concepts in Persian within the range of economics and government on the basis of

19Carrdl, 1965. pp. 17-18.
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semantic fields and their relation to similar fields in English. He concludes

tentatively, "There is a tendency for English field distinctions in the areas

of discourse examined to he relatively undifferentiated in Persian. Although

the English fields are occasionally paralleled in Persian by a multiplicity

and diversiiy of synonyms these are not employed in an effort to create meaningful
20

distinctions." It would seem to this writer that the importance of this

statement lies not so much in the fact that Persian as compared to English makes

fewer meaningful distinctions but that it reveals the basic assumption (which

will be discussed later on) that word-items of a language do carry differences

of a major character. That is, the word-item with its three levels of meaning,

inetantial, potential, and cultural or as Gastil and the Seo-Humboldtisns would

say with Its semantic field involve the learner of another language in far deeper

differences than Vhorf and his followers were willing to admit, although they

were not clear in their differentiation on this point between grammatical and

lexical difference.

The point of view taken for the discussion of the above divergent

differences is that word-items in a language have semantic domains or fields

which stand out in the context of translation with which we are dealing. This

fact causes the translator who can manipulate both English and Persian as communi¬

cative systems to gloss for two different items in English only one in Persian.

These differences represent a differenoe of categorization at the lowest level of

ooomon usage. While the physical differences are present for all to observe for

the purposes of linguistic oodifieation certain distinctions are not paid attention

ftp.atil, 1959» Language and Modernization* A comparative analysis of
Persian and English Texts. Cambridget Center of International Affairs. Harvard
University, p. 01.
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to in Persian but are in English and vice versa* At this point this writer

is not concerned whether the users of Persian may psychologically observe

these distinetions but not oode them or whether this is possible* in

interesting point would be to investigate over a wide range of word-items the

possibility of mental oonoeption without single word linguistic coding*

The following oomments on the numbered examples of divergent differences

are made at all three levels* instantial, potential, and cultural.

Persian English

read

1) /xamdsV
sing

Coming together under the one Persian item (^j y )y we find the
English read and sing. Perhaps the clearest statement to be made is that in

English we lack a word to convey the general idea of oral expression from pre¬

arranged language* i^e. a song* hook* apeeoh, etc. Traditionally within the

cultural setting for Persian the physical manifestations of what we call singing

and reading are much the same. Starting from what is regarded by Moslems as the

apex of all printed material* the Koran* the oral recitation of this is certainly

neither reading nor singing but a blend of both, • In this oase

the lade of divergenoe in Persian between these two items has a cultural explana¬

tion with wide ramifications* 'Traditionally reading aloud has a long history.

Even today when children are taught to road in school they do not read silently*

Many a Western teacher of English ha3 been most surprised and annoyed upon asking

his class to reed a passeige silently to find that they all have ignored the

injunction to silence and begin to outshout each other reading aloud* This is an
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aspect of the potential meaning of whioh differs considerably from that

of read in English. Other instances of difference in the direction of singing

could be given. The teacher of English must be amare of the fact that (j;y ly?
in its meanings is potentially and culturally different from the particular

instances where it may be considered to translate for read or aing in English.

It should be observed that with the coming of more universal educational oppor¬

tunities patterned on Western models the meaning/use of oould be said

to bs changing and coming to acquire more of the potential and cultural meaning

of its translation read.

watch

2) /ca«V
clock

hour

The gLossing of watch. clock, and hour with the same Persian equivalent,

another example of divergence but should not be confused with

homonyapr where one item covers several unrelated items, e.g. y^/ - milk,
and yJ/ - lion or in English bank ~ place for money and bank - edge of a
river. The example under disousalon should be classed as polysemy — more than

one gloss but with related meanings rather than totally unrelated meanings as in

hoaonymy. These related items form a field or semantic domain, differentiated

in English but not in Persian in the examples under discussion in this section.

while covering the threo items in English, watoh. clock, and hour,

does not cover time but its Persian translation, <•—^ f does cover hour in

some instances. Since all instances (instantial meaning) must be accounted for

in the potential meaning of an item we must allow for overlap or skewing between
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the two semantic domains»

time.

iy, p ; and olook. watoh, hour.

!/

clock

watoh

hour
V /\s9

time

Possibilities of this nature will be dealt with more fully under 6.6,

stair

3) /zilna/ /

ladder

The ooalesoenoe of the two pbysioal objects of stairs and ladders under

one label needs little oaaraent apart from the faot that in the Afghan culture

J may also apply to a notched log which we are at odds in English to

know whether to call ladder, steps, or stairs. Again we may say the Persian

is the undifferentiated, unmarked item which relies on context for

clarification whereas in English ladder and stairs are very marked and we find

reluctance and hesitancy to use either for an object (suoh as a notched log)
which we have not been in the habit of naming and which differs from both of the

21
two items in English.

4) /pa»i/ t
Xsg

foot

Ho differentiation is made between leg and foot in Persian but this does

not mean that the Persian, i , is just an undifferentiated term. It has

21
See L. Bogdaaov, 1930, "Stray notes on Kabul! Persian/' Journal of the Aaiatlo

Society of Bengal 26.123 where he points out that is the equivalent of
Iranian Persian <^j L >^' .
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its own vast range of uses and assooiations quits on a different plane from

the range of uses and associations for either of the English Items. The

following examples are not exhaustive hut suggest the range for

Persian,

I in

to be cheated

to happen

O r to gat up
L

(jj ~ to he ruined

'/>L, C
C/'

foundation
support

leg

foot

3) I to kick away

>fv to put on (the feet)

etc.

L olub-footedj bow-legged

Thus the associations for the item I in Persian present for the

Afghan student an entirely different range from English as well as a lack of

differentiation between the objects of the human anatomy whioh are designated

leg end foot in English,

grandchild
5) /naw$aa/

grandson

The fact that ehild and son come together in the Persian for grandson

and grandchild may hear some relation to tha cultural meaning of the torn

which is used to refer to ohild or son. The social sigEd&oanoe

for the family to have a son is very high in that it is felt that not to have a

son is a misfortune not only fbr the father concerned hut for the whole family
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on the father*s side* Thus when inquiring for the health of a man's family

the polite reference is to his sons/children even though he may have only

daughters. Thus in the term ,—^/y we find this undifferentiation

perpetuated* as a means of social etiquette and deference to the grandfather.

The undifferentiated term Wy preserves the status of the father and grand-

father by implicit reference to 'sons'.

8 tool

6) /cauki »/ chair

bench

The lack of differentiation in Persian for objects used to sit on and

with the defining characteristics such as legs and optional back support mty¬

re fleet the lack until recent times of this object in the material culture of

the speakers of Persian in Afghanistan. Seating is traditionally on the floor

or ground (two more words covered by the same item in Persian) and although

there are chairs in use today they are of comparative recent introduction

(considering the total recorded histony of Afghanistan) and cultural and

linguistic lag would account for the lack of differentiation for the seating

object named. Actually the term comes from Hindi and is not is use

in Iran at all... t J being the term for chair in Iranian Persian.

skin

7) /P».«V ^
peel

hull

As with all divergent differences the Afghan student will be required to

learn a greater number of distinctions than he has been in the habit of using for
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the phenomena in question. not only covers skin, peel, and hull

hut also rind, shell. orust and hark as sell as hide and parchment. On a

comparative basis between English and Persian we oan say that a semantic domain

exists consisting of one item in Persian and of nine in English.

table
8) /me Ia/

dssk

The one item serves in Persian for the two physical objects

and are oontextually disambiguated. The fact that English has this distinction

will oause the Afghan student to want to learn one item in English and use it in

all situations whether it is desk or tabls being referred to.

'/
9) /(pittas/ yjJ

ssy

^
tell

" £>J
The different uses of say and tall in English are covered by O'

y
in Persian. The use of 0X1 °^*r han& is tied the limited

use of indireot reported clauses as discussed in 5«» making the distinction as

found in English between aay and tell seem unnecessary.

10) A ward about grammatical differences of either a convergent or

divergent nature should be made. further comment under convergent differences

will therefore not be made. The fact that the method of analysis as applied to

the entire corpus turned up differences for both lexical and grammatical items

must not be taken to mean that they are of the same order. The fact that they

are items of a oline whose extreme ends are radically different should make Ibis

very clear. An explanation of a divergent grammatical difference must find

its solution in structural relationships and the fact that two grammatical items
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may- in certain instances translate to the one item in Bnglish (or vice versa)

says very little about categorisation, at least oategoxization of the kind

illustrated by an example such as ~ foot* leg.

Thus the example which follows reveals a oategorisation but of a

different orderi "What time it is?" and "What did you say? are translated

by . "that town is this?" and "What book was it?" are translated by

r IS1. If th. oba.<* toi*e uted for or .tod toout i. totod fV
is used leaving ^-2 for general unspecified referenoe* A deeper and more

t

exhaustive atudy of grammatical items from the point of view of the aemantio

domain would be fruitful but the designation might more properly be amended to

relational domain rather than semantic domain and subsumed under it.

to

/be/

at

in

with

For the above, apart from citing many score of examples for the use

of ^ (which 1 shall not do), one can only say that the wide range of possibi¬

lities for its translation into BngLish make for a very intricate teaching

problem for the Afghan student and should be dealt with at the level of structure

although there is a conceptual stance to be acquired, a point of view, which in

English differs considerably from the Persian. Thus it would seam for this oase

of grammatical item there is less of a categorization difference and more of a

conceptual difference, unless one is to think of a new oategorization of spaoial
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relationships* Note the following e*®®Plesi

Ij^f "they beat him with a stick"

"ln W opinion"

sj, 52J? / wi^ se^ ^or 0119 afghani"
"be eent to oohool"

J^ "he is at home"

~'.$ , >v "they went by oar*"

/bailai/ jA

on

above

over

op

Here* another example muoh in character with the preceding example where

spacial relationships are involved. The example of the third, singular pronoun

j / again leads the Afghan student into errors where gender should be

distinguished in reference.

he

/»./ / she

it

Laok of control in this area can produce significant errors, e.g. "Where is

John? She was hers a moment ago." (See 5.332 far grammatical reference.)
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6.5 Convergent differences» one or more Persian items far one
English (f h-El).

The following examples will be disouseed in the same manner as the diver¬

gent differences* It will be noted that they are opposite in effeot, i.e. viewed

from the standpoint of the native speaker of Persian, they can be considered as a

22
oonvergent difference. These are also mentioned by Carroll.

On first encounter it might seem that differences of a oonvergent nature

will be easier for the Afghan student to master since it could be assumed that

he will not need to pay attention to distinctions he has been in the habit of

notioing. This might have some validity if the area or oo merage dealt with

were the same in both languages. While this is seldom true at the potential

1 evel of meaning it is certainly not true at the cultural. Convergent differ¬

ences demand of the learner a discrimination in bearing that is crucial to his

correct interpretation of the message in the second lauguage for he may still be

required (depending on hie stage of learning) to filter from the potential

meaning which he has the particular instantial meaning of the item in question.

Or he may be attempting to make discriminations whioh are no longer required of

him resulting in interference from the first language. In both divergent and

oonvergent differences the cardinal aspect to be kept in mind for language learning

ie that the learner must acquire the point of view of the target language, to

quote Carroll , he 'Sauat be taught to observe and codify experience as nearly a*

23
possible in the same way as native speakers of that language."

22Carroll, 1963, pp. 17-18

23Ibld.. p. 17.
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Persian

/uquasat kardan/ ,(pi

LJ

/

English

stay

/tawaqif kardan/

- to stay in the sense of living in a place, to reside*

* to stay for a speoified time, to stop over night or for a short

"Where do you stay in Kabul?" illustrates the first and "Where are you

staying when you are in Kandahar?" illustrates the second*

/sadat kardan/
2) call

/naiadidan/ ^
The distinction made between^ ^j-**° and (jj >--*L is that between

call after and to oall by naming both covered by the one item in English, call.

/naizuk/ )

3) /aibdair/

/laigar/

i J; r.
thin

The three Persian items cover the one item in English in the following

manners refers to the thinness of cloth, _/ vJ to the thinness

of soup, paint, etc., and j) to the thinness of persons or animals.
Examples would be as follows! "This cloth is thin." ( ). "My soup

is thin." (
/ /'J M^ou 1°°^ very thin." ( ). Thus we

might make a tentative categorization of fabric, liquids, and animate objects

for the employment of the Persian items whereas in English this will not be

required of the Persian speaker learning English.
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/aarak/
4)

A»««/
^J

street

and divide the reference for street along a size

dimension, the former being a proper street in a city between blocks big enough

for two-wqy traffic of modern motor vehicles and the latter being reserved far

smaller streets, very typical of Afghan oities as well as other ancient Eastern

cities built before the advent of the oar and truck. When one is trying to

negotiate a street of an ancient quarter of the city of Kabul in a motor vebiole

one would refer to it in English as a street (not alley) but in Persian as

SiSE. been a part of the vocabulary it, on the other hand,

would here been glossed as also linking this item as a divergent item

with street and —in the following

street

"| alley

Ve shall call this llSklM or mixture of divergent and convergent differences and

will deal with them as a separate phenomenon below although if our corpus had been

large enough linking (see 6.6) would have been found to be the largest category-*

/bad/
5) ^ bad

/xaraib/ ^^
in tha general sense ia the opposite of good and is

the opposite of sound (in repair, firm, eto.). „ may refer to a rotten

apple, a ruined or wrecked house, a machine not in working order, ete* and shows

the result of an agent on such objeot. >. refers to people and ideas of

poor quality* Hare again had the corpus been larger a linkage would have been

possible with other items both in Persian and English.
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/neg&i datitaV

6) /maindar/

/duwum kardan/

if

lj y La

u >Sf'
keep

The following examples of sentences from the text point up the

differences covered in the Persian items I^I^and (jj yb and

Jg ) . "1 keep all the things people give me**
*

\ y //9> ♦ "JU poo^AO (£XV9 019* /f y y
to save or keep safe* "I keep nor shoes in a box.* (^_j >U - to put in

a plaoe for storage* "The fire kept on burning.* Y / L^
• j ^

; J U^y~

{^j > - to continue to keep on*

/*»»«*w (\^jy
/datnistan/

7)
/famidan/

/baled buidan/

Q>-

>1.

know

(jj3*
The semantic domain for know is clear in Persian entailing four items

(others might he added) from the carpus t 1) »

I j ^ * ^h*se meor be oategoxlsed in the
following manner and by means of the following sentences* L-^ - to

know a person, e.g. *1 know John Smith." ^ 'Cn°"r & *ao*f

e.g. "She knows that her father is dead." >• ^** understand
or know the situation, the relationship of faots in a solution, e.g. "Smith

knows the answer to that one." - to k110" a skill, how to do

something, e.g. "I don*t know how to guide you to the top of the mountain."
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Although not in the corpus ons oould also add - to havs information

of unquestioned origin, news, e.g. "I know he isn't ooming, John told me."

/xui daiStaiv/

8) /maitl daiitaV

/duist daiStax^

iJ-'h
-fey L

r-vyj'-'iLL
L-4
9 >

like

The following sentences illustrate the semantic domain for like where
'J
/ I } Ly/ '

the following distinctions are mads in Persian.(jyv" - to like a person

or thing, e.g. "Bid you like ihe food?" L? - to hare interest or

inclination for something, e.g. "I would like a dosenpencils."-

to like a person with the possibility of affeotion being denoted, e.g. "He

likes his mother very much." - to like in the sense of wishing

or wanting, e.g. "What would you like7"

9)
/kalaiz/

/buzuirg/

U jlI
big

IjO - big in the sense of huge or enormous and , J *f

big in the sense of being adult or grown upi tbe first referring mainly to size

and the aeoond to age.

10)
/pursain kardan/

/xaihil kardma/
ilL

*)Vu

ask

In English the item esk suggests the following semantic domains ask far,

want} request| inquire, ask for information) ask, to question. These items do
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not appear in the text but indioate the range of the item ask. The Persian

items glossed likewise do not form a complete semantic domain but oould be

Although the domains of either English or Persian are not complete from the material

turned up in the corpus they do give an indication of the categorization in

the association of politeness and deoorum also, e.g. "He asked his father for

asked the way to Kandahar."

6#6 Linking! a comparieon of semantio domains in Persian and
English (P1+ - 11+).

The following material from the ooxpus indicates that with further

researoh on a larger segment of language related semantio domains in EngLish

and Persian would be found to exist, the one being identified by the other in

each language. As was pointed out above convergent and divergent are in them¬

selves only half of the total comparison of semantic domain to be made between

English and Persian. The following example will illustrate the fact that a

particular item in English can be a member of a semantio domain and that its trans¬

lation equivalent aan also be a member of a semantio domain in Persian but that

these domains have only the one instance in comaon.

added to with euoh items as

indieates asking in the sense of wanting. There is

information, e.g. "The traveller
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While both languages have semantic domains for the items in question in the above

example thqjr are not analogous nor are they linking like the examples we will be

considering in this section* For a fuller treatment of the above example see

the appendix*

What is more interesting as well as intrioate are the examples which

follow where there is linking of entire semantic domains between Persian and

English.

Persian

\J^

P

English

beautiful

pretty

nice

good

above example of linking between semantic domains presents differences

at both tbs instantial and potential levels of meaning. The Afghan student will

find the middle ground in English between beautiful and good over-differentiated
i " '/• '

and to that extent in terms of his own use of , J jy° »
and > jP superfluous sinoe there is one term extra (apart from the fact

that the English terms, except for pretty* have alternative reference in Persian)*
Both nice and pretty become speoial problems for teaching meaning* Here research

is needed in English to define their graamatical and lexioal usage*
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2)

f'

f-

),

t'

(burning)

hot

(topld)

oool

cold

(iqy)

The above conflated scales of hot and cold can be conceived for

illustrative purposes as one semantic domain in either language. The

dotted lines overlapping in meaning and usage but are not synonyms in that

they may be employed to make a discrimination more specific than the more

general item which they overlap and which overlaps with it, e.g.
* I S

overlaps with £ > , and vice versa) overlaps with ),
and vioe versa. The central item seems to overlap on both sides in both

languages. Items in parenthesis were added for the sake of completeness

and were not found in the corpus.

Although the above example of semantio domain deals with a specified

soale of temperature I feel it is nonetheless representative of cross-

language disparity or non-oongruenoe far many areas of experience and at the

same time shows the intra-language adequacy for communication of its own

categorizations and discriminations. Therefore, in similar oases of
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stowing between semantic domains it would seem that the only adequate

orientation to meaning and use of the semantic domain of a target language

is to be found within the target 1 anguage. Again we are confronted with

the need to teaoh the student more than structures and words but relation¬

ships of new discriminations and categorisations of experience.

3>
.. J> sad

angry

In the above example the central item is not adequately

represented in English* Had the corpus been larger other items would have

had to be dealt with such as ) , another discrimination within this

domain in Persian* A difference of this nature will oause the Afghan

student to misinterpret sad and angry as they are used by native speakers

until he has come to relate them to the proper situations and experiences

in English or conversely to categorize his experience in this area in terms

of the instantlal, potential, end cultural meanings of sad and angry*

4)
X floor

ground

earth

from top to bottom in Persian in the above example the following

explanations are given to show the relationship within the semantic domain*

^f - the floor as well as the covering of the floor, a carpet)
^ - the uncovered or unoarpeted floor of may kind. Since in many
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hones this is synonymous with ground there is a cultural explanation for the

two senses of the term. But this is ground in the sense of being hard packed.

_/ki.In oases where it is loose < J Lc is used, meaning earth but also dust again

ainoe auoh of the earth when it is dry is dust.

5) jd>
^4-

ohild

bey

son

It would seem that the full potential meaning of these items in Persian

must account for the socio-oultural f&ot that sons are preferred and highly

honored in contrast to daughters in the Afghan culture. Vith this faot in

mind it seems culturally fortuitous that the term can denote boy as well

as ohild. Henoe in the rather delioate situation concerning reference to sex

of a man's children, oan be employed correctly and in good taste for all

situations even where girls aire involved and in the oase where the sex of the

ohildren Involved is not known the reference is taken as a complement — a

reference to beys, thus ameliorating what oould be an embarrassing situation.

6)
throw

drop

fall

The following sentences reveal that in English -the Persian speaker will

be required to make an active/passive differentiation for drop whieh in Persian

is handled fcy selecting ^^otr ac'ti',r® and ■> for passive.
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Note the following examples t

wu'-

"Ha threw the ball."

"He dropped the ball."

"The ball dropped from hie hand."

"The ball fell from the table."

Active

Passive

Converting the above uses of throw, drop, and fall to the symbols 'a', 'b', and

*o*j active end passive to 'A' and 'P*; and (j^J^ ty I and b*l
to *x* and 'y' respectively we have the following diagnostic representation.

Per

a

A ;-s x
b

b

P I s y

o

The significance for teaohing revealed hy the diagram is that *a* and *b' above

the broken line are non~aubstitutable (-a) whereas 'b1 and •o' are

substitutable (s) demanding that the learner discriminate consistently for 'a',

•b' usage but leae so for *b', ' o' visage while not discriminating at all for the

item *b' which in Persian la clearly separate. Thus the issue involves

grammar as well.
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7) j!y>
long

tall

high

(loud)

Note the following uses of jXL i jJ, - hlah mountaini

yLt ^ ~ i>ji » tall tree) I Lc—- long rope and the added item
" l°ud noise. The use of yi>t for rope indioates a

difference at this point from English where rope is thought of as being long.

But not covered by )//y> in Persian. Another oase of difference in

categorisation to be taught the learner.

8)

X briefcase

box

cheat

While these items are easy enough to teach if one uses realia there is

field in Persian, represented by the tire terms and t 3?

1*1 ich is interesting from the point of view of English in that briefcase cooes

together with box and chest.

6.7 Examples and ocoment on differences at the cultural level of
meaning. (PI - E 1).

The above designation (P 1 - E l) indicates that items in this category

are translation equivalents in all instances hut are culturally differentiated.

In other words ths potential meaning according to the diagram below of these
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Items cannot be considered identical between SngLish and Persian since

potential meaning has cultural meaning as its other component*

Potential meaning

IZ3-Eba<: :>• • • n
Cultural meaning ^ ' Instantial meaning

In the case of 1 - 1 translation equivalents the assumption is made that

instantial usage has nothing to offer in variation for the potential and that the

1-1 relationship is identical with the potential meaning except as it is

influenced by cultural meaning* In the examples that follow this influence will

be seen as making a dearcut differentiation between the Persian and English

items* Potential meaning is an open ended concept hence the broken line.

Instantial meaning as indicated earlier refers to specific instances of the use

of an item and is also open ended* Here the relationship is reciprocal;

instantial feeding potential and potential adding to new and different uses of

instantial* Cultural meaning ia likewise reciprocal with potential and is

drawn from the interlocking networks of social institutions hence the interlocking

boxes.

Comments made on the cultural meaning of items will be confined to

relevant features and participants* This ia in line with earlier thought on

this subject by Firth^ and Bills'^ mentioned above* Of necessity the following

2^J* R. Firth, 1957» "Ethnographic analysis and language with reference to
Malinowskl's views," in R* Firth (ed), Man and Culture. London« pp. 96-118.

25Bllis, 1964, PP. 4-5.
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statements aire made at the potential level of meaning having been built up

over eight years observation of instantial situational features and participants

for these items within the Afghan culture.

l) <> y~!?(jJ^^ - airport. On the surface these items may not

suggest any differences whatsoever. As to participants in an airport situation

the following could be named I passengers (arriving and departing)* their
relatives and friends* airport officials* pilots* stewards and stewardesses*

mechanics* ground and air control personnel, stevedores* etc. Although cultural

differences to a greater or less degree could he found in all of these we will

only speak briefly of the paeeengers. As mentioned one can only speak in

particular of what seems common to the largest number In general. Dressi

men in loose white pantaloons with long over-shirts* a western suit coat and a

karakul hat or turbanj women in long dark blue pleated veil with no portion

of her anatomy or clothing showing; children in similar clothing if a hoy and

often with masoaraed eyes* if a girl in colored pantaloons with over-dress.

Luggage* a prayer rug folded in on the contents and bound with a rope* or a

bundle tied in a many purposed doth ( \jL^ ->) * or unpainted wooden box or

tin box ( p brightly painted with flowers and scenes bearing western

or eastern design padlocks. Greeting and leave-taking* men embracing

ritualietically, women standing silently or sitting to one side.

Although much more could be said about the airport situation and partioi-
. U5 1 ,

pants in it all relevant to the cultural meaning of ° Y~ in Persian, enou^i

baa been said to indicate the nature of the differences. Indeed a full scale

In all fairness to the progress being made in the emancipation of Afghan vomer,
it should be said that an airport would probably hare an equal number without the
veil and in western dress, here again with its cultural differences as to what
type of olothing is worn when and where.
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sooiocultural description of thla segment of Afghan life vould be most revealing

on several counts, e.g. social structure of family, role of men, women, and

children, language patterns, etc.
/ / |/ 2) - bicycle. For this example and several subsequent

only & resume of differences will be given. All imported from India, Japan,

or Western Surope. Ridden by men and beys of all ages. Often decorated with

fresh seasonal flowers. Kept in one's offioe or left under guard in the

corridor of a public building, at home kept in the hall or other sheltered plaoe.

Regarded as a valued possession and used for transportation for work and pleasure.

, ^
5) " night. A particular day begins at sunset and ends the

following sunset| therefore, the evening (or part of the night between sunset and

midnight) is considered a part of the following day from the Western point of view.

For example, Thursday evening is called and not ;^, .

This difference may oause the Afghan to arrive 24 hours early to an evening

appointment.

4) 'y Li? - baker, L' - bread. A man (not a woman) in the
neighborhood f^ (j (bakery and shop) wearing brown native clothing
with a black leather apron sitting on top of his oven which is counter high.

His work includes (unless he has a helper, young boy) mixing the whole wheat

flour, weighing the dough into a standard weight for each t (loaf?, piece

of bread quarter of an inch thick 10 inches wide and 18 inches long), beating

the oven with charooal, pulling the dough Into long thin patties, slapping these

against the mud walls of the oven pit, retrieving the b when it is done

by means of a long iron fork and placing it on a cloth- ( {j—-') ) covered
counter. The last aot is to sprinkle a little water on the crust of the bread.
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3) i ' ' ) - bathroom. The features of a bathroom situation.'
^ Iv

would include a copper cylindrical tank on a amall cylindrical stove. The

tank has a tap near the bottom from which to draw the water when it is warm.

The tank may or may not be part of a water system in the house and there may

or may not be part of a water system in the house and their may or may not be

a wash basin with ooxmaoting pipes. The basic equipment is the store and tank

far hot water and & drain in the floor. The method of bathing is quite

different from the use of a tub which is not felt sanitary reflecting an

attitude toward hygiene which has had embarrassing situations far Afghans who

have insisted on bathing in their usual manner in a western bathroom without

a drain in the floor. Toilets are usually not a part of the ^ but

are outside in an alley and referred to as >'r' J& '

6) - b.4, ~ (rop®) first is the

average bed of thin tick and blankets on the floor whieh ia rolled up during

the day to save space in the same room where daily tasks are carried on,

e.g. eating, entertaining, etc. The second is a proper bed as its name

signifies (four feet) and is strung with banana-leaf rope. It is on this

that the 0 J^—S. is put and usually rolled up when not in use. Thus the
cultural meaning of bedroom as well as bed are different in Persian. This

obviously brings up the whole use made of ^ li> » house in the Afghan

cultural context. As an illustration of this one house may have several

P (i> in it while still being called ^ . Eaoh z-' ^ in
the house may be occupied by a separate but related family, e.g. the parents

with their married sons. Ancttisr striking differenoe is shown by the next item

which stretches the concept *house' to include other buildings.
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7) ~ roo° ^ar preparation of food

h as no ohairs, ho table*, and possibly no windows* is an outbuilding and oontains

only a mud and audbribk stove (oan we use the word?) on the floor of about

10 inches in height with several fireboxes. X ) (pots) of circular

shape with rounded bottoms and smaller mouths made of copper, stone* or clay

are used. There is usually no piped water and usually no drainage. Food

is prepared and brought on trays to the house where the family In its all

purpose ^ (3 eat sitting around the food on the carpet. Connected
with the whole concept of house and its uses is the question of washing before

meals.
^ n°t used for this. The family sits ready for the

*

meal while a ewer and basin with soap and towel are brought around to each

person then the meal is served. The meal is closed with the Bisamilah. a short

prayer with uplifted face and hands and a downward stroke of the beard at the end.

B) o - blackboard. Several boards fastened together and
painted black usually nailed to the wall in the front of the classroom. One to

a room and approximately 3*4 feet in size greatly limiting their use for school¬

room activity.

- a

group of students of one sex from 3° to 50 in number* of at least two language

backgrounds (Persian and Fashtu) and usually more, of a wide range of home

(socio-economic) backgrounds (the entire range since there are no speoial eohools

for the affluent or leadership class)* of considerable variation in appearance

due to racial background and economic status (clothing tends to be western*

auitooat, trousers* and shirt without tie)* and with the usual intelligence and

interest of sohool children anywhere. They are often given the caption
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^ of enthusiastic interest and impertinent triokery).
>

a U?l - a room in a school building for teaching, whitewashed walls,

floors varying from earth to brick to cement tiles, windows with or without

glass, desks for two with a benoh in three or four rows, a chair and desk an

a raised platform for the teaoher*

10) , (JJ - book* Apart from the fact that the print is in

Arabic script a major difference lies in the fact that the direction of writing

is from right to left and the cover opens from the left to the right with the

binding on the right as one faces the front of the closed book. Books are

highly thought of, often seen wrapped in a l/—"3 (cloth), especially the

Koran which is usually placed on & high shelf in the home. ^ - paper*

Paper being the material on which books are printed, especially the hook of

books, the Koran, is not to be used for unseemly purposes, e.g. paper handker¬

chiefs, napkins, etc* One may be reproved for using a kleenex to blow one's
27

nose* '

Although the corpus contained many mare interesting examples of

difference in cultural meaning the above examples have clearly indicated the

extent to which a consideration of these differences involves one in the oontent

of culture, how much cultural material (values, institutions, etc.) is carried by

any language. Locking back over our examples it should be pointed out that

oj Lj! - Airport while having a 1 - 1 relationship in translation and
yet different cultural meaning can also he differentiated at the lexical level

via a study of its collocates, e.g. airport/prayer rug, pantaloons, turban, etc.
This same differenoe at the lexical level could be shown for all examples above.

27
'The above remarks pertaining to heme and school are based on observation from

many parts of Afghanistan, the Kabul area, the Kandahar area, Herat,
Mazar-l-Sharif, Kundus, Charicar, etc. rural as well as urban.
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It aeems valid to conclude that at tba cultural lsvel of meaning items

of tha most everyday sort oarry with them cultural meaning which can oausa

considerable interference in reoeption and production of tha L^, This fact
alone would seem to be reason enough to teach Lg in terms of Lg culture if we
are to adequately teach for comprehension and production with native speakers

Of I>2 ^ in its cultural setting. This author takes the view that aa
language is part of culture (one of its institutions) so culture is part of

1 anguage, Culture is carried by language in such a manner that the linguistic

symbols become forces in themselves. They rise above being just a neutral

code.

Thus the teaching of English in an Afghan cultural setting with an

Afghan cultural reference is not teaching English but teaching an alternate set

of symbols for the L^, in which cage we might say that English has been given a
new cultural meaning,

6,8 Ooiament on linguistic-cultural interference and second
language teaching.

The emphasis in second language teaching in line with and as a result

of linguistic theory and analysis has been squarely centered on structure at

the phonological and grammatical levels. Much less has been dona to balance

out the picture by extending the theory and analysis of language to a structural

presentation of meaning. Obviously in the language teaching situation one of

the parobaunt goals is the use of the language in meaningful communication with

other users of the language. This, of course, means that (me has to acquire the

phonology- and grammar but it also means acquiring meaning, instantial, potential,

and cultural, a fact often taken for granted.

One of the most notorious examples of this fact being ignored is the
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substitution drill, a pattern practice where gresunar and phonology- are focussed

on to the exclusion of meaning as it is conveyed -via actual situations

appropriate for the linguistic items and structures involved. If meaning ia

tied to situation via context, then relevant features and participants must be

taken account of and provided or simulated. Otherwise there will be either

no meaning to the sentences in the drill or we will he requiring the student to

take mental note of varied and diffuse situational features from sentence to

sentence in the drill frame, providing the student's mind is nimble enough to

perform this feat.

The argument here is not that we should replace pattern practice of

phonology and grammar but that we should add another ingredient without which a

very abnormal state of affairs aa mentioned above occurs, and that is the

ingredient of situation with its concomitant aspect of instantial meaning and

in turn its relation to potential and cultural meaning. Random use of situation

oannot be seen aa of great value but a consistent Integration of systematic
28

presentation of lexioal items in a culturally relevant situation designed to

build potential and cultural meaning via instantial has great promise. It is

true that these aspects of learning of a language have been seen but attempts

to implement them have been based more on intuition than on empirical observation

of semantic domains, related or unrelatedness, eto. as indicated by the analysis

in 6.

It seems reasonable that second language teaching materials should take

cognisance of the fact that unwittingly muoh of present teaching materials foster

the notion in students which they are only too often already in possession of

28
This point of view should apply to all presentation of language material if

possible.
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that an item translates for another in one instance and therefore will for

all others, i.e. it has the same potential meaning, or in other words that

potential and cultural meaning are implied in instantial meaning equivalence.

Another distortion by implication is the teaching of the second language in

terms of the culture of the first language. As has been pointed out this gives

the erroeneous idea that one has learned the seoond language as it is used by

native speakers in their own culture. The only merit in this approach, if

there is any, is in that it forms a bridgehead, albeit, full of potential inter¬

ference, for those learners who will go on to swim in the cultural stream of ths

second language. Obviously the question of how muoh alien culture and ideology

and linguistioo-oultural stance or point of view are to be allowed to pass via

the second language to the student oannot be answered here. Unfortunately they

are left to be answered by those whose political position may overshadow their

social and cultural inclinations.

To make speoifio reference to the teaching of English in Afghanistan one

must mention the fact that the materials in use were written from the Lg -
Culture^ combination which 1 have seriously questioned in this thesis. At some
point in the teaching of any second language with as widely separated cultures

as that of Afghanistan and America there oomes the time when the question must

be raised and answered as to when English will be taught in its own linguistioo-

cultural medium. If a second language is to be considered a Trojan horse full

of potentially disruptive ideologies,; to the student (which has not proven to be

the oase at the level of everyday lexical items within the interest range of

beginning students at least) then there is political and social justification for

treating it as a code which can take on the meaning of any social milieu necessary.
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This point of Tie* cannot he seriously oonsidered in light of the cultural

load that most lexical items carry and the lingilatioally differentiated

relationships and points of view carried by items closer to the grammatical end

of the aline.

Whenever the plunge into the second language culture is made, either from

the first day or at the end of the third or sixth year or whenever, then must bs

faoed these questions* What are the defining characteristics of the culture and

vhere are they to be found in printT It is obvious that a native of any

Unguistico-cultural background can serve as informant for either the language or

the culture but be may never have externalized any of the defining features of

this oulture or language and only prove able to elucidate minor and colorful points*

Sociologists end social anthropologists have made many technical studies of the

American culture but these are technical and can at best only serve as background

material* Short of living in a oulture where the Lg is spoken one can partici¬
pate vicariously via what that oulture puts into print in the Lg about themselves
in literature. Here literature is taken to inolude newspaper editorials, short

Stories, current novels, etc. In light of the research of social anthropologists,

social historians, sociologists, and sociolinguists dealing with such facets of

oulture as national character, personality structure, patterns of oulture,

cultural ethos, etc. a series of check lists should bs devised for the particular

second language culture designed to turn up the above mentioned aspects of culture

as found in literature. Thus we would be able to use these to compile reading

material which would, for example, yield information on parent child relation¬

ships, or socio-economic aspects of the adolescent, etc. A suggestion for such

a cultural check-list is inoluded in the appendix although under close inspection

it will be seen to attempt too much in one listing and as suggested needs to be

broken down into smaller units. See Appendix C.
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Obviously the above suggestion is aimed for the student who has ooms to

the point of reading in the with ease* What is to be done for the student

before he reaches this stage of learning? It would seem entirely feasible to

use the cultural checklists in reverse as a guide to writing original material

or adapting material which fulfils the cultural goals one has in mind*

As a concluding thought fbr this work and a guide to future research

in this gtnsral area the following remarks by J. R, Firth are put fbrwardt

"The disciplines and tsohniquss of linguistics are directed to assist

us in making statements of meaning* Indeed, the main oonoern of descriptive

linguistics is to make statements of meaning.

"Svery scientific worker must mark out his field in aoocrdanee with

the resources of his disciplines and techniques md develop them in the

handling of his chosen material* The linguist studies tin speaking parson

in the social process.**

"We must apprehend language events in their contexts as shaped by the
29

creative acts of speaking persons." 7

2^J. R. Firth, 1957* "Modes of meaning," Papers in Linguistics 1934-1951*
Londont Oxford University Press, pp. 190, 193. Emphasis supplied.
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APPENDIX A

Note on laterferenoe at the level of visual material. i.e.
writing and other aymbollaationa suoh aa pictures.

1. Writing.

The following is a brief description of the conventions of writing Arabic

script employed for the writing of Persian or Pashtu as well as the other written

languages in Afghanistan.

Writing is dons from right to left and from top to bottom of the page.

This means for all printed matter audi as books, eto. when facing the cover of the

book, the spina will be on the right and the pages will turn from the left to the

right band side. For the purposes of writing most children are taught what is

ealled the /flikasta/ ✓script. Only three vowel phonemes are indicated in

writing while all of the consonants are represented. This does not mean that

there is a one to one correspondence between phoneme and alphabet. In some cases

there is a letter not always sounded, e.g. ^ «• ^ , and others (due to Arabic
loan words retaining Arabic spellings) have several graphic representations, e.g.

A/ . jo t /»/ t A/ / > • ®hus while Persian
spelling is not phonemic in the sense of a one to one correspondence it is still

not parallel to English in this respect and will be a possible area of interference.

Most of the letters are connected to preoeding and following letters in the

word although there are some letters whieh do not oonneot with a following letter,
At $ I

e.g. J j //))'* ^hsre are no oapital letters and each letter of the
alphabet is considered to have four shapes, independent, initial, medial, and

final. Some letters have identioal shapes or basic forms and are distinguished

by the arrangement of one, two or three dots above, below or inside the basic form.

Thus the manner of writing is cursive due to the connecting forms but with con¬

ventions of linkage either between two word-items or on occasion part of a word
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may conneot with a following word* Thus such common words as 'this1 •

•that* I , 'one'can be linked to the following word (although they

would not join words beginning with a letter of the group ... .7 ^ etc.).
Punctuation in writing may or may not exist. If it is used it follows generally

the line8 of usage known in Engliah for the followingi period; QQ question

mark (which may be replaoed by a parried if the question begins with a question ward

such as ); £V] exclamation point; [V3 colon; 0Q semi-colon; QQ oomma.

It will be noted that these have been adapted for the right to left sequence in

writing and changed in cases where there might be confusion with certain forma
1

of existing letters.

While writing is taught in relation to the concept of line this is not an

overriding consideration as it is in English. In /fiikasta/ the

student is taught to begin the writing of each word higher than where it will end,

to slope down, thus OI . The tendency, therefore, in writing Persian
is to continue this general slope far the entire line. In writing a good hand

in Arabio soript tbe student is taught to see the whole page as an artistic or irell

balanced presentation. He is therefore entitled to fill gaps by writing a ward

or part of a wcrd above another especially at the end of the line and to have a

number of well spaced long strokes to give a pleasing effect. These esthetio

aspects of writing are culturally conditioned and will not be further oommented

upon apart from noting that the writer of Persian is given a great deal of freedom

to exercise his artistic talents in writing a word, a line, or a page.

These characteristics of Persian writing can be contrasted with the

writing conventions of English and differences ascertained although there has

been no research in this area to determine which factors are to be seen as having
more interference potential than others. Those who have had experienoe in

1H. H. Paper and M. A. Jaa<yery, 1955» The Writing System of Modern Persian,
Washington, D.C.i American Council of Learned Societies.
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te&ohing English cursive to Afghan students have notioed the tendency to slant

their writing from left to right (the converse of that in writing Persian) in

other words downwards in the direotion of writing* to fail to develop a fully

cursive hand (this may he due to the fact that Persian is not written* strictly

speaking* in a fully cursive hand due to the letters whieh are non-connectors) *

to disregard line* i.e. either write too far above it or through it* and to fail

to comprehend the rules of capitalization and punotuation even for the simplest

occurrences suoh as the capitalization of the first word in a sentence and the

use of a period at the end*

It would seem manifest to this writer that the reason for this is mainly

due to the material and method in use in the teaching of SngLi^i in that it has

not adequately recognized writing as a teaching problem of high-strength inter¬

ference • The assumption has been too often made that the Afghan student sees

and recognizes all the meaningful conventions of English writing whereas he

neither sees nor understands them and is left to do his best under the negative

transference of Persian writing habits. S. Pit Corder in his forthcoming The

Visual Element in Language Teaching makes this comment about visual material in

generals "In short* we must be quite sure in language teaching that our pupils

understand what they see of the visual element of the situational context; that

is* they must not only see what the teacher intends them to see* but also

reoognize it for what it is and understand its relationship with the other features.

They must do this so quickly and so completely that the language they are being
2

taught is immediately filled with meaning.N Aotual examples are given below

2
S. Pit Corder, 1965» The Visual Element in Language Teaching (To be published
by Longmans in 1966)* typescript, p. 36.
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of the writing of well educated, individuals (all university graduates and some

doing advanced graduate study). It oould be said that most of these hands would

not pass as 'educated* hands and thus an unfair judgment of these persons may be

made by native speakers of BngLish who would classify these hands as something

less than university graduates. Therefore for social reasons, if no other,

one of the goals of teaching Ehglish writing should be an 'edueated' hand and

this oould be culturally defined for either American or British education.

It would seem (although this too bears further study) that in reading

English the Afghan student enters a set of contentions with fewer defining

characteristics. But here again without careful analysis of the conventions

of English reading and writing one may assume too muoh. Studies in which the

various parts of words in English were unintelligible but with the word still

meaningful to a native speaker might reveal what the cues are that tip tbs

balance between unintelligible and intelligible graphic substance* e.g.

unintelligible, unintelligible, wmintelligible, unintelligHrirw, etc. Probably

all but the last would convey to a reader of English the word 'unintelligible*

and the last one can only be confbsed with 'unintelligenoe' sinoe 'unintelligent'

oould be considered to be one letter too short. In hand writing again we look

for those defining characteristics which tip the balance.

A word should be said about the professional letter writer ( 0 9* )
in Afghan culture employed by the illiterate or ill-eduoated who uses a stated

form of greetings and salutations before ooming to the business of the letter

and ends with other appropriate forms to the culture. This attitude toward

writing, in a stylised and stereotyped form, shows up very readily in the

student's attempt to write in English. He would seem culturally bound to a

pattern from which he as a person cannot escape. For the student in writing
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compositions in Persian is taught to adhere to a style and ohoice of subject

well defined by traditional literature* The use of feminine names* especially

of one's own family* is very much proscribed both in speech and writing of a

public nature* This to some extent limits the patterns of the unless they

are set in the culture of the Lg.
While the written word is greatly respected and revered in Afghm culture

due to the large number of population who do not funotion as literates (lack of

reading material * lack of adequate schooling* etc.) the cultural patterns of

communication are still largely verbal* e.g. social* educative* entertainment

(via radio)* with the exception of government* a highly bureaucratic system where

everything is in writing*

All of these factors and others must be considered in studying the inter¬

ference to be seen in written English by Afghan students.

2. Pictures.

The use of pictures in the classroom has unquestioned advantage in

teaching but the reading of pictures is dependent on several factors* i.e.

maturity, experience* and socio-cultural background. All but the last are recog¬

nized in western aduoational practices. The assumption is rightly made for the

last, socio-eultur&l background* that there is a very high cannon denominator or

oosraon cultural experience for western culture on which to rely in getting what

the picture says. This is not true when there is a cultural gap of the

proportions as between general western culture and provincial eastern culture

such as the majority of Afghan students possess. Carder makes this point well

when he says, "The ability to piok out the relevant features of the situation

Q-n a picture]]] and discern the relationships between them is dependent upon

several factors. It depends upon the maturity and experience of the learner.
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He cannot be expected to spot features which are unknown to him, or whioh lie

outside the range of his expericnoe. He may be too young to understand, or he

may be too unsophisticated. On the other hand, his failure to spot the relevance

of the feature may be due to his social or cultural background.*^ This would

apply equally well to stylized drawing, certain conventions used in pictures

such as ???T for questioning or non-comprehension; 11U far surprise; facial

expressions, hand and body movements, etc.

Persian art has a traditional manifestation in its two dimensional

aspect of height and width but not depth. In other wards the third dimension

is carried by objects being placed above others rather than beside them but

drawn smaller. This Is seen in paintings, book illustrations, rug designs,

etc. It may have little lasting effect on the student or none but dimension

does play a part in reading of piotares by provincial students. One may wish

to oall it laok of sophistication. This also bears investigation from the

cultural and psychological point of view.

'pit Corder, 1965, p. 30•



Examples of handwriting in English by Afghans.
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The above example tendency to slope downward from the point of origin
and to break wordsor even use separate letters within a word.
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In the above there is a mixture of lower and upper case forms with apparent
lack of control for smooth execution of the word as a unit.
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vl. o j s

■ /. / 15 o £p (/U^\A/\sis
The above could also be said to lack smoothness of execution or control of
shape and size.

^ Pi) Cv_.'VvL-

*.<s)

'^Q^o p^; Cj»

Jo the left another example of slant-
lnS in a somewhat broken cursive.
The Persian script is by the same
hand.
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APPEHD3X C

This checklist is included as a suggestion of what might he done on a

larger soale, i.e. taking themes or structural units of American culture and

devising a checklist for each of greater detail thus making the coverage more

comprehensive and of greater use. The following cheoklist borders on being

superficial in scope and detail. The value of a well constructed checklist

would be to allow one's reading material to give a balanced presentation of the

soolo-oultural aspects of the language being learned.

The oheoklist is employed to check material being presented to students

for cultural content. This information can then be used with other material

for teaching in order that one might complement the first or reinforce some

aspects previously presented. This can be done for any type of material but

is probably best suited to literature in the strictest sense of the word. in

a wider sense this sort of information could be very useful in a contrastive

sense provided a similar cheoklist for the culture were made for, it would

allow enlightened presentation of new cultural patterns oarried in the Lg.

A CHECKLIST FOR AMERICAN CULTURE

I. General patterns in American culture

A. Developing maximum potentialities of the individual

1. Acquiring pecuniary power
2. Climbing the ladder of success
3. Seeking adventure
4. Taking the initiative
3. Competing with others
6. Protecting individual rights through government

B. Equalizing opportunities for all

1. Conforming with the group
2. Seeking sooial equality
3. Poroing economic equality
4. Using political equality
5. Practising philanthropy
6. Cooperating with the group



Man and nature

A. Food

1* Farming
2. Processing
3 • Marketing
4, Eating

a. How many meals
to. At what times
0. What is eaten
d. What is drunk
e. Seating at meals
f. Practices with servants

g. Practices without servants
h. Spoken formulas at meals
1. Use of eating utensils

B. Shelter

1. Dwellings
a. Uses of various parts
to. Furnishings for eaoh
o. Plumbing and heating
d. Conventions of cleanliness

2. Non-residential buildings

C. Clothing

1. Men's clothing
2. Women*8 olothing
3. Urban and rural clothing
4* Formal and informal olothing

D. Transportation

1. Vehicles far transportation
a. Cars and taxis
to. Subways, streetcars, busses
c. Railroads
d. Airplanes
e. Ships

2. Volume of traffic
3. Frequency of travel

S. Technology

1. Use of mechanical inventions
2. Use of soientifio processes

F. Man and animals

1. Useful animals
2. Pets
3« Treatment of animals
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II* G. Climate

1. Avoiding extremes
2. Preserving food

III* Man and man

A* Social structure

1. Family groups
a. Family organization

i. Size and relationships
ii* Marriage* divorce* remarriage
iii* Line of descent

b. Parents
1. Husband-wife relations
ii. Sxtra-marital relations
iii* Parent-child relations

o* Children
i. Relations to adult world
ii* Formulas of address
iii* Relation to other children
iv. Forms and spirit of play
v. Attention given to physidal skills
vi. Sohool experiences
vii. Stories far children
viii. Songs far children
d. Adolescents

1* Time of stress and revolt
e* Sex differences and relations

i. Differences in childhood training
ii. Adolescent sooial relations
iii. Conventions of modesty
iv. Areas of supervision and freedom
v. Courtship and marriage
vi. Areas of dominance of each sex

f. The aged
i. Care far the aged in families
ii. The aged in institutions
lii. The aged who live alone

2. Sooial groups
a. Class levels

i. Owners
ii. Managers
lii. Laborers
iv. Professional groups
v. Groups outside the social structure
vi. Consciousness of class levels
vii. Language of various class levels

b. Race and national i1y groups
i. Social position of cultural groups
ii. Interoultural relations



o. Religion
i. Protestants, Catholics, Jews
ii. Churoh attendance
iii. Baptism, marriage, burial
iv. Holidays and festivals
V. Intergroup relations
yi. Superstition
Societies and associations
i. Business men's olubs
ii. Fraternal orders
iii. Veterans' groups
iv. Women's clubs
v. Informal associations

Community units
a. Scattered farm ooomunities
b. Small tonne
o* Suburban towns
d. Cities
e. Metropolitan centers
Leisure time aotivities
a. Motor activities

i. Enjoying the out-of-doors
ii. Participating in sports
iii. Practising handicrafts and skills
iv. Dancing and playing social gamsa

b. Sensory activities
i, latching sports events
ii* Attending plays and movies
iii. Attending opera and concerts
iv. Listening to the radio

c. Intellectual activities
i. Reading
ii. Doing club work
iii. Playing cards

Language formulas and gestures
a. Clerks in stores and customers
b. Family and servants
o. Casual meeting
d. Informal parties
e. Formal receptions
f. Greetings and leave takings
g. Shaking hands

i. How frequently
ii. Who extends hand first

h. Introductions
i. Differences of ceremoniousness in different

social groups
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III. B. Economic structure

1. Schemes of ownership
a. Means of acquisition
b. Personal, not family, holdings

2. Economic exohange
a. Position of trade
b. Position of business leaders

3. Employment
a. Types of work

i. Work fcxr adolesoents
b. Preparation for work
c. Areas of choice and compulsion
d. Amount of pay and security

i. Workers' attitude toward pay
ii. Their attitude toward advancement

4* Labor organizations
a. Attitudes of others toward labor

5. Social service work

C. Political struoture

1. Democracy
a. Responsibility for government

i. Elections
b. Freedom and personal security
c. Polioe

2. Political parties
a. Position of liberals and radicals
b. Political morals

3. International affairs
a. Relations with world groups
b. War

D. Educational system
1. Primary schools

a. Teachers (sex, age, training)
b. Boys and girls study together
c* Subjects studied

2. Secondary schools
a. Teachers
b. Coeducation
c. Subjects studied
d. Social life at sohool

3. Hi^ier eduoation
a. College studies
b. Campus life

4. Newspapers and magazines
5. Radio
6. Adult education
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IV. Values in the culture

A. Social values

1 • Sanctity of the individual
2. Leveling and cooperation

B. Emotional tone

1. Attitude toward showing emotion
2* Times of showing emotion

C. Religious tone

1. Importance in daily life

D. Ethical values

1. Ideas of right and wrong
2. Attitude toward obeying laws
5» Attitude toward war, homicide, suicide

E. Areas of taboo

1. Areas of silence
2. Attitude toward profanity

P. Esthetic values

1. Public taste in art
2. Attitude toward artists

Walter Powell Allen, 1948, Selecting Reading Materials for Chinese Students
(A Technique for Selecting Reading Materials which Provide Cultured Background
for learning English at Huaohung University) Ed.D. Diss. Tea. Col. Columbia
University,
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APP1SNDIX D

In accordance with Regulation 15 of "Regulations for the degree of

Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.)" Programme of Special Study and Researcht p. 708,

the following facts of publication resulting from research on the thesis are

given! "An Sthnolinguistio Bibliography with Supporting Material in

Linguistics and AnthropologyAnthropological Linguistics 6*2,10-52.

Since the bibliography deals with the general scope of the thesis and

is the first to be published in the field of sooiolinguistics (in the last

year socio has superseded ethnolinguistics as a general term), it is being

included as part of the thesis althou^i in an expanded form including over 500

additional items* The original introductory statement, however, is being

included in zeroxed form.

A version of the bibliography arranged according to subject matter is

being considered for publication by Mouton and Co*
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AN ETHNOLINGUISTIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

WITH SUPPORTING MATERIAL IN LINGUISTICS AND ANTHROPOLOGY

R. J. Goodell

Edinburgh University

0. In this bibliography the general assumption is made that a study fo¬
cussing on ethnoiinguistics will find linguistic and anthropological works
meaningful and helpful. A word here needs to be said about the term ethno¬
iinguistics, what it means and why it was chosen. The term ethnoiinguistics
signifies the marriage between the two disciplines of anthropology or its sub¬
division ethnology, and linguistics. As stated by Olmsted (1950) ethnoiinguis¬
tics has been seen from several points of view; (1) the use made in linguistics
of ethnological findings, (2) the use in ethnology of linguistic findings, (3) the
exchange of methodologies between the two disciplines, (4) studies where data
from both disciplines are clearly seen as contributing to a common goal,, and
(5) an integrated approach to the problems of social science made possible by
combining the forces of ethnology and linguistics. Of these five, the most sig¬
nificant for the future of either discipline is the last, which gives promise of
producing a new approach. The term ethnoiinguistics covers all five aspects
and seems to have had no serious competition until recently when at The Ninth
Congress of Linguists several papers were given in this general area of study
using the term 1 sociolinguistics 1. In the Hymes (1963) article, Notes toward
a history of linguistic anthropology, a somewhat longer history for the term
'sociolinguistics 1 is given. Although this new term has obvious improvements
over the present one used (socio is broader in scope than ethno which is re¬
stricted quite closely to the specialization of ethnology within anthropology),
it was felt that ethnoiinguistics should serve for this bibliography since the
great preponderance of articles use it.

Three main categorizations were made due to the sheer size of the bib¬
liography. The author felt that an attempt to present only ethnolinguistic
studies would not make a very significant contribution to the field for two
reasons, (1) it is hard in some cases to know just where to draw the line as
to what is ethnolinguistic and what is not and (2) in the study of two disci¬
plines one does not learn much that is new unless those other tangential areas
of the two are allowed to exert their influence, also. In line with this many
items of the bibliography in general linguistics and general anthropology were
allowed because of their contribution on the theoretical level. It is, therefore,
felt that a bibliography of this nature can make a significant contribution to the
end that two disciplines and their carefully chosen associated fields when skill¬
fully blended yield new and fresh ideas for the solution of linguistic and non-

10
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linguistic problems of long standing.
The following is a subject-matter outline of the bibliography indicating

its scope.

Linguistics: General: theory, scientific aspects, useful theory from
linguistics. Descriptive: phonology, syntax, semology. Applied: grammat¬
ical application, cultural application.

Anthropology: Cultural and social anthropology: general, kinship,
values, community, method, area concept. Ethnology: patterns (Boas,
Benedict, Mead, Sapir), universals (Murdock), cross-cultural comparisons,
useful theory from anthropology (area concept, assemblage, trait, configur¬
ation, Gestaltian theory, diffusion, patterning, universals, flow-flux-change,
cross-cultural comparisons), national character and personality.

Ethnolinguistics: Linguistic relativity: philosophy of language (von
Humboldt, Cassirer, Wittgenstein and Langer), language and culture (Boas
and Sapir), origin of language, relation of thought to language and culture.
Ethnolinguistics proper: extra-linguistic data, field theory of language,
lexis, typology of language, lexicostatistics - glossochronology, para-

language, gesture and kinesics, psycholinguistics, semantics and translation
theory, acculturation and language.

In order to make the bibliography of easy reference one alphabetical
listing has been made including the three above mentioned categories; there¬
fore, items pertaining to Linguistics will be marked (L), items pertaining
to Anthropology will be marked (A), and items pertaining to Ethnolinguistics
will be left unmarked.

The style of reference and abbreviations used are generally those used
in AL, with the addition of Roman numerals only for Series numbers (e.g.,
II. 12.44-9 Series II, Volume 12, pp. 44-49 inclusive).

Aberle, D. F. I9 60. The influence of linguistics on the development of early
culture and personality theory G. Dole and R. Carneiro, Eds.,
Essays in the Science of Culture. New York: Crowell, pp. 1-29.

and William M. Austin. 1951. A lexical approach to the comparison of
two Mongol social systems, SIL- 9.79-90.

Adcock, Cyril J. , and James E. Ritchie. 1958. Intercultural use of
rorschach, AA, 60.881-92.

Aginsky, Burt W. and Ethel G. 1948. The importance of language univer¬
sals, Word 4. 1 68 .

Aginsky, Ethel G. Language and culture, Proceedings of the 8th American
Scientific Congress 2.271-76.

Allen, H. B. (ed.). 1958. Readings in Applied English Linguistics . New
York: Appleton Century Crofts, Inc. (L)

Allen, Walter Powell. 1948. A cultural check-list, Selecting Reading Ma¬
terial for Chinese Students. Columbia University Teachers College
Ed.D. Dissertation.

1955. Selected Reading Materials for Foreign Students. Washington,
DiC. Washington Publications.



Abererombie, D. 1948. "The social basis of language," English Language
Teaching 3*1-11*

Aberle, D. F. 1960, "The influence of linguistics on early culture and
personality-theory," in Gertrude E. Dole and Robert L. Carneiro (eds),
Essays in the Soience of Culture in Honor of Leslie A, White, Hew Yorki
Crowell, pp.1-29.

— and W. M, Austin 1931* "A Lexical Approach to the Comparison of Two
Mongol Social systems," Studies in Linguistics, 9*79-90.

Aborn, M., H. Rubenstein, and T. D. Stirling 1959* "Sources of contextual
constraint upon words in sentences," Journal of Experimental Psychology
57*171-80.

Adams, R. H. I960. "An inquiry into the nature of the family," in
Gertrude E. Dole and Robert L. Carneiro (eds), Essays in the Science of
Culture in Honor of Leslie A, White. hew York» Crowell, pp.50-49*

Adams, S. and F. F. Powers I929. "The psychology of language," Psych.
Bulletin 26.241-60.

Adcoek, C. J. and J. S. Ritchie 1958. "Intercultural Use cf Rorschach,"
American Anthropologist 60.881-92.

Aginsky, Burt W, and Ethel G. 1948. "The importance of language universale,"
Word 4*3.168.

Aginsky, Ethel G. 1941* "Language and culture," Proceedings of the 8th
American Scientific Congress 2.271-76.

Akhmanova, 0. S. 1963. Exact Methods in Linguistic Research. University
of California Press.

Alkon, P. L. 1959* "Behaviorism and linguistics: An historical note,"
Language and Speech 2: 37-51*

Allen, H. B. (ed) 1958. Readings in Applied Linguistics. New Yorki
Appleton Century Crofts, Inc.

Allen, W. P. 1948* Selected Reading Material for Chinese Students. Columbia
University Teachers College MA thesis, fypescript.

— 1948. "A cultural checklist," A Teachers College Columbia University
Ed.D. dissertation.

— 1955* Selected Reading Materials for Foreign Students. Washington, D.C.i
Washington Publications.

Allen, W. S. 1953* "Relationships in comparative linguistics," Transactions of
the Philological Society. L

— 1956. "Structures and systems in Abaza," Transactions of the Philological
Society. L



American Council on Education* Committee on the Study of teaching Materials
to Inter-group Relations. Inter-group Relations in Teaching Materials.
Washington, D.C.t American Council on Education, 1949*

Anderson, I. H. and W. F. Dearborn 1952. The psychology of teaching reading.
Hew Yorki Ronald Press. x, 582p.

Anonymous. "Obituary Dr. L. Wittgenstein," The London Times, May 2, 1951#

Antal, Laazlo 1964. "Four approaches to the same graamatical category,"
Linguistics 5*51-65* L

Anthony, E. M. 1955* "The importance of the native language in teaching
vocabulary," Language Learning 5*108-11.

-— 195S* "An exploratory inquiry into lexical dusters," in H. B. Allen
Readings in Applied English Linguistics. New York* Appleton Century
Crofts, Inc. L

Asoher, R. and C. F. Hockett 1965* "She human revolution," mimeo, Ithica, N.Y.

___________ 1949* "Atlantic linguistics," Archivim Linguist!cum 1 ill. ^

Austin, J. L. 1962. How to Do Things with Words. Oxford.

Barker, R. G. and Louise Shedd 1961* "Behavior units for the comparative study
of cultures," in B„ Kaplan (ed), Studying Personality Cross-culturally.
Evanstont Row Peterson, pp. 457-76*A

— and H. F. Wright 1955* Midwest end Its Children, The Psychological Ecology
of an American Town. Evanston1 Row Peterson. a

Barnett,J. A. I96I. On the Preparation of Contextually Graded Courses far
English Language Teaching. University of Edinburgh 1 School of Applied
Linguistics Dissertation.

Barnett, H. G. I94O. "Culture processes," American Anthropologist 42.21-48.

Barth, E. A. T« 1961* "The language behavior of Negroes and Whites," Pacifio
Sociological Review 4 69-72.

Barth, F.1^"Segmentary opposition and the theory of games: etc." J. Rcyal
Anthrop. Inst. 89* 1* 5-21 refs. ^

Basilius, H. 1952. "Neo-Humboldtian ethnolinguistics," Word 8:2.95-105.

— 1959* Rv» of J. C. 0'Flaherty Unity and Language: A study in the philosophy
of Johann Georg Hamann. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1952.
Language 52.508-10.
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Basson, A. H. and D. J. O'Connor 1947* "Language and Philosophy* Seme
Suggestions for an Empirical Approach," Philosophy 22*49-65*

Bazell, C. E. 1953. Linguistic Form. Istanbul. L

— 1962. "Meaning and the morpheme," Word 18.132-42*

Seals, R. L. and H. Hoijer 1959* An Introduction to Anthropology. New York*
Macmillan and Co. A

Beardsley, R. K. 1953* "Hypothesis on Inner Asian Pastoral Nomadism and Its
Culture Area," American Antiquity 18.24-28. a

Beoker, E. 1962. The Birth and Death of Meaning* New York* Free Press of
Glencoe.

Bellugi, U, 1964* Rv. R. H. Weir Language in the Crib, Harvard Educational
Review 34*2.332-34*

Bendor-Samuel, J. T. I96I. The Verbal Piece in Jebro (Supplement to Word, 17). N.Y. i,

Benedict, Ruth 1946a. Patterns of Culture* London* Routledge, 1935* A

— 1946b, The Chrysanthemum arid the Sword. Boston* Houghton Mifflin. A

-— 1946c, "The stucfy' of cultural patterns in European nations," Transactions
of the New York Academy of Soiences, Series 2, VIII, 274-79*

Berko, J. 1958* "The child's learning of English morphology," Word 14*150-77*

— and R, W» Brown I960. "Psycholinguiatic research methods," in P. H. Mussen (ed)
Handbook of Methods in Child Psychology. New York' Wiley.

Bernstein, B. 1958. "Some sociological determinants of perception. An inquiry
into sub-cultural differences," The British Journal of Sociology 9»2.159-74.

— 1959* "A public language* some sociological implications of a linguistio
form," The British Journal of Sociology 10*4,311-26.

— i960. "Language and social class (research note)," The British Journal of
Sociology 11*3.271-6.

-— I96I. "Aspects of language and learning in the genesis of the social
process," Journal of Child Psychology and Psychiatry 1.313-24.

-— 1965. "A socle-linguistic approach to social learning," in J. Gould (ed)
A Survey of the Social Sciences. London* Penguin.

von Bertalanffy, L. 1955* "An e3say on the relativity of categories,"
Philosophy of Science 20.243-64*

Beylsmit, J. J. (ed) 1962. Linguistic Bibliography for the year i960 and
supplement for previous years. Utrecht-Antwerp* Spectrum.
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